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It would have melted ... 
Earlier this week, Kelly Egan of the grounds department shoveled inches of snow from campus~ko=n 
By Tuesday, temperatures increased to the mid-50's. 
UH to vote on housing ordinance 
Denise Glaros 
St8ff Reporter 
The University Heights City 
Council will vote on an updated 
version of an ord ina nce that regu-
lates th e number of roomers per-
mitted in residences and overnight 
parking in residential areas at the 
council meeting on Monday, March 
3 at 7:30p.m. 
At this past Tuesday's meeting, 
Council heard a first reading of the 
ordinance, w hich enables the coun-
cil members and those in at te n-
dance to com ment on it,sa id Nancy 
English, the clerk of council. 
English said the ordinance will 
then go on second reading at the 
March 3cityouncil meetmg, when 
the seven member board will vote 
on whether to pass or fail it. 
This city ordinance, which has 
been debated heavily since mid-
September, has undergone some 
small changes, mainly redefining 
the provisions in the housing and 
zoning codes. 
on why or ow they can ac om-
modate more than three people 
in their living facilities. 
William Nadeau, building 
commissioner for the city of Uni-
ve rsity Heights, sa id that if the 
room is "not a legally designed 
bedroom, they cannot use it" 
Under these terms, convening 
the living room or attic into a bed-
room is illegal under the ordi-
nance and the renters will be 
cited. 
Also, the residence may not 
provide common sleeping facili-
ties for more tha n three unrelated 
occupants, which would instead 
term its use as a "boarding house" 
or "fraternity house," according 
to a draft of the ordinance. 
In addition, parking of a mo-
tor vehicle between 2 a.m . and 5 
a.m. in residential districts is pro-
hibited unless parked in an at-
tached garage (if applicable) or to 
the rear of the house. 
nan e a to ve o 
Wolk added that this rise in dis-
turbances can be attributed to the 
increased student population at 
Carroll within the last 10 years. 
Ken Cannata, a property owner 
who a ttended the city counci l 
meeting on Feb. ll, said that stu-
dents "don't know how to live out-
side of college" and inquired about 
John Carroll's involvement to solve 
these problems. 
Mayor Beryl E. Rothschild said 
that the city "works well wit h the 
university" to enforce the housing 
regulations, though the properties 
area city domain and nota campus 
domain. 
Although there is cooperation 
on both sides, Mel Weiner, a mem-
ber of the City Planning Commis-
sion, brought up the issue of the 
city's power of inspection on 
Heights residences based on previ-
ous complaints. 
see HOUSING, page two 
Provost speaks 
Tom O'Konowltz 
News Ed itOr 
In his address to faculty last 
Thursday, Frederick Travis. pro 
vost,offercd the lacult y h tseva\u-
arion ol the univcrs ll va t pre~en t , 
as we\\ ash 1s l ha \\enges to them 
for the f ut urc. 
Unt versity President Rev.john 
J. Shea Sj appomted Travis pro-
vost this year, a position whtch is 
mrended to coordi nate the aca 
demic, extracum cu lar and spin-
tual development of students. 
Travis offered somechallenges 
of his own to the fac ulty He has 
revived the university assessment 
committee, and charged it with 
assessing how the totaljCUexpe 
rience affects graduates. 
He also asked the faculty to 
study and develop plans for an 
effective teacht ng eva] uation sys-
tem. 
"We pride ourselves on excel-
lent teac hing, but in fac t, at 
present we can furmsh ver y little 
crcd1b\c cvtdcncc of 1h1s.'· l rav1,; 
He a lso suggested tha t it is time 
for the faculty to consider the is-
sue of post-tenure evaluanon for 
fac ulty. He said tha t the national 
attitude, and even at Ca rroll, is 
suspic ious of the tenure system. 
As a result, the university must 
begin to study the system, or it 
w il l likely be threatened 
"I have no h 1dden agenda here," 
Trav is said. "I rem am a proponent 
of the 1enun: system, but I am se 
nnus\) conu:r ned fo r nsf ut ure 1 f 
we st mply <Htempt to defend the 
status quo." 
Trav1s also reiterated the goals 
of the university president, in-
clud mgdiverst!Jcation of the stu-
dent body racia II y.ethmcillly and 
mamly geographically. 
He said that Shea would also 
like to sec more jesUit filcu lty re-
crUited, as t hree are al read y con-
fi rmed for the next academic year. 
Other goals of hea Include an 
improved Dj. Lombardo Student 
Center, a center for fine arts, ma-
jor new endowment for scholar 
ships, technology, faculty devcl 
opment and Catholtc studies 
In his address, Travts empha-
sized the university's goa l to for m 
students who will become not 
onlysuccessfulm careers, but also 
in social actions 
I k "'"d 1 hal 1 \w \.<c \\\\ y -.hou\tl 
l -· .. l~""''"'" develop as rnuch, if not more,£ rom 
their out of classroom experiences 
as from their classes." 
He d td say that academtc ex-
cellence and the pursutt of tr uth 
will remain flfSt priority, but the 
total student experience must be 
see TRAVIS, page two 
Thursday after Frederick Travis' provost speech. 
First, the owner of the residence 
will have the title of head of house-
hold and authorized agent, or he or 
she must designate the first non-
resident to have the titles of head of 
household and agent of the owner. 
And finally, there can only be 
one set of culinary equipment per 
dwelling unit; there can be only 
one set of appliances such as a 
toaster, refrigerator, and/or mi-
crowave oven. 
Members elected for first SABB 
The head of household can have 
an addit ional roomer for each ad-
ditional bedroom the rental con-
tains. 
Additionally, a permit must be 
issued by the building commis-
sioner. 
This permit must be obtained 
annually for each unrelated roomer, 
but one permit can be purchased 
for all of the roomers at one ti mefor 
the regular price of $25. 
If three bedrooms are in the 
rental , then there can be only three 
roomers. In orderto have more than 
three roomers, the Board of Zoning 
Appeals must give approval , based 
These provisions to the ordi-
nanceweredeveloped in response 
to complaints made by Univer-
sity Heigh ts citizens about cer-
tain residents' behavior, which 
includes high noise levels, lewd 
acts, inadequate maintenance of 
the premises, reckless driving 
(without regard to young children 
in the area), too many cars fort he 
habitable space and "engaging in 
bizarre conduct such as relieving 
themselves in public." 
Alan Wolk, the city law direc-
tor, said that 95 percent of the 
complaints are about john Car-
roll students and because of a few 
irresponsible people, the ordi-
Resa Whipkey 
Staff Reporter 
This Tuesday's Student Union 
meeting marked the election of 
student representatives to the new 
Student Activities Budget Board. 
According to guidelines for the 
SABB, which will form a commit-
tee made up of students and fac-
ulty members to distribute funds 
to organizations, the newly estab-
lished House of Representatives is 
entitled to appoint two student 
board members, and the Senate 
three. 
The House elected junior Kate 
Robinson and sophomore Brian 
White to positions on the board; 
the Senate elected junior Drew 
Pollick, and freshmen Kate 
Meacham and Chris Kerr. Thefive 
students will hold positions on 
the Board for the remainder of this 
budget period, working in 
conjuction with three appointed 
faculty members and the vice 
president of student affai rs, Rev. 
Richard P Salmi, Sj. 
The purpose of the SABB is to 
involve students in the process of 
deciding how funds are distrib-
uted among chartered campusor-
ganizations, by creating a team of 
students and faculty members 
who work together to propose a 
budget each year. ln the past, the 
budget proposal was decided on 
by administration alone, so the 
creation of the Board offers a new 
opportunity for students to voice 
their opinions on how the money 
is distributed. 
"I feel it is extremely positive 
that students will now get to de-
cide where their money goes," 
White said. "A drawback of the 
whole process, or why people may 
see this as a drawback, IS the lack of 
funds to be distributed in the first 
place. If more funds were avail-
able,! think more people would see 
this opportunity for students' 
voices to be heard as a good thing." 
In its first year of existence, the 
SABB will also have an opportu-
nity to set the stage for the boards 
of upcoming years, through a co-
operative effort on the part of both 
students and faculty involved. 
see SABB, page two 
2 
SU reviews JUSTICE report 
The SU Review Commiuee convened on 
Sunday to review the JUSTICE report by joe 
Wholley. former co-chair of the student issues 
committee. that investigated alleged wrongdoings 
by SU representatives at a NovemberjUSTICEcon-
vention in San Francisco, according to the 
commiuee's report. 
The review was held after Pamela Mason, ad-
visor to the SU,and Senator Dan Bizga questioned 
the accuracy and validity of the report. 
"Wholley acted with discretion regarding 
the inclusions I exclusions of the testimonies of 
the case," the decision read. The review commit-
tee offered recommendations so that such investi-
gations wi 11 have specific guidelines. 
PRSSA holds induction ceremony 
John Carroll'schapter of the Public Relations 
Student Society of America will hold its first an-
nual induction ceremony tomorrow night at 7:30 
p.m. in the O'Malley Center TV Studio. Davis 
Young, author of "Bui !ding Your Company's Good 
Name ... How to create and protect the reputation 
your organization wants and deserves," will be the 
keynote speaker. 
Lenten Sacred Music Concert 
. The University Chapel Choir will perform 
tls Lenten Sacred Music Concert on Sunday, Feb. 
23 ~t 4:15p.m. in the St. Francis Chapel. The guest 
artist wtll be Elizabeth Barnabe, soprano, who is 
the professor of voice at Millikin University. 
Wanted: Director of Internal Affairs 
Applications for the position of Student 
Union Director of In ternal Affairs are on the door 
of the SU and are due by Feb. 25 at 5 p.m. Chris 
Beato, SU president-elect. said that the position is 
basically an assistant to the president, with be-
hind-the-scenes responsibilites. Interviews will be 
held next Tuesday and Thursday. 
Catro\lpal~Mna Up«Jate 
The Senate approved a i to nance a 
concert by "The Samples" as the musical highlight 
forCarrollpa looza on Mayl . Meghan Rogers, chair 
of special events, said the $8,500 expense has not 
been confirmed, but a final decision will be made 
in the near future. 
, NewsBriefs were compiled by Tom 
0 Konowttz, news edttor, and Denise Glaros, ass is-
tant news editor. 
NEWS The Carroll News, February 20, 1997 
Carroll hosts writing conference 
Jessica Grassman 
Staff Reporter 
The5thannual writingconfer-
ence "Expectations and Realities: 
Making Ends Meet," was held on 
Saturday, Feb. 15 from 9 a.m. to 
4:30p.m in the seminar and con-
ference rooms of theDJ.Lombardo 
Student Center. 
This is the third year that john 
Carroll University has hosted the 
writing conference, which was 
also held at Case Western Reserve 
and Cleveland State University in 
previous years. 
According to Sally joran ko, an 
instructor in the English depart-
ment, the conference was estab-
lished as a way for English teach-
ers and professors from high 
schools and universities to come 
together and share ideas. 
"Writing teachers used to stand 
in the hallwaysand shoptalk. This 
is JUSt a more organized way to 
shop talk," joranko said. 
Many high school teachers 
from the surrounding Cleveland 
areas also attended the writing 
conference. 
"[The writing conference] is a 
way of putting high school teach-
ers and college professors to-
gether,"joranko said. "We need to 
get to know each other so that we 
TRAVIS 
continued from page 1. 
a priority, as they form signifi-
cant roles in students' formation. 
As an example of how faculty 
can combine academics and stu-
dent life, Travis pointed out that 
Rev.RichardP.Salmi,S.j,viee presi-
dent of student affairs, has taug ht 
a section of the first-year seminar 
class. 
Travis evaluated the 
university's current state, saying 
that "the patient is doing very well 
indeed ." 
He noted that students are 
above average in academics and 
other areas, and many go on to 
further academic study. 
can teach better." 
In addition to "shop talking," 
the writing conference consisted 
of many different workshops and 
presentations given by Joh n Car-
roll professors as well as profes-
sors and teachers from other col-
leges and high schools. 
According to Eileen Turoff, an 
English department lec turer, each 
conference ususally has a "key 
note" speaker. This year's featured 
guest was Toby Fulwiler from the 
University of Vermont. 
"I thought that Toby Fulwiler 
was fantastic," Turoff said . "He is 
very well-known in the writing 
field and has published exten-
sively" 
Fulwiler presented two work-
shops at the writing conference: 
"Writing To Learn" and "Learning 
To Write." 
According to joranko, ·most 
people seemed to enjoy Fulwiler's 
second workshop, "Learning To 
Write" the most. 
1Fulwiler's] afternoon session 
was probably my favorite ," 
joranko said. 
Other presentations, such as 
' Making the Process the Product: 
Using Portfolios in the Writing 
Classroom" presented by Lisa 
Palmieri, a second year graduate 
of JCU, citing the new core cur-
riculum , first year seminar, a new 
communications management 
master 's program, and accredita-
tions by various organiza tions. 
He also recalled the structural 
improvements of recent years, in-
cluding new buildings, additions 
llild renovations. 
In addi tion, Travis also listed 
some of the challenges the uni-
versityiscurrentlyfacing. Hesaid 
that Bernet Hall is in serious need 
of renovation, and plans for its 
renovation are alread y underway. 
He also said that the Bohannon 
Science Center is in need of up· 
dating. 
teaching assistant at john Carroll, 
gave a chance for graduate stu-
dents to display some of their 
teaching methods. 
'Our second year T. A.'s got a 
chance to present and it was good 
experie nee for them,"jorankosaid. 
According to Turoff, the writ-
ing conference was of benefit to 
those teachers and professors who 
attended. 
1The conference] gave us a to-
tally different perspective on what 
we are doing," Turoff said. 
Accord ing tojoranko, people 
learned a lot of practical knowl-
edge from the writing conference, 
not just theoretical knowledge. 
"One person said that she is 
completely rethinking her teach-
ing practice," joranko said. 
joranko also added that she 
personally benefited from the 
writing conference. 
"There are a lot of ideas I can 
apply in my own classes right 
away," Joranko said. 
According to Sheila Drain, an 
English department instructor, 
the writing conference served as a 
chance for her reexperience again 
what it is like to be on the other 
side of the desk. 
"1 got to be a student for the 
day," Drain said. "I loved it." 
SABB 
continued from page 1. 
"I feel that a position on the 
SABB is one which demands a fair 
and unbiased person. This year is 
one of the most important times 
to have this ty pe of person in-
volved,• Pel td. 
"I want ro m a ke s ure this firs t 
effort is successful. and I will give 
as much time as is necessary to 
make [the board] positive and fair 
for every organization." 
Kate Meacham echoed White's 
sentiments. 
"This is a wonderful opportu-
nity for students to have a voice in 
where their money goes," 
Meacham said. 
He also complimented faculty, 
~--------------------------. saying"You areexcellent,evenout-
Other challenges he said that 
the universi ty faces are the de-
mands and costs of future tech-
nology and the increases in money 
needed for financial aid. 
"I like the fact that a lot of stu-
dents are now involved in the de-
cision making," she said. 
• 
• • 
· * 
They're Coming!! 
April 16,1997 
Roster include 
• Kardell Stewart 
• Greg Llyod 
• Carnell Lake 
The Pittsburgh Steelers 
Footballers Basketball Team 
Ticket ales benefit 
Make A Wish Foundation 
$2 with John Carro!J I.D. 
standing, by almost any measure." 
He complimented their aca-
demic credentials, scholastic 
achievementsand commitment to 
producing graduates "who will 
make positive differences in the 
world," becoming men and women 
for others. 
He also mentioned the support 
of administrators and staff who 
contribute to the university's ex-
cellence. 
Trav1s evaluated both the cur-
riculum and academic progra~s 
"We are an institution in excel-
lent condition," Travis said. "But 
not without our cha llenges, which 
we attempt to address once we 
have identified them." 
"With your continued support, 
God's help and Father Shea's lead-
ership, I am confident that John 
Carroll will continue to grow in 
strength and wisdom well into a 
future of both new challenges and 
fulfillment," Travis said to the fac-
ulty in closing. 
When you see news, call us. 
(We like to pretend we're psychic, but we're not.) 
The CN News Line 
397-4398 
Leave a message ... 
24 hours a day 
Correction: 
Edward F. Carome is professor of physics. He is not 
chairman of physics, as was previously identified. Klaus 
Fritsch is currently the chair of physics. 
"The more people who have a 
voice , the more the wants and 
needs of the student body are re-
flected." 
HOUSING 
continued from page 1 
Nadeau said at the Feb.ll meet-
ing that the city always has the 
right to inspect housing. 
However, it is a quest ion of 
whetherthecity has enough man-
power to perform frequent ran-
dom inspections,Nadea u said d ur-
ing the meeting. 
He added that if the degree of 
complaints against certain per-
sons persist, they may be denied 
renewal of their permit the next 
year. • 
Cur rently, there is no eviction 
process by the city for repeat of-
fenders. 
Wolk said he "hopes [the ordi-
nance]enco urages responsible oc-
cupancy." 
He added that the ordinance 
could become a way for people to 
police themselves as well as their 
peers. 
According to Wol k, if the ordi-
nance is passed by Co unci 1 at the 
Monday, March 3 meeting, its pro-
visions will go into effect 30 days 
after that date. 
The speaks 
as the representative for the Graduating Class at 
Comm nt. 
picked up In 
{Which by the way Is only 86 
days away. Not that we're 
counting.) 
Applications will be 
• r and maybe 
Life Office. 
A typed copy of your speech 
must be tumed in to the Student Life 
office by Friday, 
Auditions will be scheduled March 11 and March 13 at &p.m. in 
the Dean's Conference Room. 
Contact Jamie Morris, Senior Class president or Lisa Heckman, 
Director of Student Activities with any questions. 
2 
'NEW§ JEJRJEJF§ I 
SU reviews jUSTICE report 
The SU Review Committee convened on 
Sunday to review the JUSHCE report by joe 
Whalley, former co-chair of the srudenr issues 
committee, that investigated alleged wrongdomgs 
by SU representatives at a NovernberJUSTICEcon-
vent ion in San Francisco, according to the 
commitree's report. 
The review was held after Pamela Mason, ad-
visor to the SU. and Senator Dan Bizga questioned 
the accuracy and validity of the report. 
"Wholley acted with discretion regarding 
the inclusions I exclusions of the testimomes of 
the case," the decision read. The review commit-
tee offered recommendations so that such investi-
gations will have specific guidelines. 
PRSSA holds induction ceremony 
john Carroll's chapter of the Public Relations 
Student Society of America will hold its first an-
nual induction ceremony tomorrow night at 7:30 
p.m. in the O'Malley Center TV Studio. Davis 
Young, author of "Building Your Company's Good 
Name . .. How co create and protect the reputation 
your organization wants and deserves," will bee he 
keynote speaker. 
Lenten Sacred Music Concert 
. The University Chapel Choir will perform 
tts Lenten Sacred Music Concert on Sunday, Feb. 
23 at 4:15pm. in the St. Francis Chapel. The guest 
artist will be Elizabeth Barnabe, soprano, who is 
the professor of voice at Millikin University. 
Wanted: Director of Internal Affairs 
Appllcacions for the position of Student 
Union Director of Internal Affairs are on che door 
of the SU and are due by Feb. 25 at 5 p.m. Chris 
Beato, SU president-elect, said that the position is 
basically an assistant to the president, with be-
hind-the-scenes responsibilites. Interviews will be 
held next Tuesday and Thursday 
Canollpaloo" UIMJate 
The nare approved a bi co mance a 
concert by "The Samples" as the music a/ highligh t 
for Carroll palooza on May l. Meg han Rogers, chair 
of special events, said the $8,500 expense has not 
been confirmed, but a final decision will be made 
in the near future. 
NewsBriefs were compiled by Tom 
O'Konowitz, news editor, and Denise Glaros, assis-
tant news editor 
• 
• * 
·* 
They're Comingf! 
Aprll16,1997 
Roster includes: 
• Kordell Stewart 
• Greg Llyod 
• Carnell Lake 
The Pittsburgh Steelers 
Footballers Basketball learn 
Ticket sale benefit 
Make A Wish Foundation 
$2 with John Carroll I.D. 
NEWS The Carroll News, February 20, 1997 
Carroll hosts writing conference 
Jessica Grassman 
Staff Reporter 
The 5th annual writing confer· 
ence "Expectations and Realities. 
Making Ends Meet," was held on 
Saturday, Feb. 15 from 9 a.m. to 
4:30p.m. in the seminar and con-
ferenceroomsof the Dj. Lorn bar do 
Student Center. 
This IS the third year that john 
Carroll University has hosted the 
writing conference, which was 
also held at Case Western Reserve 
and Cleveland State University in 
previous years. 
According to Sail y joranko, an 
instructor in the English depart-
ment, the conference was estab-
lished as a way for English teach-
ers and professors from high 
schools and universities to come 
together and share ideas. 
"Writing teachers used to stand 
in the hallwaysandshoptalk. This 
is just a more organized way to 
shop talk," joranko said. 
Many high school teachers 
from the surrounding Cleveland 
areas also attended the writing 
conference. 
"(The writing conference] is a 
way of putting high school teach-
ers and college professors to -
gether," joranko said. "We need to 
get to know each ocher so that we 
TRAVIS 
continued from page 1 
a priority, as they form signifi-
cant roles in students' formation . 
As an example of how faculty 
can combine academics and stu-
dent life, Travis pointed out that 
Rev. Richard P.Salnn,SJ., vtee est-
dent of s tude nt affairs, has taug ht 
a section of the first -year seminar 
class. 
Travis evaluated the 
university's current state, saying 
that "the patient isdoingverywell 
indeed ." 
He noted that students are 
above average in academics and 
other areas, and many go on to 
further academic study. 
He also complimented faculty, 
saying "You are excellent, even out-
standmg, by almost any measure." 
He complimented their aca-
demic credentials , scholastic 
achievementsandcommitmentto 
producing graduates "who will 
make positive dtfferences in the 
world," becoming men and women 
for others. 
He also mentioned the support 
of administrators and staff who 
contribute 10 the university's ex-
cellence. 
Travis evaluated both the cur-
riculum and academic programs 
can teach better." 
In addition to "shop talking," 
the writing conference consisted 
of many different workshops and 
presentations given by john Car-
roll professors as well as profes-
sors and teachers from other col-
leges and high schools. 
According to Eileen Turoff, an 
English depanment leer urer,each 
conference ususally has a "key 
note" speaker. This year's featured 
guest was Toby Fulwiler from the 
University of Vermont. 
"I thought that Toby Fulwiler 
was fantastic," Turoff said. "He is 
very well-known in the writing 
field and has published exten-
sively." 
Fulwiler presented two work-
shops at the writing conference: 
"Writing To Learn" and "Learning 
To Write." 
According to joranko. most 
people seemed to enjoy Fulwiler's 
second workshop, "Learning To 
Write" the most. 
"(Fulwiler's] afternoon session 
was probably my favor ite," 
joranko said. 
Other presentations, such as 
"Making the Process the Product: 
Using Portfolios in the Writing 
Classroom" presented by Lisa 
Palmieri , a second year graduate 
of JCU, citing the new core cur-
riculum , first year seminar, a new 
communications management 
master's program, and accredita-
tions by various organizations. 
He also recalled the structural 
improvements of recent years. in-
cluding new buildings, additions 
and renovations. 
In add itio n, Trav is also l isLed 
some of the challenges the uni-
versityiscurrentlyfacing. He said 
that Bernet Hall is in serious need 
of renovation, and plans for its 
renovation are a I ready underway. 
He also said that the Bohannon 
Science Center is in need of up-
dating. 
Other challenges he said tha t 
the university faces are the de-
mands and costs of future tech-
nologyand the increases in money 
needed for financial aid. 
"We are an institution in excel-
lent condition," Travis said. "But 
not withoutourchallenges, which 
we attempt to address once we 
have identified them." 
"With your continued support, 
God's help and Father Shea's lead-
ership, I am confident that john 
Carroll will continue to grow in 
strength and wisdom well into a 
future of both newchallengesand 
fulfillment," Travis said tothefac-
ulty in closing. 
When you see news, call us. 
(We like to pretend we're psychic, but we're not.) 
The CN News Line 
397-4398 
Leave a message .•• 
24 hours a day 
Correction: 
Edward F. Carome is professor of physics. He is not 
chairman of physics, as was previously identified. Klaus 
Fritsch is currently the chair of physics. 
teach mg assistant at john Carroll , 
gave a chance for graduate stu-
dents to display some of their 
teaching methods. 
"Our second year T. A.'s got a 
chance to present and it was good 
exper ience for them,"Joran ko said. 
According to Turoff, the writ-
ing conference was of benefit to 
those teachers and professors who 
attended. 
"(The conference] gave us a to-
tallydifferent perspective on what 
we are doing," Turoff said . 
According tojoranko, people 
learned a lot of practical knowl-
edge from the writing conference, 
not just theoretical knowledge. 
"One person said that she is 
completely rechinki ng her teach-
ing practice," jora nko said. 
joranko also added that she 
personally benefited from the 
writing conference. 
"There are a lot of ideas I can 
apply in my own classes right 
away,"joranko said. 
According to Sheila Drain, an 
English department instructor, 
the writing conference served as a 
chance for her to experience again 
what it is like to be on the other 
side of the desk. 
"I got to be a student for the 
day," Drain said. "! loved it." 
SABB 
continued from page 1 
"I feel that a position on the 
SABB is one which demands a fair 
and unbiased person. This year is 
one of the most important times 
to have this type of person in-
volved , ~ltck !d. 
"I wa nt to ma k e sure thi s firs t 
effort is successful. and I will give 
as much time as is necessary to 
make [the board! positive and fair 
for every organization." 
Kate Meacham echoed White's 
sentiments. 
"This is a wonderful opportu-
nity for students to have a voice in 
where their money goes," 
Meacham said. 
"I hke the fact that a lot of stu-
dents are now involved in the de-
cision making,' she said. 
'The more people who have a 
voice, the more the wants and 
needs of the student body are re-
flec ted." 
HOUSING 
continued from page 1 
Nadeau said at the Feb.llmeet-
ing that the city always has the 
right to inspect housing. 
However, it is a question of 
whetherthecity has enough man-
power to perform frequent ran-
dom inspections ,Nadeausaiddur-
ing the meeting 
He added that if the degree of 
complaints against certain per-
sons persist, they may be denied 
renewal of their permit the next 
year. • 
Cur rent! y, there is no eviction 
process by the city for repeat of· 
fenders . 
Walk said he "hopes (the ordi· 
nancelencourages responsible oc· 
cupancy." 
He added thaL the ordinance 
could become a way for people to 
police themselves as well as their 
peers. 
Accardi ng 10 Wolk, 1f the ordi-
nance is passed by Council at the 
Monday, March 3 meeting, its pro-
visions wtll go into effect 30 days 
after that date. 
The 
as the representative for the Graduating Class at 
Com nt. 
The Millor Orator must be 
(Which by the way Is only 86 
days away. Not that we're 
counting.) 
Applications will be 
• r and maybe 
1 
.... Life Office. 
A typed copy of your speech 
must be tumed in to the Student Life 
office by Friday, 
February 28,1997 at 
4p.m. 
Auditions will be scheduled March 11 and March 13 at Sp.m. in 
the Dean's Conference Room. 
Contact Jamie Morris, Senior Class president or Usa Heckman, 
Director of Student Activities with any questions. 
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Holocaust survivors to be compensated 
America's top diplomat begins first foreign trip 
With a call to Russian leaders to establish a mechanism for 
continual political dialogue with the West through a Russia-
NATO council, Madeleme K. Albright embarked on her first 
foreign trip as America's first female secretary of state. Tradi-
tionally, an incoming secretary of state travels to Europe to 
meet with key NATO allies. Albright has expanded the trip to 
mclude a call on Russia, and, to underline the importance the 
administration attaches to Asia,stops in Tokyo and Beijing. 
Ointon proposes new safety seat regulations 
President Clinton proposed new regulations Ssturday to 
standardi.ze child safety seat installation in cars, saying that 
making it easier for parents to install the seats could save doz-
ens of young lives and prevent thousands of injunes each year. 
Clinton said that under proposed Transportation Department 
regulations, every safety seat would have standardized buckles 
and the back seats of all new cars would be equipped with 
latches ro which the car seats could be fastened. The universal 
attachment system could be in place by 1999. Transportation 
experts estimate that standardizing all seats would add about 
$11 to $20 to the cost of each seat. 
Judge rules testimony admissible in McVeigh case 
Thefederaljudge in theOklahomaCitybombingcaseruled 
Friday that testimony from an important government witness 
will be allowed at the trial of Timothy J. McVeigh. U.S. judge 
Richard P. Marsch said he wil allow testimony by Thomas 
Manning. testimony that tends to implicate McVeigh. Manning 
is the owner of an auto shop from where he believes he saw 
McVeigh leave just prior to the time calls were made to Terry 
Nrchols, the co-defendant m the bombing case. The calls were 
made from a pay phone near Manning's shop. 
Egyptian police arrest "satanic' teenagers 
Police in Cairo have arrested more than 80 teenagers for 
beinj!,'members of a 'satanic' cult, citing as evidence such ma-
terials as compact discs by Megadeath and T-shirtsemblazened 
with skulls and inverted crosses. The teens arc ):lein& held on ~~~~r ........ •~--·~~~ .......... MII rel\f;lo&i ~· 
social peace' and drug possession. 
World Briefs were compiled by Kristen Schneidler, Int. News 
& Bus1 ness Editor, with the aid of wire sources. 
Joe Wholley 
Asst. Int. News & Business Ed1tor 
It took over a half of a century, 
but Holocaust victtms will soon 
be receiving compensation as 
early as this summer for gold that 
was stolen by the Nazis and hid-
den in Swiss bank accounts dur-
ing World War II . 
The process to begin compen-
sating the victims was decided 
upon last Friday at a meeting be-
tween American,Swissand Israeli 
government officials , Jewish 
groups. Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, R-
N.Y, heads the Senate committee 
involved in the compensation. 
The parties involved agreed 
thatspeed in compensating the in-
dividuals is paramount because 
Holocaust victims are aging and 
dying. The delegation recognized 
the fact that delays on the part of 
many governments for over fifty 
years let the issue languish until 
now. 
"It was a profound event," said 
Stuart Eisenstat, nominated Fri-
day by President Clinton to be-
come an undersecretary of state. 
"It was the coming together of the 
(Holocaust) survivor groups and 
the Swiss government for the first 
time. It was historic." 
The meeting also represented a 
cease-fire between D'Amato and 
the Swiss government officials, 
who have been arguing with each 
other for months. D'Amato and 
Edgar Bronf man, head of the 
World jewish Congress, have ac-
cused the Swiss of concealing 
records and general 
uncooperation. The Swiss. in turn, 
have been offended by the inter-
national pressure questioning 
their actions. 
TheWorldJewishCongresstold 
the media last Saturday that pay-
ments will probably begin injul y. 
Meetings will begin next week 
in Switzerland to decide how to 
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begin to distribute a $71 million 
fund established by three Sw iss 
banks as a beginning to a full dis-
closure of gold that the Nazis 
looted from individuals, their 
homes and governmentsand then 
stashed intheSwtss banksduring 
World War II. 
The money in the fund is not 
ta ken from Swiss bank accounts 
that may have belonged tojewtsh 
citizens of Europe or from indi-
vidual Nazi accounts that have not 
been touched si nee the war. These 
accounts are a separate issue and 
are to be inventoried by the Swiss 
this year. 
The Swiss government has not 
decided whether or how to con-
tribute to the new fund, but Swiss 
ambassador Thomas Borer said 
the contribution will be settled 
after the release of a report on 
Swissgovernmentactionsdealing 
with the money. The report is ex-
pected to befinished this summer. 
In the meantime, the group 
must decide the best way to dis-
tribute the money to survivors. Ac-
cordmg to the World jewish Con-
gress. thousands of Holocaust 
memberscould be eligible. 
It was established at Friday's 
meeting that jewish groups will 
be involved in the decision on how 
to dist ri bute the funds. United 
States officials, led by Eisenstat, 
will also participate. 
Eisenstat is also expected tore-
lease a report within the next few 
weeks describing the role that the 
U.S. played in the confisca tion and 
distribution of Nazi lundsshonly 
after World War II. 
Some involved believe that the 
Allied forces did not proper! y 
handle the confiscation and that 
this is why money remains in 
Swiss accounts. D'A mato told the 
media tha t he believes the report 
will reveal that the "Alliesshirked 
their responsibilities. They looked 
the other way." 
While the outcome of the meet-
ing was positive, Israeli officials 
remained slightly cautious and 
skeptical about the decisions 
made, reminding everyone that 
this is only the first step in a long 
process. 
Former Mexican president 
linked to drug trafficking 
Mark Fineman 
© los Ange les Times 
U.S. investigators tracing 
more than $9 mi Ilion they 
seized from the Texas bank ac-
counts of a former Mexican 
deputy attorney general in 1995 
have linked him and the family 
of former President Carlos Sali-
nasdeGorraritoaMexicandrug 
trafficker, a Mexico City maga-
zine alleged Sunday. 
The muckraking news 
weeki y Proceso said it based its 
report on official U.S. govern-
ment documents detailing wit-
nesses' testimony in a U.S. civil 
case pending in Houston 
against former Deputy Attor-
ney General Mario Ruiz 
Massieu. Proceso said the docu-
ments will be among the evi-
dence presented to a federal 
grand jury in Texas beginning 
March 10. 
Salinas' Mexico City lawyer 
was quoted Sunday as saying 
the report was "absol utely ab-
surd" 
If authentic, the documents 
would be the first indication of 
direct links between Ruiz 
Massieu and Raul Salinas de 
Gonari, the former president's 
elder brother and drug lord juan 
Garcia Abrego, who was sen-
tenced to life in pr ison in Hous-
ton last month for smuggling 
tons of cocaine and marijuana 
into the United States and laun-
dering millions of dollars in 
drug proceeds through the U.S. 
and Mexi an economies. 
One of the documents pub-
lished here Sunday cited six 
meetings between 1990 and 
l994m which the former Mexi-
can prosecutor allegedly re-
ceived drug money. Procesosaid 
the document was the Spanish-
language translation of detailed 
answers to a set of questions that 
attorney Canales had posed to 
the assistant U.S. attorney in 
charge of the money-forfeimre 
case against Ruiz Massieu. 
At one of those meetings in 
1994, Proceso said , the docu-
ments showed that Garcia 
Abrego was present when Ruiz 
Massieu allegedly got $2 mil-
lion to guarantee the drug lord's 
freed om. !tsaid Raul Salinas at-
tended another meeting with 
Ruiz Massieu and drug traffick-
ers at the elder Salinas' ranch in 
which $4 million in drug 
money was paid. 
Raul Salinas has been jailed 
forthe past twoyearsoncharges 
he masterminded the murder 
of a top ruling party official, 
Ruiz Massieu's brother. He also 
was charged with t ll ega-1 en-=-
richment after investigators 
linked him to more than $100 
million in cash in European 
bank accounts. He has denied 
all the charges, and his lawyers 
insist he has noli n ks to Mexico's 
multibillion-dollar drug trade. 
Former President Salinas, 
who is living in self -exile in Ire-
land, has not been charged with 
any wrongdoing. The former 
president denied any ties ro 
drug trafficking in a recent in-
terview with authorities. 
But Proceso published what 
it said were two additiOnal U.S. 
federal documents that it 
claimed implicated not only the 
former president but also his 
father in the drug trade. 
Proceso said that the addi-
tional documents were heavrly 
censored transcnpts of FBI in-
terviews with two witnesses. 
among them Magd alena Ruiz 
Pelayo, who Proceso said was 
interviewed in a U.S. federal 
prison. 
The magazine quoted her as 
telling FBI agents that she per-
sonally delivered drug money 
to Ruiz Massieu and knew of 
links between drug kmgpms 
and the Salinas brothers' father, 
Raul Salinas Lozano. 
The magazme said a second 
witness. identified by Proceso 
only as "TC," told U.S. investiga-
tors that Garcia Abrego was 
paying at least $15 million a 
month in bribes for protection. 
of his drug shipments. 
Thesamewimessreportedly 
described several socia !gather-
ings that included not only Ruiz 
Massieu, Garcia Abrego and 
Raul Salinas but also the former 
president during the years he 
served in office, from Decem-
ber 1988 to December 1994. 
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Strike still threatens American Airlines 
Meagan Lynch 
Staff Reporter 
A sigh of relief came from 
many passengers with nckets re-
served on American Airlines 
flights when President Clinton 
intervened jus t four minutes after 
a pilot strike was declared at 12:01 
a.m. on Feb. IS. 
The deciSIOn fo r the president's 
intervention came through the 
conclusion that the strike could 
severely impact travelers and the 
United States economy. The Rail-
road Labor Act of 1926 authorizes 
a president to establish a 60-day 
cooling-off period if he believes a 
strike would threaten the nation's 
economic well-being or signifi-
cantly disrupt a particular region 
According to a report from the 
Transportation Department, the 
strike would cost the nation an 
estimated $200 million a day. In 
addition, a strike by the nation's 
second largest ca rrier could have 
stranded an estimated 40,000pas-
sengers at the start of a holiday 
weekend. 
In his statement to the media, 
the president said that, "To facili-
tate an agreement, and because I 
believe that a strike would have an 
immedia te and adverse impact on 
the traveling public,] am creating 
a Presidential Emergency Board 
to work with the parties and to 
make recommendations regard-
ing a resolution." 
This three-member board has 
30 days to hear both sides present 
their positions, after which the 
board will make a recommenda-
tion for a settlement. Both sides 
will then have an addit ional 30 
days to act on the board's recom-
mendations or reach their own 
agreement. 
If a settlement is not reached 
and the disagreement continues, 
the pilots could attempt another 
strike. If this occurs, the president 
would no longer have the author-
ity to intervene. 
The president's decisiOn was 
welcomed by airline executives, 
but umon officials were disap-
pointed that the strike was halted. 
james 
gers were able to reschedule their 
vacation plans, some passengers 
found themselves stranded . 
Among those most affected by 
the potential strike are business 
travelers. Many businesses were 
forced to scramble to make alter-
native travel plans, only to find 
that rna ny flights on other airhnes 
were sold out due to travelers book-
ing away from American. 
In an attempt to win back cus-
tomers, American Airlines said it 
Sovich, .................................... ... 
presi-
dent of 
t h e 
pi lot 's 
union , 
the Al -
lied Pi-
lots As-
soci a -
tion,told 
the me-
dia that, 
"We may 
have to 
11/t should be obvious ... ( a strike) 
cannot be a good thing for 
American" or the nation. Both 
sides should ~~reach out to one 
another in the best interest of 
go an -
other 60 
the nation." 
days and then go out on strike a 
second time. obody's happy 
about that." 
The key disputes are pilot's pay, 
a stock option plan, and the lower 
pay and pension scale for pilots 
hired since 1983. 
For some passengers, the 
president's intervention came too 
late. In preparation for the strike, 
American Airlines canceled many 
overseas flights and a handful of 
domestic flightsschedu led for Fri-
day. Feb.l4. While some passen-
President Clinton 
would offer discounts of up to 50 
percent on some fares and double 
frequent flier miles. 
Just the threat of a strike cost 
the airline an estimated $100 mil-
lion and led to some disruptions 
to the United States travel system. 
In a news conference, Clinton 
stated that, "It should be 
obvious ... (a strike) cannot be a 
good thing for American" or the 
nation. Both sides should "reach 
out to one another in the best in-
terest of the nation." 
Welfare reform brings new rules 
Kristen Schneldler 
Int. News & Business Editor 
Welfare as we know it will soon 
come to an end. Last August, Presi-
dent Clinton signed a new federal 
reform law, called "The Personal 
Responsibility and Work Oppor-
tunity Reconciliation Act of 1996." 
The law fundamentally 
changes the nation's welfare sys-
tem, eliminating the federal 
government's guarantee of cash 
assistance to the poor. Under the 
new Jaw, it wil I now be up to each 
state to design welfare and work 
programs, within certain gUide-
lines set up under the law, usmg 
federal money delivered in prede-
termined lump sums. 
The major provision of the 
new welfare law are as follows: 
- Most welfare recipients can 
receive only five years of benefns 
overt he course of t heir lives. 1 he 
exception to th is rule is that each 
state will be able to make up to 20 
percent of families exempt who 
are deemed "hardsh1p cases" 
- If the head of each family on 
welfare does not work within two 
years, the family will lose benefits. 
- After two years on welfare, 
most recipients must work, be ina 
training program or per form some 
sort of communnyservice. Teen-
age parents still attending school 
and parents wirh young children 
where child care is unavailable 
will be the exceptions to this pro-
vision. 
-Unmarried teenage parents 
will not qua !if y for any benefits 
unless the mother is living with 
an adult and stays in school. 
Stat s must enroll at least 2'5 
percent of families m work or job 
training this year. By next year, 
that number will increase to 30 
percent, and by the year 2002, the 
percentage will have gradually 
increased to 50 percent. 
-Those convicted of drugfelo-
nies, except for pregnant women 
and adults enrolled in drug treat-
ment programs, do not qualify for 
benefits unless individual states 
opted for a different policy. 
-Women will lose 25 percent 
of their welfare benefits if they do 
not cooperate in identifying the 
fathers of their children 
Legal Immigrants, who had 
prev1ou ly been eligible for ben 
cfits, are affected the most. 
- These non-cnizens no longer 
qualify for food stamps or Supple-
mental Security Insurance, a dis-
ability program fort he poor. Those 
who had been getting them will 
be cut off by Aug. 22,1997. 
-T hose who came to the 
United States after the law was 
signed last August cannot receive 
cash as istance or Medi aid until 
they have been here for five years. 
-States may ban immigrants 
from receivingcash assistance and 
Medicaid who were living here 
before the law. Alabama, Ken-
tucky, South Carolina and Wyo-
ming are rhe only stares w have 
done this up to this potnt. 
The new welfare reform has 
stirred up controversy among 
sta tegovernors, who feanhat their 
state budgets wi II be hurt, and also 
amongmany"welfaremoms,"who 
fearthattheywill be forced to leave 
their children in the care of other 
because they w1 \l have to g,ct a .lOb 
It' s that time of year again and 
Project B. 0. P . E • needs your help ! 
v' olunteer meetings are 
every Sunday at 9 p.m. in 
the Jardine Room. 
All are welcome! 
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Holocaust survivors to be compensated 
America's top diplomat begins first foreign trip 
With a call to Russian leaders to establish a mechanism for 
continual political dialogue with the West through a Russia-
NATO council, Madeleine K. Albright embarked on her first 
foreign trip as America's first female secretary of state. Tradi-
tionally, an mcommg secretary of state travels to Europe to 
meet with key NATO allies. Albrigh t has expanded the trip to 
include a call on Russia, and, to underline the importance the 
administration attaches to Asia, stops in Tokyo and Beijing. 
Clinton proposes new safety seat regulations 
President Clinton proposed new regulations Ssrurday to 
standardize child safety seat installation in cars, saying that 
making it easier for parents to install the seats could save doz-
ens of young lives and prevent thousands of injuries each year. 
Clinton said that under proposed Transportation Department 
regulations, every safety seat would have standardized buckles 
and the back seats of all new cars would be equipped with 
latches to which the car seats could be fastened. The universal 
attachment system could be in place by 1999. Transportation 
experts estimate that standardizing all seats would add about 
$11 to $20 to the cost of each seat. 
judge rules testimony admissible in MeV eigh case 
The federal judge in the Oklahoma City bombing case ruled 
Friday that testimony from an important government witness 
wi ll be allowed at the trial of Timothy]. McVeigh. U.S. judge 
Richard P. Matsch said he wil allow testimony by Thomas 
Manning, testimony that tends to implicateMcVeigh. Manning 
is the owner of an auto shop from where he believes he saw 
McVeigh leave just pr ior to the rime calls were made to Terry 
Nichols, the co-defendant in the born bing case. The calls were 
madefroma pay phone near Manning's shop. 
Egyptian police arrest 'satanic' teenagers 
Police in Cairo have arrested more than 80 teenagers for 
being' members of a 'satanic' cult, citing as evidence such ma-
terials as compactdiscs by Megadeath and T-shirrsemblazened 
with skulls and inverted crosses. The teens are being held on ~~~\·~~~~~--~~~
World Bnefswerecompiled by KristenSchneidler. Int. News 
& Business Editor, with the aid of wire sou n:es. 
Joe Wholley 
Asst. Int. News & Business Editor 
It took over a half of a century, 
but Holocaust vict•rns will soon 
be receiving compensa tion as 
early as this summer for gold that 
was stolen by the Naz1s and hid-
den in Swiss bank accounts dur-
ing World War II 
The process to begin compen-
sating the victims was decided 
upon last Friday at a mee ting be-
tween American, Swiss and Israeli 
government offi c ial s, jewish 
groups. Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, R-
N. Y., heads the Senate committee 
involved in the compensat ion. 
The parties involved agreed 
that speed in compensating them-
dividuals is paramount because 
Holocaust victims are aging and 
dying. The delegation recognized 
the fact that delays on the part of 
many governments for over fifty 
years let the issue languish until 
now. 
"It was a profound event," said 
Stuart Eisenstat, nominated Fri -
day by President Clinton to be-
come an undersecretary of state. 
"It was the coming together of the 
(Holocaust) survivor groups and 
the Swiss government for the first 
rime. It was historic." 
The meeting also represented a 
cease-fire between D'Amato and 
the Swiss government officials, 
who have been arguing with each 
other for months. D'Amato and 
Edgar Bronfman, head of the 
World Jewish Congress, have ac-
cused the Swiss of concealing 
records and general 
uncooperation. The Swiss, in turn, 
have been offended by the inter-
national pressure questioning 
their actions. 
The World Jewish Con esstold 
the media last Sat urday that pay-
ments will probably begin injul y. 
Meetings will begin next week 
in Switzerland to decide how to 
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begin to d isrri bure a $71 m dlion 
fund establi shed by three Swiss 
banks as a beginning to a full dis-
closure of gold tha t the Nazis 
looted from indiv iduals, their 
homes andgovernments and then 
stashed in theSw1ss banks during 
World War II. 
The money m the fund is not 
taken from Swiss bank accoun ts 
that may have belonged to jewish 
Citizens of Europe or from indi-
vidual Nazi accounts that have not 
beenrouchedsincethewar. These 
accounts are a separate issue and 
are to be inventoried by the Swiss 
this year. 
The Swiss government has not 
decided whether or how to con-
tribute to the new fund , but Swiss 
ambassador Thomas Borer said 
the contribution will be settled 
after the release of a report on 
Swissgovernmentactionsdealing 
with the money. The report is ex-
pected to befinished this summer 
In the meantime, the group 
must decide the best way to dis-
tributethemoneytosurvivors. Ac-
cording to the World Jewish Con-
gress, thousands of Holocaust 
members could be eligi ble. 
It was established at Friday 's 
meeung that jew1sh groups wlll 
be involved in the decision o n how 
to distribute the funds. Uni ted 
States offici als, led by Eisensta t, 
will also participa te. 
Eisenstat isa lsoexpected tore-
lease a report wi thin the next few 
weeks describing the role that th e 
U.S. played in the con fiscation and 
distribution of Naz1 funds shortly 
after World War ll. 
Some involved believe that the 
Allied forces did not properly 
handle the confiscation and that 
this is why money remains in 
Swiss accounts. D'Amato told the 
media that he believes the report 
will reveal that the " Allies shirked 
their responsibilities . They looked 
the other way." 
Whiletheoutcomeof the meet-
ing was positive, Israeli officials 
remained slightly cautious and 
skeptical about the decis ions 
made, reminding everyone that 
this is on I y the first step in a long 
process. 
Former Mexican president 
linked to drug trafficking 
Mark Fineman 
© Los Angeles Times 
U.S. investigators tracing 
more than $9 mil lion they 
seized from the Te xas bank ac-
counts of a form er Mexican 
deputy attorney general in 1995 
have linked him and thefamily 
of former President Carlos Sali-
nasdeGortaritoaMexicandrug 
trafficker, a Mexico City maga-
zine alleged Sunday. 
The muckraking news 
weekly Proceso said it based irs 
report on official U.S. govern-
ment documents derailing wit-
nesses' testimony in a U.S. civil 
case pending in Houston 
against former Deputy Attor-
ney General Ma rio Ruiz 
Massieu. Proceso said the docu-
ments will be among the evi-
dence presented to a federal 
grand jury in Texas begmning 
March 10. 
Salinas' Mexico City lawyer 
was quoted Sunday as saying 
the report was "absolutely ab-
surd." 
If authentic, the documents 
would be the first indtcation of 
direct links between Rui z 
Massieu and Raul Salinas de 
Gortari , the former president 's 
elder brother and drug lord juan 
Garcia Abrego, who was sen-
tenced to life in prison in Hous-
ton last month for smuggling 
tons of cocaine and marijuana 
into the United States and laun-
dering millions of dollars in 
drug proceeds through the US 
and Mexican economies. 
One of the documents pub-
lished here Sunday cited six 
meetings between 1990 and 
1994in which the former Mexi-
can prosecutor allegedly re-
ceived drug money. Procesosaid 
the document was the Spanish-
language translation of derailed 
answers toaserof questions that 
attorney Canales had posed to 
the assistant U.S. attorney in 
charge of the money-forfeiture 
case against Ruiz Massieu. 
At one of those meenngs in 
1994, Proceso said, the docu-
ments showed that Garcia 
Abrego was present when Ruiz 
Massieu allegedly got $2 mil-
lion to guarantee the drug lord's 
freedom . It said Raul Salinas at-
tended another meeting with 
R uiz Massieu and drug traffick-
ers at the elder Salinas' ranch in 
which $4 million in drug 
money was paid. 
Ra u I Salin as has been jailed 
fort he past two years on charges 
he masterminded the murder 
of a top ruling parry official 
Ruiz Massieu's brother. He also 
was charged with il ega] en-
richment after investigators 
linked him to more than $100 
million in cash in European 
bank accounts. He has denied 
all the charges, and his lawyers 
insist he has no links to Mexico's 
mult ibillion-dollar drug trade. 
Former President Salinas, 
who is living in self -exile in Ire-
land, has not been charged with 
any wrongdoing. The former 
president denied any ties to 
drug trafficking in a recent in-
terview w1th authorit ies. 
But Proceso published what 
it said were two add1tional U.S. 
federal document s that it 
claimed implicated notonly the 
former president but also his 
father in the drug trade. 
Pmceso said tha t the add i-
tionaldocumentswere heavily 
censored transcripts of FBI in -
terviews with two witnesses, 
among them Magdalena Ruiz 
Pelayo, who Proceso said was 
interviewed in a U.S. federal 
prison. 
The magazine quoted her as 
telling FBI agents that she per-
sonally delivered drug money 
to Ru1z Massieu and knew of 
links between drug kingpins 
and the Salinas brothers' father, 
Raul Sal mas Lozano . 
The magazine said a second 
witness, identified by Proceso 
only as"TC," told U.S. investiga-
tors that Garcia Abrego was 
paying at least $15 mill ion a 
month tn bribes for protection-
of h1s drug shipments. 
Thesamewitnessreportedly 
described several social gather-
ings that inc! uded not on! y R uiz 
Massieu , Garcia Abrego and 
Raul Salinas but also the former 
president during the years he 
served in office, from Decem-
ber 1988 to December 1994. 
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Strike still threatens American Airlines 
Meagan Lynch 
Staff Reporter 
A sigh of relief cam e from 
many passengers with tickets re-
served on Americ an Airl ines 
flight s when Pres1dent Clinton 
intervenedjustfour minutes after 
a pilot stri ke was declared at 12:0l 
a.m. on Feb. 15. 
The decision for the president's 
intervention came through the 
conclusion that the strike could 
severely impac t travelers and the 
United Stares economy. The Rail -
road Labor Act of 1926 authorizes 
a president to establish a 60-day 
cooling-off per iod if he believes a 
stnke would threaten the nat ion's 
economic well-being or sJgnifl-
cantlydisrupt a particular region . 
According to a report from the 
Transportation Department, the 
strike would cost the nation an 
estimated $200 million a day. In 
addition , a strike by the nation's 
second largest carrier could have 
stranded an estimated 40,000pas-
sengers at the start of a holiday 
weekend. 
In his statement to the media , 
the president said that, "To facili-
tate an agreemen t, and because I 
believe that a strike would have an 
immediate and adverse impact on 
the traveli ng public, I am creating 
a Presidential Emergency Board 
to work with the parties and to 
make recommendations regard-
ing a resolution." 
This three-member board has 
30 days to hear both sides present 
their positions, af ter which the 
board will make a recommenda-
tion for a settlement. Both sides 
will then have an additional 30 
days w act on the board's recom-
mendations or reach their own 
agreement. 
If a settlement is not reached 
and the disagreement continues, 
the pilots could attempt another 
strike. If this occurs, the president 
would no longer have the author-
ity to mtervene. 
The president's decision was 
welcomed by airline executives, 
but un ion officials were disap-
pointed that the strike was halted. 
James 
gers were able to reschedule their 
vacation plans, some passengers 
found themselves stranded. 
Among those most affected by 
the potential strike are business 
travelers. Many businesses were 
forced 10 scramble to make alter-
native travel plans, only to find 
that manyflightsonotherairlines 
were sold out due to travelers book-
ing away from American. 
In an attempt to win back cus-
tomers, American Airlines said it 
Sov ich , .................................... ... 
p r esi -
dent of 
r h e 
pi lor 's 
union, 
the Al -
lied Pi -
lots As-
soci a -
rion, told 
the me -
~~It should be obvious ... ( a strike) 
cannot be a good thing for 
American" or the nation. Both 
sides should ~~reach out to one 
another in the best interest of 
dia that, the nation. rr 
"We may 
have to 
go an -
other 60 
days and then go our on strike a 
second time. Nobody's happy 
abou t that." 
The key disputes a re pilot's pay, 
a stock option plan, and the lower 
pay and pension scale for pilots 
hired since 1983. 
For some passengers, the 
president's intervention carne too 
la te. In preparation for the strike, 
AmericanAirlinescanceledmany 
overseas fligh ts and a handful of 
domestic f lighrsscheduled for Fri -
day, Feb.l4. While some passen-
President Clinton 
would offer discounts of up to 50 
percent on some fares and double 
frequent flier miles. 
Just the threat of a strike cost 
the airline an estimated $100 mil -
lion and led to some disruptions 
to the Uni ted Stares travel system. 
ln a news conference, Clinton 
stated that, "It should be 
obvious ... (a str ike) cannot be a 
good thing for Amencan" or the 
nation. Both sides should "reach 
our to one another in the best in-
terest of the nat ion." 
Welfare reform brings new rules 
Kristen Schneldler 
Int. News & Business Editor 
Welfareasweknowitwillsoon 
cometoanend. Last August, Presi-
dent Clinton signed a new federal 
reform law, called "The Personal 
Responsibihty and Work Oppor-
tunity Reconciliation Act of l996." 
The law fundamentally 
change the nation 's welfare sys-
tem , eliminating the federal 
government's guarantee of cash 
assistance to the poor. Under 1 he 
new law, it will now be up to ea h 
state to des ign welfare and work 
programs, within ce rtain guide-
lines set up under the law, using 
federal money delivered in prede-
termined lump sums. 
The major provisions of the 
new welfare law arc as follows: 
- Most wel fare rec ipien ts ca n 
receive only fi ve years of benefits 
over the course of their lives. The 
excepuon to th is rule 1s t hat each 
state will be able to make up to 20 
percent of fa milies exemp1 who 
are deemed "hardship cases." 
-lf the head of each family on 
welfare does not work withm two 
years, the familywilllose benefits. 
-After two years on welfare, 
most recipients must work, be in a 
training program or perform some 
sort of community service. Teen-
age parents still attending school 
and parents with young children 
where child care is unavailable 
will be the exceptions to this pro-
vision. 
-Unmarr ied teenage parents 
will not qualify for any benefits 
unless the mother 1s living with 
an adult and stays in school. 
-Stauos must enroll at \east 2'i 
percent of families in work or job 
training this year. By next year, 
that number will mcrease to 30 
percent, and by the year 2002, the 
percentage will have gradually 
increased to 50 percent 
-Those convicted of drug felo-
nies, except for pregnant women 
and adu Its enrolled in drug treat-
ment programs, do not qualify for 
benefitS unless individual states 
opted for a different policy. 
- Women will lose 25 percent 
of the1r welfare benefits tf they do 
not cooperate in identifying the 
fathers of their children 
Legal immigranrs, who had 
previously been eligible for ben-
efits, arc affected the mo l. 
- These non-c mze ns no longer 
qualify forfood tamps or upplc-
mental ~ccunty Insurance, a dJs-
abilnyprogram fonhe poor. Those 
who had been get tmg them will 
be cut off by Aug. 22,1997. 
- Those who carne to the 
United Stares after the law was 
signed last August cannot receive 
cash assi tance or Medicaid until 
they have been here for five years. 
-States may ban immigrants 
from receiving cash assisra nee and 
Medi aid who were living here 
before the law. Alabama, Ken-
tucky, South Caroli na and Wyo-
ming are the only sta tes to have 
done this up to thi point. 
The new welfare reform has 
stirred up controversy among 
state governors, whofeanhat their 
state budgets will be hun, and also 
among many "welfare moms.," who 
fearthattheywill be forced to leave 
theirch1ldren mthe careof others 
b cause thcy w\ll hav 1 0~ '\ a job 
It' s that time of year again and 
Project H. 0. P. E . needs your help! 
v' olunteer meetings are 
every Sunday at 9 p~m. in 
the Jardine Room. 
All are welcome! 
C,ETTHff<F! 
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Moore, Latania 
Major: Political Science 
Zodiac Sign: Libra 
If you were on a magazine 
cover, which would it be?: jet 
magazine, because it's a magazine 
that recognizes successful African-
Americans. 
Favorite perfume: Red Door 
If you could live in any country 
other than the USA, what 
would it be?: Singapore, because 
there's not a lot of cnme and you 
can live in peace. 
Favorite Pop-Tart flavor: 
Strawberry 
If you could learn to speak 
another language, which would 
byou learn?: French, because it's a 
romance language. 
nfotma1<>11 compiled by Nma D*ranco; 
f'hoto by o-er .. Skocten 
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Money can't buy love, can buy date 
Dolan Hall raffles off male RAs to lucky residents 
Colleen Masny 
Staff Reporter 
Dolan Hall women probably never 
thought that they came ro John Carroll 
Universi ty to buy a man. But when the hall 
held a raffl e on Feb. 6, male resident assis-
ta ms were the prizes. 
"I'm really excited. And 
the thing is, I've never 
won anything before. I 
only bought one ticket, 
while other people 
bought a lot more." 
Valerie Capiccioni 
According to res idem hall assistant rep-
resentative Melanie Shadarian, "Resident 
hall director Van Pham and the Dolan Hall 
Council decided a good waywraise money 
would be to raffle off male RAs." Freshman 
Kristi Toolis, prestdent of the executive 
Dolan Hall Council, explained, "Van ini-
tially brought up the idea, and [the mem-
bers of the councill all agreed it sounded 
great." 
The raffle was open only to Dolan resi-
dents- -an allfemaleresidencehall. Tickets 
were sold for two weeks prior to the draw-
ing, both du ring weekly duty hours and 
door-to-door sales. 
The cost of the raffle was $1 per ticket or 
six tickets for $5. Pham said that the event 
raised almost $100 for the hall council. 
Freshman Shakanan called the event "an 
extreme success." 
Pham found the volunteers, talked to 
them , made the arrangements and did most 
of the organizing, accordmg to Toolis. The 
four male resident assistants who were 
raff led off were juniors James Sullivan, Cj. 
Rice, Scott Puffer and senior Joey Bigler. 
Shakarian said, "All the guys graciously 
agreed to participate." 
Ricesaid,"Isitdutyin Dolan a lot. Some 
of the girls know who I am, and Van asked 
me if I'd be interested." 
Puffer said, "I was flattered to be asked. I 
figured if it helps Dolan, it's worth it ." He 
added, "It's all in good fun." 
Thefour lucky freshmen women are Tara 
Winiewski (won Sullivan), Megan Horanic 
(won Rice), Aimee Jazdzyk (won Bigler), 
and Valerie Capiccioni (won Puffer). 
Shakarian said , "We wanted the guys to 
come over to Dolan for the drawing, but 
they weren't around at the time." 
W10ner Cap1ccioni said, "I'm really ex-
Cited. And the thing IS, I've never won any-
thing before. Lon ly bought one ticket, while 
other people bought a lot more." 
Some of the winners and RAs already 
know each other. Wi niewski said, "I bought 
a ticket because I wanted to support Dolan 
I wonjamesSullivan,and it'll be even more 
fun si nee we're friends." 
Jazdzyk said, "The raffle was for a good 
cause, and I'm looking forward to the date 
l've knownjoey[Biglerlsinte the beginning 
of the year." 
The prize includes dinner and a movie, 
complements of Dolan Hall Council. The 
winners and RAs will aU be going out to-
gether Shakarian sa id, "It's going to be a 
group date. That way it won't be awkward 
for anybody." The exaCl place and date have 
not been determined yet. Pham said, "The 
date will be sometime th is month. Smce 
there are eight people goi ng, it is hard to get 
everyone's schedules to ma tch." 
C*H* A *T offers more than just talk 
Katie M. Goetz 
St aff Reporter 
Three years ago, Elmer Anita Thames, 
assistant professor of psychology, formed 
C*H* A *T,agroupwhosemain purpose is to 
bring a greater sense of diversity to theJohn 
Carroll Un iversity campus. 
Thames formed what she calts "a sup-
port group for open-minded people" after 
hearing several students complain about 
the lack of diversity on campus. "Silence is 
an agreement tO the present situation," said 
Thames. "If they want change, people have 
tostart voicing disagree-
ment and taki n ion." 
Accord ing to 
change students. 
In response to these issues, members of 
C*H* A *T, whomeetat6p.m.everyWednes-
day in the Psychology Conference Room, 
have organized activ ities such as Take a 
Stand Day, Taking Back the Night, and Di-
ve rsity Buddies. Each is designed for stu-
dents to experience other cultures and 
pledge to make a personal difference to in-
crease diversity. Because the group only 
has f1ve to eight regular members, said 
Thames, they spend a majority oft heir time 
plann ing these activi ties. 
FIRIHOUII 
BREWER~ 
With Valentine's 
Day over and 
nothing left to 
do but sulk 
about the failed 
Hallmark 
Holiday, maybe 
you should get 
off your butt 
and lose the 
"Hey baby, 
Thames, some of the 
major complaints that 
students have concern-
ing Carroll are: racial 
tension in the dorms, ra-
cialslurs writte n on stu-
dents' doors, racial sepa-
ration in the cafeteria, 
homophobia and slurs 
toward Japanese ex-
Thames said that although people have 
n n hu Ia ti abo t th a !'viti , th 
members would li ke to see more of them 
happen. "People need to take action and we 
need people to help," sa id Thames. 
On March 22,C*H*A*T isholdinga Day 
of Diversi ty which will include off -cam-
pus activities such as ethn ic food tasting 
and visiting museums. lnaddi tion, the sec-
ond Take a Stand Day will be held on April 
3 this spring. Thames said that she encour-
ages anyone interested in join ing or helping 
C*H* A *T to contact her at 397-4733. 
begin this week! 
Wednesday nights 
are Greek nights. 
Compete to 6e 
6est fraternity team 
6est sorcmty team 
6est 6rotlier!sister team 
Thursday nights 
are Open Nights. 
Compete to 6e 
wanna wrestle?" 
line. 
We here at the 
CN have a much 
more effective 
So you think that you know 
everything there is to know 
about AIDS? Guess again! 
'I ft e f et t e r s 6 e fow mal(e up 
t fi e f irst fta !f of a n important 
f a c t ab o ut 5{ JV S. Tfte s econa 
ftaff of t fte puz z [e wi{{ 6e in 
ne r._t wee!('s issue of tfte C'J.[. 
SSHDUAEGCDITLAIEENSAIHFETOAD 
--------------------
6est mens team 
6est womens team 
6est co-ecf team 
line: "Hey baby, 
I write for the 
Carroll News 
and I can get 
your name in 
print." 
Puzzles from both weeks should be 
turned in TOGETHER to the Student Life 
Office no later than February 28 at 5 p.m. 
FIRSIPRlZE - $100.00 
SECONDPRIZE - $50.00 
9 3 2 B R E W 
3216 SILSBY ROAD 
It's that cool. 
Write for the CN 
397-4398 
U more than two puzzles are turned in with all of the 
answers correct, there will be a drawing to determine the 
winners. 
~------------------------------~-~-------------------------ADORES& ________________________ _ 
Are you thinking of moving off campus for the following reasons? 
Save Money & Time 
Need More Space 
. 
the Freedan to do what I want 
THINK AGAIN 
SAVE MONEY ·How much will food and utili ties add up to 
each month? Believe it or not, a lot! Where are you going to 
skimp ••• Toilet paper?! Yeah, right. 
SAVE TIME ·Try jumpin' outta bed 20 minutes before 
class, shower ing , and eating a hot meal before making it t o the 
of yours. 
NEED MORE SPACE -By t h e time yo u and your roomies 
cram everything into that apartment , you would have had more 
space here on campus in one of our rooms. 
F R E E D 0 M -To cook your own meals and search for 
parking ••. Yeah, exactly the freedom I'm !~king for! 
STAY IN-VOLVED, STAY ON CAMPUS 
Housing Deposits are due in the Student Service Center on 
WEDNESDAy I MARCH 19 I 1997 BY ~:00 P.M. 
spec i a 1 t y Housing : (SINGLEs, BuyouTs, AlcoHol FREE, SMokE FREE & QuiET STudy) 
Applications are available in the Student Life Office on 
MONDAY, MARCH 10, 1997 
Specialty Housing Applications are due in the Student Life Office on 
MONDAY, MARCH 17, 1997 
Specialty Housing begins onAPRil 7, 1997 
Housing Sign-Ups begins onAPRIL 1~, 1997 
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Moore, Latania 
Major: Political Science 
Zodiac Sign: Libra 
If you were on a magazine 
cover, which would it be?: jet 
magazine, because it 's a magazine 
that recognizes successful African-
Americans. 
Favorite perfume: Red Door 
If you could live in any country 
other than the USA, what 
would it be?: Singapore, because 
there's not a lot of crime and you 
can live in peace. 
Favorite Pop-Tart flavor : 
Strawberry 
If you could learn to speak 
another language , which would 
byou learn?: French, because it's a 
romance language. 
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Money can't buy love, can buy date 
Dolan Hall raffles off male RAs to lucky residents 
Colleen Masny 
Staff Reporter 
Dolan Hall women probably never 
thought that they came to john Carroll 
University to buy a man. Bur when the hall 
held a raffle on Feb. 6, male resident assis-
tants were the prizes. 
''I'm really excited. And 
the thing is, I've never 
won anything before. I 
only bought one ticket, 
while other people 
bought a lot more." 
Valerie Capiccioni 
According to resident hall assistant rep-
resentative Melanie Shadarian, "Resident 
hall director Van Pham and the Dolan Hall 
Council decided a good way to raise money 
would be to raffle off male RAs." Freshman 
Krisri Toolis, president of the executive 
Dolan Hall Council, explained, "Van ini-
tial! y brought up the idea , and [the mem-
bers of the council] all agreed it sounded 
great." 
The raffle was open only to Dolan resi-
dents-- an all female residence hall. Tickers 
were sold for two weeks prior to the draw-
ing, both during weekly duty hours and 
door-to-door sales. 
The cost of the raffle was $1 per ticker or 
six tickets for $5. Pham said that the event 
raised almost $100 for the hall council. 
Freshman Shakarian called the event "an 
extreme success." 
Pham found the volunteers, talked to 
them, made thearrangementsand did most 
of the organizing, according to Toolis. The 
four male resident assistants who were 
raffled off were jumorsjames Sullivan, Cj. 
Rice, Scon Puffer and senior joey Bigler 
Shakarian said, "All the guys graciously 
agreed to participate.• 
Rice said,"! sit duty in Dolan a lot. Some 
of the girls know who I am, and Van asked 
me if I'd be interested" 
Puffer said, "I was fla ttered w be asked. I 
figured if it helps Dolan, it's worth it." He 
added, "It's all in good fun." 
Thefour lucky freshmen women are Tara 
Winiewski (won Sullivan), Megan Horanic 
(won Rice), Aimee jazdzyk (won Bigler), 
and Valerie Capiccioni (won Puffer). 
Shakarian said, "We wanted the guys to 
come over to Dolan for the drawing, but 
they weren't around at the time." 
Winner Capiccioni said, "I'm really ex-
cited. And the thmg is, I've never won any-
thing before. I on!)' bough tone ticket, while 
other people bought a lot more." 
Some of the winners and RAs already 
know each other. Winiewski said, "I bought 
a ticket because I wanted to support Dolan. 
I wonjamesSullivan,and it'll be even more 
fun si nee we're friends." 
Jazdzyk said, "The raffle was for a good 
cause, and I'm looking forward to the date. 
I've knownjoeyiBigler]since the beginning 
of the year." 
The prize includes dinner and a movie, 
complements of Dolan Hall Council. The 
winners and RAs will all be going out to-
gether. Shakarian said, "It's going to be a 
group date. That way it won't be awkward 
for anybody." The exact place and date have 
not been determined yet. Pham said, "The 
date will be sometime this month. Since 
there are eight people goi ng, it is ha rd to get 
everyone's schedules to match." 
C*H* A *T offers more than just talk 
Katie M. Goetz 
Staff Reporter 
Three years ago, Elmer An ita Thames, 
assistant professor of psychology, formed 
C*H*A *T,agroupwhosemain purpose is to 
bringagreatersenseof diversity tothejohn 
Carroll University campus. 
Thames fo rmed what she calls "a sup-
port group for open-minded people" afte r 
hearing several st udents complain about 
thelack of diversity on campus. "Silence is 
an agreement to the present situat ion," said 
Thames. "If they want change, people have 
to start voicing disagree-
ment and takin i n." 
According to 
change studems. 
In response to these issues, members of 
C*H* A *I, whomeetat 6p.m.every Wednes-
day in the Psychology Confere nce Room, 
have organized activities such as Take a 
Stand Day, Takmg Back the Night, and Di-
versity Buddies. Each is designed for stu-
dents to experience other cultures and 
pledge to make a personal difference to in-
crease diversity. Because the group only 
has five to eight regular members, said 
Thames, they spend a majority of their time 
planning these activities. 
FIR.IHOUII 
BR.IWIR.~ 
With Valentine's 
Day over and 
nothing left to 
do but sulk 
about the failed 
Hallmark 
Holiday, maybe 
you should get 
off your butt 
and lose the 
Thames, some of the 
major complaints that 
studems have concern-
ing Carroll are: rac ial 
tension in the dorms, ra-
cialslurs written on stu-
dents' doors, racial sepa-
ration in the cafeteria, 
homophobia and slurs 
toward Japanese ex-
Thames said that although people have 
been nthu 'as i a ut he activi i , th 
members would like to see more of them 
happen. "People need to take action and we 
need people to help," said Thames. 
On March 22,C*H* A *Tis hold ing a Day 
of Di versi ty which will include off-cam-
pus activities such as ethnic food tasting 
and visiting museums. In addition, the sec-
ond Take a Stand Day will be held on April 
3thisspring Thames said that she encour-
ages anyone interested in joiningor helping 
C*H* A *T to contact her at 397-4 733. 
~~-~ 
begin this week! 
Wednesday nights 
are Greek nights. 
Compete to 6e 
6est fraternity team 
6est sorority team 
best brotli..er!sister team 
Thursday nights 
are Open Nights. 
Compete to 6e 
best men's team 
6est women s team 
6est co-etf team 
"Hey baby, 
wanna wrestle?" 
line. 
We here at the 
CN have a much 
more effective 
line: "Hey baby, 
I write for the 
Carroll News 
and! can get 
your name in 
print." 
It's that cool. 
So you think that you know 
everything there is to know 
about AIDS? Guess again! 
CJ'Ii e f e t te r s 6e[ow mal(e up 
tlie first lia !f of a n i mportant 
fact a 6 o ut JII'DS. 'Tiie s ecant£ 
fia!f of t fi e puzz [e wif[ 6e in 
n e;ct we e !('s i ssue of tfie C 'l{_. 
SSHDUAEGCDITLAIEENSAIHFETOAD 
- -------------------
Puzzles from both weeks should be 
turned in TOGETHERtotheStudentLife 
Office no later than February 28 at 5 p.m. 
FIRSI'PRIZE - $100.00 
SECONDPRJZE - $50.00 
If more than two puzzles are turned in with all of the 
answe rs correct, there will be a drawing to determine the 
winners. 
9 3 2 B R E W 
3216 SILSBY ROAD 
Write for the CN 
397-4398 
~-----------------------------PHON& __________________________ __ 
ADORES& __________________________ __ 
Are you thinking of moving off campus for the following reasons? 
Save Money & Time 
Need More Space 
. 
the Freedan to do what I want 
THINK AGAIN 
SAVE MONEY ·How much will food and utilities add up to 
each month? Believe it or not, a lot! 
skimp ••• Toilet paper?! Yeah, right. 
Where are you going to 
SAVE 
class , 
T I ME -Try j umpin' outta bed 20 minutes before 
showering, and eating a hot meal before making it to the 
of yours. 
NEED MORE SPACE -By t he time you and your r oomies 
cram everything into tha t apar t ment, you would have had mor e 
space here on campus in one of our rooms. 
F R E E D 0 M -To cook your own meals and search for 
parking .•• Yeah, exactly the freedom I'm !~king for! 
STAY IN·VOLVED 1 STAY ON CAMPUS 
Housing Deposits are due in the Student Service Center on 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19, 1997 BY ~:00 P.M. 
Specialty Housing: (SiNGlEs, BuyouTs, Alcol-iol FREE, SMokE FREE & QuiET STudy) 
Applications are available in 
MONDAY, MARCH 10, 1997 
the Student Life Office on 
Specialty Housing Applications are due in the Student Life Office on 
MONDAY, MARCH 17, 1997 
Specialty Housing begins onAPRIL 7, 1997 
Housing Sign-Ups begins onAPRIL 1~, 1997 
8 
Coming Attractions 
Internet Fn st The Firm , then Th e Cl1 ent, 
and now The Net 7 
j ohn Gnsham, Amenca's favonte 
spinster of legal thrillers moves to a 
new court for his latest tale. For the 
first time ever, a major new novel, 
Grishams The Partner, debuted on 
the Internet w1th the first chapter of 
the book February 12 on America 
Online's "The Book Report" The 
second chapter appeared JUSt last 
Monday and the book nself is due to 
hit bookstores early next week from lhe Author: John Grisham 
Doubleday. Just a word to the wise, though: You'd better make sure 
to get there early to avo1d The Lines. 
Museum 
Sure to be a 
'knight" to 
remember 
is the recent addition to the 
Cleveland Museum of Art's 
popular European armor 
collection. Pictured at left, this 
suit of armor was crafted by 
Pompeo della Cesa, the most 
renowned Italian armorer of the 
late 16th century. Specifically 
designed for afoot tournament, 
it was worn in a contest where 
opponents battled over a barrier 
Half-armor circa 1590 which protected their legs. The 
' su1t Will be a centerpiece of the 
museum's reinstalled Armor Court, due to be completed in 1998. 
Admission is free. For more information, call 421-7340. 
.. 
Move over, Aesop. The Cleveland Public Theatre 
has just entered the fable business. In the world 
premiere of Fable of the Cloister of the Cemeteries, 
audiences will be transported to a rich and compelling universe 
where between the world of the livi ngand the dead there is a village 
of dogs. In this magical place the unlikely hero, a city tramp, starts 
on a quest to find his dearly 
beloved Africa n-French 
-p\ayw tCayaMa\lhe\ewa 
born in the Congo and 
eventually came to America 
where h1s Fable won the 
Chi !cote A ward for Best Play 
of the Festival in the 1996 New 
Plays Fesuval Now he brings 
his play to leveland for its 
first full cale production 
begmnmgtomorrowFebruary 
21 and running every Thursday through Saturday at 8 p.m. until 
March 15. Ticketsare$12 regular,$8 for students and 'pay what you 
can" every Thursday night. The Theatre is located at 64 I 5 Detroit 
Ave five minutes from downtown Cleveland. Call63l-2727 for 
more mformation. 
• 
As if we really need to remind anybody, The Empire 
Strikes Back is set to open in theaters tomorrow despite 
the fact that as older sibling, Star Wars , continues to 
make milhons. A recent USA Today/ CNN poll of 1,056 adults 
found that the average Amcncan already has seen the first mov1eof 
the trilogy seven umes. Last Friday, Star Wars topped the $400 
million marktotakenscrownasthetop-gros mgfilmever. Steven 
Sptelberg, creator of previous number one E.T The Extra-
Terreltnal,graciously relinquished the title as he placed an ad in 
last Fnday'sDatlyVarietytn which E.T.setsacrownon R2-D2.Left 
to the sull resrectable number three spot is jura sic Park ($357 
milhon)followed by Forrcsl Gump($330 milhon) 
' 
No 'bots about it After a surprisingly successful retum to the 
big screen, Star Warsofficiallypassed E. T. as the top-grossing 
ftlm of all t1me in its third weekend of re-release. 
Comt ng Attractions were compiled by Sam Subity,l.:nt. Editor. 
Lack of new artwork due to jeff Knede's studytngfor the MCAT. 
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OThoeCbrks/K1ngMot.M M1.15k 
Fr..nlng a bright future: The Clarks (I tor) are guitarist Robert James, lead singer /guitar Scott 
Blasey, drummer Dave Minarik, and bass guitarist Greg Joseph. 
End of the world as they knew it 
After years of wait ing, Clarks free fall in' into success 
Robb Giambrone 
Staff Reporter 
There is a point in people's 
lives that sticks out as being the 
best. A time when they feel as 
though nobody is better than 
them. This experience is usually 
the culmination of years of hard 
work and determination. ForT he 
Clarks, consisting of Scott Blasey 
on lead vocals and guitar, Greg 
Joseph on bass guitar, Rob James 
on guitar and Dave Minarik on 
drums, this experience recently 
occurred. 
After over ten years of perse-
verance, the Clarks reached the 
pinna \eof their musical careers 
when th ey signed a na tiona l 
record deal with Way Cool Mu-
SIC, a division of MCA. "A gigan-
tic smile erupted when we real-
ized we were gonna be signed," 
said Blasey. 
This Pittsburgh-based band 
made the deal last November. In 
fact they signed the papers and 
sealed the envelope before com-
ing to Cleveland to do a show at 
Peabody's Down Under. Dave 
Minarik said thatthisexperience 
was like buying a new car. 
"Should I do it, or shouldn't I do 
it?" he said. 
The president of Way Cool 
Music, Mike jacobs, first heard 
about the Clarks from another 
Way Cool band, The Why Store. 
The Clarks played with them sev-
eral years ago, since which time 
the Why Store hooked up with 
Way Cool. The Clarks will actu-
allybeopeningforthe Why Store 
in some upcoming shows. 
Theentiresigningprocesscan 
be quite an extensive one at times. 
Luckily for the Clarks, theirs was 
rather short. "It moved,' said Jo-
seph, 'it moved along at a good 
pace.' The Clarks began to real-
ize that they had a bright future 
ahead at the end of August when 
jacobs came to hear them play 
one night. That night was one the 
band will never forget. 
Blasey said that jacobs came 
to a hotel in downtown Pitts-
burgh to listen to them. The en-
tire band thought that they would 
just meetjacobs that evening and 
become acquainted with him. 
Much to their surprisejacobs told 
them that he was seriously con-
sidenng bringing them aboard. 
Jacobs told them this news be-
fore they even went on stage. 
"Wow,! was rhmkmg 'He's okay," 
said Blasey 
After this meeting, the deal 
could not have moved fast enough 
for the Clarks. They received the 
first draft of the contract in Sep-
tember. After that it took a while 
for the contract to be signed. jo-
seph said that the attorneys spent a 
lot of time discussing their ideas. 
He said they wanted to strike a deal 
that was appealing to both the 
record company and the band. 
Originally, Way Cool thought 
they could get the album, Someday 
Maybe, out by December. They 
wanted it available for holiday 
shopping. But the record company 
opted to wait, said joseph. The al-
bum now will be released across 
the nation this Tuesday, Feb. 25. 
Jacobs chose 'Caroline,' a son 
that originally appeared on the 
Cia rks' 
s e 1 f -
hour show that included rarities 
such as "Let You Go' and the Beatles' 
original 'Dear Prudence." 
Sarah Thomas,adevoted Clarks 
fan who has seen them perform 
several times, appreciated the 
acoustic show. 'I liked the acoustic 
show because it was true talent 
shining through , especially 
Scott's," she said. 
The Clarks will do whatever it 
takes to please their fans and them-
selves. James said that each time 
they perform it is an affirmation 
of everything they do. 'It is the one 
moment you see everything go by 
the wayside,' he said. 'We did this, 
it is u and peo e are di in it.' 
Persevera nce has paid off ex-
titled al-
bum as a 
hidden 
track, to 
be the 
f i r s t 
single re-
leased off 
the CD. 
Blasey 
s a i d 
Jacobs 
"It is the one moment you see 
everything go by the wayside. 
We did this, it is us and people 
are digging it." 
-Greg Joseph on performing 
felt that "Caroline' would be a hit. 
'We gave him our blessing," Blasey 
added. 'Caroline' can be heard on 
WUJC88.7 FMduringjoe Halaiko's 
Blue Light Special show dedicated 
to up-and-coming bands on Satur-
day afternoons from 1-3 p.m. 
During the Clarks' journey over 
the past ten years, they have had 
experiences that have given them 
inspirationtogettothispoint. They 
havethoroughlyenjoyed playing for 
their fans throughout Pennsylva-
nia and Ohio. 'That time on stage 
makes everything worthwhile ,' 
said Blasey. 'It's my favorite time." 
The time on stage is very spec1al 
for them. Mike Cubillos, the na-
tional director of what he terms 
' press-tituuon ' for Way Cool, 
stresses that the Clarks' strength IS 
their live performances. ' Every 
time they play, they bring new fans 
with them," said Cubillos. 
A wonderful testament to the 
band'sdesireandability to perform 
is the show they performed at 
Peabody's on Fnday, Feb. 7. After 
the opemng band, M1nk Room 
Project, finished thmset,the power 
went out when a transformer broke 
down. Nothavinganypowerwould 
not stop this band, though. 
After many fans started dream-
mg of an acous[IC show, the Clarks 
granted their wi he They per-
formed an electrifying, nearly two-
tremely for these four guys. Blasey 
sa1d that there have been some 
Limes that were difficult to get 
through. After their second CD, 
The Clarhs, was released, they did 
not have any control of it "'Penny' 
was being played on the radio," said 
Blasey,"but we could not get it into 
the stores. 
Through It all, though, the four 
of them stayed together. "There 
were certain points of frustration, 
but there was never a point where 
tt was never wonh it.' 
The future fortheClarks is wide 
open at this point. They said there 
are lots of potentials to be explored. 
Way Cool hopes that they take off. 
Cubillos said that there will defi-
nitely be some more singles re-
leased. "Other bands have gone far, 
so I don't see why it couldn't hap-
pen fort he Clarks," he said. 
This band that looks up to Tom 
Petty and 'any American band that 
has a tale to tell' is finally relishing 
in their much deserved success. 
Now that they will become na-
tionally known, they w1lllive and 
die by radio air play and record 
sales. Blasey said that what they 
have accomplished up to this pomt 
will not mean anything unless 
people buy the record . "We have 
finally done this long enough ," he 
said," so we are pretty damn good 
at it.' 
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Hotel de Love rates two 
Simon Bos s e II plays Stephen, 
the fraternal twin who's down 
on luck but sti ll hoping for love. 
Nicole Jusseaume 
Staff Reporter 
Some people attempt to find 
that special person all their lives. 
The tale of finding fate and the 
search for one's one and only is 
humorous ly illustrated in Hotel 
fiiCK PICK: Hotel de Love 
It4TIMG: 8 out of 10 
thumbs up 
high school summer party where 
f rate mal twins, Stephen and Rick, 
compete for the heart of Melissa 
(Saffron Burrows) for whom they 
both fall head over heels. Rick 
manages to win her heart over, but 
at the end of the summer her vaca-
tion isoverandshe must return to 
England. Ten years later, Rick and 
Stephen both work at the Hotel de 
Love honeymoon resort when Me-
L-------------J Iissa unexpec tedly shows up for 
de Love. In this comedy, a unique 
honeymoon hotel that is notori-
ous for its grand, thematic rooms 
takes on the setting where twin 
brothers get caught up in relation-
ships with the same girl. 
The film opens with Stephen 
( ·llHHlBosse ),asingleguyin-his 
twenties, sitting at the airport tak-
ing notes on any couple he sees. 
He figures that this way he can 
predict h1schancesof findmglove 
in the world , that IS, of finding a 
love like his brother Rick (Aden 
Young) already has found. 
Looking back it all started at a 
the weekend wuh her boyfriend. 
The brothers, both recalling 
their old feelings for her, take turns 
pursuing Melissa and completely 
humiliate themselves in the pro-
cess. Between Stephen sneaking 
intothewomen's dressingroom to 
declare his love for her and Melissa 
aYJd ick carrying on a n ask-any-
thing session to find out why men 
and women do the things they do, 
I was always laughing. 
In addition to their romanti-
cally confused hearts, other 
couples deeply influence their de-
cisions. The parents of Rick and 
Stephen constantly fight, thus 
Aden Young is Rick, the other 
twin who is cynical about love 
after losing Melissa long ago. 
drawing Rick farther into hiscyni-
cal ideas about love. Stephen, on 
the other hand, is inspired by Me-
lissa and Rick's past relationship, 
and he competes with his brother 
for this perfect girl. 
How far will the twins go to 
win Melissa's heart? In this com-
edy they will do almost anything. 
It will certainly keep you laugh-
ing and wondering who will end 
up with whom. 
Director Craig Rosenberg gave 
this movie the perfect creative 
twist to keep the viewers' curios-
ity questioning the outcome. It is 
clever! y written, a little emotional 
and will reach out to your heart in 
sympathy for those who are re-
jected and those who find love. I 
really li ed this mov · 'w n'c 
Sleepless in Seattle but it will make 
you laugh, and it's perfect if you're 
in the mood for a romantic com-
edy. The plothasitsupsanddowns, 
but it keeps moving. If you want 
something a little different and 
very funny, then I would recom-
mend Hotel de Love. 
Earnest comedy at Play 
HouseWilde-ly amusing 
Sam Subity 
Entertainment Editor 
I'm convinced that toknowthe 
writing of Oscar Wilde is to be 
intrigued deeply To see his plays 
on the stage is to fall in love. But 
I'm afraid that this love of the play 
may on! y be as earnest as the love 
exchanged and maligned in 
Wilde's classic The Importance of 
Being Earnest. 
The romance begins the mo-
ment Algernon (Bradford Cover) 
walks out onto the stage in his 
scarlet smoking jacket and tas-
seled cap And proceeds to fall 
flaton his face 111a pile of pillows 
I le is bowled over by the sheer 
effort of aristocratic existence. 
Dinner parties, laying around 
puffing cigars and consuming 
counties cucumber sandwiches. 
Of course, this is all pan of 
Wilde's sannc humor. They say 
life is usually fair. But somehow n 
seemed just a little more fair for 
the upper class of late 18th-cen-
tury England where Earnest is set. 
Wilde's piercing wit scandalizes 
rhe Bm1sh life durmg the prim 
and proper Victorian Age as it 
pierces down to the fundamental 
incongruittes of daily existence. 
Even 111 our own day, his adage 'If 
we have Virtue. we should warn 
people" seems fmmg 
As the vanous characters 
bumble and trip their way 
through relationships and 
social bombast, a viewer be-
gins to be less interested in 
the machinations of the 
character relations than fas-
cinated by the distinct per-
sona thatseems to hover over 
the play like a mischievous 
spirit. This is the magic of 
the Cleveland Play House 
production. 
Despite the elegant and 
meticulously careful set-
tings. Despite rousingly 
grand performances by 
nearly the entire cast, of 
which Eve Michelson de-
serves special mention for 
her portrayal of Cectly that 
frequently had the audience 
rollmg in the aisles. Despite 
all this, the production 
seems to acknowledge the 
most integral part of any 
Wilde play--Dscar Wilde. 
Art Earnest Jove affair: Cecily's (Eve 
Michelson) love for Alge mon (Bradford 
Cover) is t rue as long as she believes 
his name is really Earnest. 
Oscar Wilde, to draw a liberal 
analogy, was the Dennis Rodman 
of his day. Often shockingand al-
ways undeniably unique, Wilde's 
singular personahty made waves 
in the stiff Victorian English soci-
ety. 'He was without exception 
the most ready, the most witty, the 
most audacious .. . nobody could 
pretend to outshine h1m, or even 
to shme m his presence," h1s con-
temporary Wilfred Scawen Blunt 
once remarked. 
This is why I say that one's love 
for the play may not be completely 
sincere. Fortobecompletelytruth-
ful , it is hard to tell which is more 
intriguing-the play or the play-
wright. It is director Malcolm 
Morrison's abdny to leave this IS-
sue undecided that makes the Play 
House staging a triumph. And as 
to that I couldn't be more earnest. 
9 
The SP-inning Edge_ 
THE WORD ON NEW RELEASES IN THE WORLD OF MUSIC 
Leamin' to Ay: Local band Harlequin Fly celebrate their new 
album with a CD release party at the Grog Shop Feb. 27 at 
9 p.m. The band includes JCU junior Zac Patton (middle). 
H?rlequin Fly /1) /1) /1) 
Dtlate f.Y (Y (Y 
Quick. Name a local Cleve-
land band. Know one? Don't 
know where to start looking? 
Try looking no further than 
john Carroll. Zac Patton, a jun-
ior at Carroll, attends school 
here by day and then performs 
as a lead vocalist and guitar ist 
by night. Together Patton, Rob 
Armstrong, and] ames Redford 
form Harlequin Fly. 
On their new release, Dilate, 
Harlequin Fly display a style 
all the ir own. "We're Dis-
turbed," easily the most radio-
friendly tune, is the first track. 
An all-too-true commentary 
on the stagnant mainstream 
rock scene, the rune intrigues 
with its shifting tempos and 
hard edged pop sound. It emits 
n Ll · 
the unique chorus. In general, 
Pan on ably handles the vocals 
and delivers a talented perfor-
mance on guitar. I especially 
enJOyed the funk-filled groove 
of "After the End." The remix 
of "Bum" by Full Blown Kirk 
adds an interesting tcchnofla-
vortothealbum. However,the 
tendency of this track and oth -
ers to run somewhat long de-
tract from their overall punch. 
Their website at www.head-
quarters.com/mothra/ is inno-
vative and worth exploring, 
especia II y for the subtle humor 
that ace om pan ies the pictorial 
glimpse into their origins 
Harlequin Fly demonstrate 
that there's more to this school 
than busmess. 
- joe Halailw 
,f) - waste of lime 
ues throughout the disc. 
Redford's solid drums dr ive ,f) J) ,f) - JIIDII 
"Tha lydamide" Armstrong .fJ ,j/ J/ JJ -excehnt 
providesadistinctivebassline J7 JJ & Jl J? - IM~M~cluak: 
and growling backup vocals in L_ _________ __J 
in concert 
Kula shake the Odeon 
Jim Miles 
Staff Reporter 
The "Sold Out' sign outside the 
Odeon doors Friday night left 
some last-minute concert goers 
directionless on Valentine's Day. 
As I strolled past the lost souls 
and headed toward the window 
where my name was on the guest 
list, I couldn't help but feel sorry 
for them. Their sad frowns 
haunted me for awhile. But when 
Kula Shaker walked out in front 
of the packed, roaring crowd, all 
my sentiment fell away. 
Starting things off with 'Hey 
Dude," the first track on their Co-
lumbia debut CD entitled only K, 
Kula Shaker began their energized 
psychedelic and spiritual set with 
authority. The purple lights that 
isolated lead singerCrispian Mills 
foreshadowed a night of dark 
moods that would build up into 
explosive celebration of extrover-
sion in both sound and color. 
'Hello, Cleveland!' the Bnt pro-
claimed in obvious homage to 
Spinal Tap before lunging back 
into the music. 
Taking songs pnmanly from 
K, Kula Shaker slithered its way 
through such songs as 'Into the 
Deep," the sa rcastic,groove-d riven 
'jerry Was There,' and the radio-
friendly "Tanva.· Mixmg in some 
slower, spiritually awakening 
mantras, the band relied on 
frontman Mills to lead the way. 
His manic, preacher-like gestures 
contrasted wtth the stiff Alonza 
Bevan who played who played 
bass in the shadows for most of 
the night. 
Rounding the night out with 
powerful renditions of 'Smrt All 
Over' and '303,' Kula Shaker 
ended the show having given the 
crowd a special V'llemine's gift: a 
night of musical magic and mys-
ticism comparable only to the 
Spider-man Valentme you got 
from your true love in the third 
grade. 
Opening band Rasputina 
brought their blend of string-
driven melodies before the mildly 
approving audience. The female 
trio, wnh the help of their drum-
mer, played a strong set that was 
high lighted by a smooth cover of 
'Free bird.' 
As the ocean of people spilled 
out on to Old River Road follow-
mgtheshow,theodd mtxof youth-
[ ul teens and agmg twenty-some-
things seemed to blend together. I 
began to think that perhaps the 
barriers were broken thatevemng. 
Broken by the cyclical state of 
music that has brought us back 
into the realm of the psychedelic. 
Perhaps, I thought, the generations 
had th1s bridge. But my tram of 
thought was ranled by the most 
overheard question of the mght 
'Dude, what time is your mom 
ptcking us up?' 
-
--
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Coming Attractions I 
Internet 
First The Firm, 
then The Client. 
and now The 'et? 
john Gnsham, America's favorite 
spmster of legal thrillers moves to a 
new court for his latest tale. For the 
first time ever, a mapr new novel, 
Grisham's The Partner, debuted on 
the lnterner with the first chapter of 
the book February 12 on Amenca 
Online's "The Book Report." The 
second chapter appeared just last 
Monday and the book itself is due to 
hit bookstores early next week from lhe Author: John Grisham 
Doubleday. just a word to the wise, though: You'd better make sure 
to get there early to avoid The Lines. 
Museum 
Sure to be a 
"knight' to 
remember 
ls the recent addition to the 
Cleveland Museum of An's 
popular European armor 
collection. Ptctured at left, this 
suit of armor was crafted by 
Pompeo della Cesa, the most 
renowned Italian armorer of the 
late 16th century. Specifically 
designed for a foot murnamenr, 
it was worn in a contest where 
opponents battled over a barrier 
Half-armor circa 1590 which protected their legs. The 
' sun W11l be a centerpiece of the 
museum's reinstalled Armor Coun, due to be completed in 1998. 
Admission is free. For more information, call 421-7340. 
1111 Move over, Aesop. The Cleveland Public Theatre has just entered the fable business. In the world premiere of Fable of the Cloister of the Cemeteries, 
audiences will be transported to a rich and compelling universe 
where between the world of the hvingand the dead there is a village 
of dogs. In this magical place the unlikely hero, a city tramp,stans 
on a quest to find his dearly 
beloved. African-French 
'1)\aywn tCayaMalr.~\ewas 
born in the Congo and 
eventually came to America 
where his Fable won the 
Chilcote Award for Best Play 
of the Fesnval in the 1996New 
Plays Festival. Now he brings 
his play to Cleveland for it 
first full-scale productton 
begmni ng tomorrow February 
21 and running every Thursday through Saturday at 8 p.m. until 
March 15. Tickets are $12 regular,$8 for students and "pay what you 
can· every Thursday night. The Theatre is located at 6415 Detroit 
Ave five minutes from downtown Cleveland. Call631-2727 for 
more informauon. 
• 
As if we really need to remind anybody, The Empire 
Strikes Back is set ro open in theaters tomorrow despite 
the fact that irs older sibling, Star Wars, continues to 
make millions. A recent USA Today/CN poll of 1,056 adults 
found that the average American already has seen the first movie of 
the trilogy seven rimes Last Friday, Star Wars topped the $400 
million mark to take irs crown as the top-grossing film ever. Steven 
Spielberg, crea tor of previous number one E.T. Tht Extra-
Terrcsrna/,graciously relinqwshed the title as he placed an ad in 
last 1-riday'sDailyVarietyin which E.T.setsacrownon R2-D2.Lefr 
to the still respectable number three spot is jurassic Park ($357 
mtllion) followed by Forrest Gump($330 million) 
I 
No 'bots about it After a surprisingly successful return to the 
big screen, Star Wars officially passed E. T.as the top-grossing 
film of all time in its third weekend of re-release. 
Comi rig Attractwns were compded by Sam Su bity. Ent. Editor. 
Lack of new artwork dur: to jeff Ktteile's stuciyirtgfnr the MCAT 
.._ _________ -
OTt~t:O:uks/ Ktng MoltS(. Mllli ~ 
Fr<nling a bright Mure : The Clarks (I tor) are guitarist Robert James, lead singer /gui tar Scott 
Blasey, drurrvner Dave Minarik, and bass guitarist Greg Joseph. 
End of the world as they knew it 
After years of waiting, Clarks free fall in' into success 
Robb Giambrone 
Staff Reporter 
There is a point in people's 
lives that sticks our as being the 
best. A time when they feel as 
though nobody is better than 
them. This experience is usually 
the culmination of years of hard 
work and determination. For The 
Clarks, consisting of Scott Blasey 
on lead vocals and guitar, Greg 
joseph on bass guitar, Rob james 
on guitar and Dave Minarik on 
drums, this experience recently 
occurred. 
After over ten years of perse-
vera nce, the Clarks reached the 
pinnacle of their muska I careers 
when they signed a nauonal 
record deal with Way Cool Mu-
sic, a division of MCA. 'A gigan-
tic smile erupted when we real-
ized we were gonna be signed," 
said B lasey. 
This Pittsburgh-based band 
made the deal last November. Jn 
fact they signed the papers and 
sealed the envelope before com-
ing to Cleveland to do a show at 
Peabody's Down Under. Dave 
Minariksaid that thisexperience 
was like buying a new car. 
"Should I do it, or shouldn't I do 
it?" he said. 
The president of Way Cool 
Music, Mike jacobs, first heard 
about the Clarks from another 
Way Cool band, The Why Store. 
The Clarks played wi.th them sev-
eral years ago, since which rime 
the Why Store hooked up with 
Way Cool. The Clarks will actu-
ally beopeningforthe WhySrore 
in some upcoming shows. 
The entire signing process can 
bequitean extensive one at times. 
Luckily for the Clarks, theirs was 
rather short. ' lt moved,' said jo-
seph, 'i t moved along at a good 
pace." The Clarks began to real-
ize that they had a bright future 
ahead attheend of August when 
jacobs came to hear them play 
one night. That nighrwasone the 
band will never forget. 
Blasey said that jacobs came 
to a hotel in downtown Pitts-
burgh to listen to them. The en-
tire band thoughtthat they would 
just meetjacobs that evening and 
become acquainted with him. 
Much to their surprisejacobs told 
them that he was seriously con-
sidering bnnging them aboard. 
jacobs told them this news be-
fore they even went on stage. 
"Wow. I was thinking: 'He's okay;· 
said Bla ey. 
After th is meeting, the deal 
could not havemovedfastenough 
for the Clarks. They received the 
first draft of the contract in Sep-
tember. After that it took a whi le 
for the contract to be signed. jo-
seph said rhatthe attorneys spent a 
lot of time discussing their ideas. 
He said they wanted to strike a deal 
that was appealing to both the 
record company and the band. 
Originally, Way Cool thought 
they could get the album, Someday 
Maybe, out by Decetn ber. They 
wanted it available for holiday 
shopping. But the record company 
opted to wait, said joseph. The al-
bum now will be released across 
the nation th is Tuesday, Feb. 25. 
Jacobs chose "Caroline; a ong 
tha t on ginally appeared on the 
Clarks' 
s e I f -
hour show that included rarities 
such as "Let You Go" and the Bear les' 
original"Dear Prudence." 
Sarah Thomas, a devoted Clarks 
fan who has seen them perform 
several times , appreciated the 
acoustic show 'Jliked the acoustic 
show because it was true talent 
shining through, especially 
Scott's,' she said. 
The Clarks will do whatever it 
rakes to please theirf ansa nd them-
selves. james said that each time 
they perform it is an affirmation 
of everything they do 'lt is the one 
moment you see everything go by 
the wayside," he said. ·we did this, 
it is us and people are digging it." 
Perseverance has paid off ex-
titled al-
bum as a 
hidden 
track, to 
be the 
f i r s t 
single re-
leased off 
the CD. 
Blasey 
s a i d 
jacobs 
"It is the one moment you see 
everything go by the wayside. 
We did this, it is us and people 
are digging it." 
-Greg Joseph on performing 
felt that 'Caroline' would be a hit. 
'We gave him our blessing," Blasey 
added . ·caroline· can be heard on 
WUjC88.7 FMduringjoe Halaiko's 
Blue Light Speetal show dedicated 
to up-and-coming bands on Satur-
day afternoons from l-3 p.m. 
During the Clarks' journey over 
the past ten years, they have had 
experiences that have given them 
inspiration roget rot his point. They 
have thorough! y enjoyed playing for 
their fans throughout Pennsylva-
nia and Ohio. That time on stage 
makes everything worthwhile," 
said Blasey. "Its my favorite time." 
The time on stage is very special 
for them. Mike Cubillos, the na-
tional director of what he terms 
'press-titution" for Way Cool, 
stresses that the Clarks' strength is 
their live performances. "Every 
time they play, they bring new fans 
with them,' said Cubillos. 
A wonderful testament to the 
band's desire and ability to perform 
is the show they performed at 
Peabody's on Fnday, Feb. 7. After 
the opening band, Mink Room 
Project, finished their set, r he power 
went out when a transformer broke 
down. Not havinganypowerwould 
not stop this band, though. 
After many fans started dream-
ing of an acoustic show, the Clarks 
granted thei r wishes. They per-
formed an electrifying. near! y two-
tremely fort hese four guys. B lasey 
said th at there have been some 
times that were diffi ult to get 
through. After their second CD, 
The Clarhs, was released, they did 
not have any control of it. "'Penny' 
was being played on the radio,' said 
Blasey, 'bur we could not get it into 
the stores. 
Through it all, though, the four 
of them stayed together "There 
were certain points off rusrration, 
but there was never a point where 
it was never worth it ." 
The future for the Clarks is wide 
open at this point. They said there 
are lots of potentials to be explored. 
Way Cool hopes that they take off. 
Cubillos said that there wi II defi-
nitely be some more singles re-
leased "Otherbandshavegonefar, 
so l don 't see why it could n't ha p-
pen for the Clarks,' he said. 
This band that looks up to Tom 
Petty and 'any A mencan band that 
has a tale to tell' is final! y relishing 
in their much deserved success. 
Now that they will become na-
tionally known, they will live and 
die by radio air play and record 
sales. Blasey said tha t what they 
have accomplished up to this point 
will not mean anyth ing unless 
people buy the record. "We have 
finally done this long enough," he 
said , • so we are pretty damn good 
at it." 
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Hotel de Love rates two 
Simon Bossell pla ys Stephen, 
the fraterna l t win who's down 
on luck but still hoping for love . 
Nicole Jusseaume 
Staff Reporter 
Some people attempt to find 
that special person all their lives. 
The tale of finding fate and the 
search for one's one and only is 
humorously illustrated in Hotel 
thumbs up 
high school summer party where 
f rate rna! tw ins, Stephen and Rick, 
compete for the heart of Melissa 
(Saffron Burrows) for whom they 
both fall head over heels. Rick 
manages to win her heart over, but 
attheend of the summer her vaca-
.--------- -----. tion isoverandshe must return to 
RICk PICk: Hotel de Love 
R4TIMC: : 8 out of 10 
England. Ten years later, Rick and 
Stephen both work at the Hotel de 
Love honeymoon resort when Me-
'------------.......1 Iissa unexpectedly shows up for 
de Love. In th is comedy, a unique 
honeymoon hotel that is notori-
ous for its grand, thematic rooms 
takes on the setti ng where twin 
brothersgetcaught up in relation-
ships with the same girl. 
The film opens with Stephen 
(SimGntlossel),asingle guyinhis 
twenties,si ttingat the airport tak-
ing notes on any couple he sees. 
He figures that this way he can 
predict his chancesof find ing love 
in the world, that is, of finding a 
love like his brother Rick (Aden 
Young) a I ready has found. 
Looking back it all started at a 
the weekend with her boyfriend. 
The brothers, both recalling 
their old feelings for her, take turns 
pursuing Melissa and completely 
humiliate themselves in the pro-
cess. Between Stephen sneaking 
into the women's dressing room to 
decla re h1s love for he rand Melissa 
and Rick cllt'rying on an ask-any-
thing session to find out wh y men 
and women do the things they do, 
l was always laughing. 
ln addition to their romanti-
ca lly co nfused hearts , other 
couples deeply in fl uence their de-
cisions. The parents of Rick and 
Stephen constantly fight, thus 
~Llv~ Fntt.rulnnvnt 
Aden Young is Rick, the other 
twin who is cynical about love 
after losing Melissa long ago. 
drawing Rick farther into hiscyn i-
cal ideas about love. Stephen, on 
the other hand , is inspired by Me-
lissa and Rick's past relationship, 
and he competes with his brother 
for this perfect girl. 
How far will the twins go to 
win Melissa's heart? In this com-
edy they will do almost anything. 
It will certainly keep you laugh-
ing and wondering who will end 
up with whom . 
Director Craig Rosenberg gave 
this movie the perfeC[ creative 
twist to keep the viewers' cur ios-
ity questioning the outcome. lt is 
clever! y written, a I ittle emotional 
and will reach out to your heart in 
sympathy for those who are re-
jected and those who find love. 1 
really iked this mov· u w1111n't 
Sleepless i n Seattle but it will make 
you laugh, and it's perfect if you're 
in the mood for a romantic com-
edy. Theplothasirsupsanddowns, 
bur it keeps moving. If you want 
something a little different and 
very funny, then l would recom-
mend Hotel de Love. 
Earnest comedy at Play 
HouseWilde-ly amusing 
Sam Subity 
Entertainment Editor 
I'm convinced that to know the 
writing of Oscar Wilde is to be 
intrigued deeply To see his plays 
on the stage is to fall m love. But 
I'm afraid that this love of the play 
may only be as earnest as the love 
exchanged and maltgned in 
Wilde's classic Tile Importance of 
Being Earnest. 
The romance begins the mo-
ment Algernon (Bradford Cover) 
walks out onto the stage in his 
scarlet smoking jacket and tas-
seled cap. And proceeds to (all 
flaton his face in a pile of pillows. 
He is bowled over by the sheer 
effort of aristocratic existence. 
Dmner parties, laying around 
pu ffin g ciga rs and consuming 
countless cucum bersandwiches. 
Of course, this is all pan of 
Wi Ide's satiric humor. They say 
lifeisusuallyfair. Butsomehowa 
seemed just a lmle more fair for 
the upper class of late 18th-cen -
tury England where Earn est is set. 
Wilde's piercing wit scandalizes 
the British life durmg the prim 
and proper Victorian Age as it 
pierces down to the fundamental 
tncongruities of daily existence. 
Even in our own day, his adage "If 
we have vinue, we should warn 
people' seems fitting. 
As the various characters 
bumble and trip their way 
through relationships and 
social bombast, a viewer be-
gins to be less interested in 
the machinations of the 
character relations than fas-
cinated by the distinct per-
sona that seems to hover over 
the play like a mischievous 
spirit. This is the magic of 
the Cleveland Play House 
production. 
Despite the elegant and 
meticulously careful set-
tings. Despite rousingly 
grand performances by 
nearly the entire cast, of 
which Eve Michelson de-
serves srectal mention for 
her portrayal of Cecily that 
frequently had thea udience 
rolling in the aisles. Despite 
all this, the production 
seems to acknowledge the 
most integral part of any 
Wi Ide play-oscar Wilde. 
An Earnest love affair: Cecily's (Eve 
Michelson)love for Algernon (Bradford 
Cover) is true a s long as s he believe s 
his name is really Earnest. 
Oscar Wilde, to draw a liberal 
analogy, was the Dennis Rodman 
of his day. Often shockingand al-
ways undeniably unique, Wilde's 
singular personality made waves 
in the stiff Victorian English soci-
ety "He was without exception 
the most ready, the most witty, the 
most audacious ... nobody could 
pretend to outshine him, or even 
to shine m his presence," his con-
temporary Wilfred Scawen Blunt 
once remarked. 
This is why I say that one's love 
for the play may not be completely 
sincere. For to becompletelytruth-
ful, it is hard to tell which is more 
intriguing-the play or the play-
wright It is d irector Malcolm 
Morrison's ability to leave this is-
sue undecided that makes the Play 
House staging a triumph. And as 
to that I couldn't be more earnest. 
The 5 inning Eclge 
THE WORD ON NEW RUEASES IN THE WORLD OF MUSIC 
leamin' t o Fly: Local band Harlequin Fly celebrate their new 
album with a CD release party at the Grog Shop Feb. 27 at 
9 p.m. The band includes JCU junior Zac Patton (middle). 
H~rlequin Fly f) f) f) 
Dtlate (..!/ (Y (Y 
Quick Name a local Cleve-
land band. Know one? Don't 
know where to start lookmg? 
Try looking no further than 
John Carroll. Zac Patton, a jun-
ior at Carroll, attends s hool 
he re by day and then performs 
as a lead vocalist and guitarist 
by night. Together Patton, Rob 
Arms trong,andjamesRedford 
form Harlequin Fly. 
the unique chorus. In general, 
Pa11on ably handles the vocals 
and delivers a talented perfor-
mance on guitar. I especially 
enjoyed the funk-filled groove 
of "After the End." The remix 
of "Bum" by Full Blown Kirk 
adds an interesting rechnofla -
vort.othealbum However,the 
tendency of this track and oth-
ers to run somewhat long de-
tract from their overall punch . 
Theirwebsiteatwwwhead-
quaners com/mothra/ is inno-
vative and worth exploring. 
especially for the subtle humor 
that accompanies the pictorial 
glimpse into their origins. 
Harlequin Fly demonstrate 
that there's more to th1s school 
than business. 
- joe Halaiko 
- waa.te of Ume 
On theirnewrelease,Dilate, 
Harlequin Fly display a style 
all their own. "We're Dis-
turbed," easily the most radio-
friendly tune, is the first track. 
An all-too-true commentary 
on the stagnant mamstream 
rock scene, the tune intrigues 
with its s htfnng tempos and 
hard -edged popsound . ltemits 
a · rt n al · min 
ues throughout the disc. 
Redford'ssoliddr umsdrive If) J) j) -lood 
"Thalydamide." Arms trong J! JJ J! JJ -ex-
provides a dis tinctive bass line Jl tfl tfl JJ & - Instant ctaulc 
and growling backup vocals in L..__ ________ __J 
in concert 
Kula shake the Odeon 
Jim Miles 
Staff Reporter 
The "Sold Out" sign outside the 
Odeon doors Friday night left 
some last-minute concert goers 
direcrionless on Valentine's D~. 
As I strolled past the lost souls 
and headed toward the window 
wheremyname was on the guest 
list, I couldn't help but feel sorry 
for them. Their sad frowns 
haunted me for awhile. But when 
Kula Shaker walked out in front 
of the packed, roaring crowd, all 
my sentiment fell away. 
Starting things off with "Hey 
Dude," the first track on their Co-
lumbia debut CD entitled only K, 
Kula Shaker began their energized 
psychedelicandspinrualsetwith 
authority. The purple lights that 
isolated leadsingerCrispian Mills 
foreshadowed a night of dark 
moods that would build up mto 
explosive celebration of extrover-
sion in both sound and color. 
'Hello, Clevelandl" the Brit pro-
claimed in obvious homage to 
Spinal Tap before lunging back 
mto them usic. 
Taking songs primarily from 
K, Kula Shaker slithered its way 
through such songs as "1 nw the 
Deep,"thesarcastic,groove-driven 
"Jerry Was There," and the radio-
friendly "Tattva.· Mixing in some 
slower, spiritually awakening 
mantras , the band relied on 
fronrman Mills tO lead the way. 
His manic, preacher-like gestures 
contrasted with the stiff Alonza 
Bevan who played who played 
bass in the shadows for most of 
the night. 
Rounding the night out with 
powerful renditions of 'Stan All 
Over' and '303," Kula Shaker 
ended the show having given the 
crowd a special Valentine's gift: a 
night of musical magic and mys-
ticism comparable only 10 the 
Spider-man Valentine you got 
from your true love in the third 
grade. 
Openmg band Raspu11na 
brought their blend of string-
driven melodies before the mildly 
approving audience. The female 
trio, with the help of their drum-
mer, played a strong ser that was 
highlighted by a smooth cover of 
"Free bird.' 
As the ocean of people spilled 
our on to Old River Road follow-
ingrheshow;theodd mix of youth-
ful teens and aging twenty-some-
things seemed 10 blend together. I 
began to think that perhaps the 
barriers were broken that evening. 
Broken by the cyclical state of 
music that has brought us back 
into the realm of the psychedelic. 
Perhaps, I thought, the generations 
had this bridge. Bur my train of 
thought was rattled by the most 
overheard question of the night: 
'Dude, what time is your mom 
picking us up?" 
-
LIFE BEFORE 
FRESHMAN YEAR'? 
Could there be 
Remember 
studly folks 
you through 
such a thing? 
ORS!!! 
Applications are now available for Swmner 
Orientation Advisor positions for the Sunmer of 
1997. The Office of Student Life is seeking 
responsible, energetic andmotivated individuals to 
welcome the class of 2001 to John Carroll while 
working to make their first college experience a 
positiveooe. 
Applications are available in the Office of Student Life 
on February 3 and due on February 2 ~. Please contact 
Lisa Heckman with any questions at 397-~~01. 
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Men's hoops falls two games back in OAC race 
Brian Murphy 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Ita ppears that thcjoh n Carroll 
men's basketball team let the 
chance for a second consecutive 
Ohio Ath letic Conference regular 
season mle slip through its fin-
gerswhenitdroppeda 79-65deci-
sion to Mount Union Saturday in 
Alliance. 
The defeat put the Streaks two 
games behind the first-place 
Purple Raiders in the conference 
standings The vicwry also as-
sures the Raiders of at least a share 
of this year's regular season con-
ference crown, their first si nee the 
1965-66 season. 
The best JCU (18-4, 12-4 OAC) 
can do now is share the title with 
Mount (18-4, 14-2 OAC), but only 
if the Streaks win thetr final two 
games and the Raiders drop their 
last two contests. 
TheStreaks took on Heidelberg 
(l3-9, l0-6 OAC) last night at the 
Don ShulaSportsCenterand will 
travel to Marietta to battle the Pio-
neers (14-8, 10-6 OAC) Saturday 
afternoon in the regular season 
finale. Mount plays Marietta at 
home on Wednesday and at 
Heide I berg on Saturday. 
In earlier action this season, 
JCU dropped a 73-71 decision to 
Heidelbergand defeated Marietta, 
74-71 
Despite losing virtually any 
chance to capwre this season's 
OAC regular season crown, senior 
David Pfundstein said that the 
team still has a few goals in mind, 
including a 20-win season, an 
OAC tournament championship, 
and a berth in the CAA Division 
Ill Tournament. 
"We just have to keep playing 
basketball the same way we have 
been," Pfundstein said. "We can't 
keep our heads down. We just have 
to go out and play basketball 
agam." 
The Mount contest was ex-
tremelyphysicaland intense from 
the opening tip. On nearly every 
possession there was a player fall-
ing to the floor after contact or to 
chase a loose ball. Both Pfundstein 
and junior Artie Taylor missed 
portions of the first half as they 
hit the floor especially hard. 
Pfundstein took an elbow to the 
nose and Taylor landed on his right 
wrist after grabbing a rebound. 
Both did return to the game, how-
ever. 
"The atmosphere at the game 
was very emotional and very in-
tense," senior john Sarno( said. 
"D uring every possession the 
crowd was into [the game!." 
Mount's physical superiority 
showed es pee ia ll yin the rebound-
ing battle as it was able to domi-
nate the paint area. The bigger 
Raidersourrebounded the Streaks, 
47-36. 
Part of the rebounding prob-
lem could be traced to the absence 
of Taylor for much of the game. 
Taylor, who leads jCU averaging 
7.2 rpg, was limited toonly 14min-
utes by foul trouble. In his limited 
playing time, though, Taylor did 
post eight points and four re-
bounds. 
"We needed all the horses we 
could get down in the paintagainst 
a team with thmsize,"said Sa mol, 
w hodtd his best to fill the hole left 
m Taylor's absence by scoring 10 
points and pulling down ftve re-
bounds. "And with Artie hack-
led by foul trouble, it certainly 
didn't help things." 
JCUwasalso hurt by its miser-
able shooting. The Streaks con-
nected on only 20 of 61 attempts 
from the field (32.8 percent) and 
21 of 33 free throw attempts (63.6 
percent). They were 
also four of 16 for the 
goes unnoticed in most 
ballgames,"JCU head coach Mike 
Moran said of the blocked shots. 
"And not only did they block the 
shots, bur they also got the re-
bounds." 
JCU entered its game wuh 
Mount coming off an 86-60 shel-
lackmg of Hiram The Streaks 
blew the game wide open with a 
nine minute, 25-4 first-half run, 
which extended their lead from 9-
game from beyond 
the three-point arc, 
including 0 of 7 in 
the decisive second 
half during which 
Mount outscored 
JCU, 47-32. 
"We just have to keep 
playing basketball the 
Senior J.J. 
same way we have been. 
We can't keep our heads 
Richardson led JCU 
h d dow.n. , wtt 17 pomts an 
eight rebounds. 
Defensively, 
Carroll did control 
junior Aaron Shipp, 
whohad.3l points in 
the first meeting be-
tween the two teams in December. 
Shipp, whoemered the game lead-
ing the OAC in scoring at nearly 
24points pergame,finishedwith 
only 14 points on 6of 17 shooting 
from the field . 
But it was senior Neal Richards 
who stepped up and killed the 
Streaks. He had 23 points and 
added five blocked shots, includ-
ing a couplewh ile the Streaks were 
working on a final futile come-
back. 
"That's a statistic that usually 
David Pfundstein 
8 to 34-12. Junior Ryan Eskridge 
scored 10 consecutive points dur-
ing the surge and senior joey Bigler 
added three three-poim baskets. 
The Streaks led 39-19 at half-
time as Hiram hit only 8 of 22 
first-half field goal attemptsC36.4 
percent). Bigler paced the Streaks 
in the first half as he scored 13 
points, connecting on four three-
pomt shots. 
The second half was more of 
the same as JCU extended their 
20-point halftime lead to 30 pomts 
with just over 12 mmures left in 
the second half . In the process, 
Bigler set the school record for 
most three-point field goals in a 
career with a three pointer at the 
13:25 mark. The old record was 
held byCratg Huff man who made 
167 three-pointers tn his career 
(1986-89). 
"I knew going into the game 
that I needed six [more to break 
the record], but 1 never thought 
that I'dgetstx monegame,"Bigler 
said. 
Thegame'sfmall2 minutes be-
longed to the JCU reserves who 
had not seen any extended 
amounts of playing time since 
league-play began in early- De-
cember. Moran attribmed that 10 
the strength of the OAC whtch 
results in many close contests. 
"We're involved in so many 
close games," Moran said. "Our 
league doesn't afford the luxury 
of allowing kids to get the min-
utes they should get. So it was 
nice to be able to sit back and 
watch that." 
TheStreakwhobenefitedmost 
was sophomore Mark Sullivan 
Entenng the game, he had played 
in only seven of the team's first 20 
games and had not scored a point. 
But he exploded for nine pomts 
and also grabbed a team-leading 
six rebounds. One of those re-
bounds resulted in a put-back 
slam dunk for Sullivan. 
"It felt good to get m and play 
rather than go in and subsmute 
nght back out," Sullivan satd. "It 
felt good to get the ball and actu-
a11y do omethinp; with lt" 
p CT YOURSBLF, get informed 
SUNDAY 
Fm.23 
10:30 p.m. 
AIDS 
Awareness 
WeekMass 
St. Francis 
Chapel 
Fr. Richie, 
Celebrant 
MONDAY 
Fm.24 
10 a.m.-7p.m. 
AIDSQuiltonDisp1ay 
St. Francis Chapel 
4p.m.-7p.m. Volunteer 
DinneratKamanaPlace 
Interested students will 
bring dinner to the resi-
dents of Kamana Place, 
an assisted living resi-
dence for men and 
women living with AIDS. 
Dinner and transporta-
tion will be provided. 
Dinner is sponsored by 
the Marriott Corp. 
Sign up in the Stu-
dent Life Office. 
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY 
F'EB25. 
10a.m.-7p.m. 
AIDSQuiltonDisp1ay 
St. Francis 
Chapel 
6p.m.-9p.m. 
VolunteerNigbtat 
Kaman a Place 
Share snacks, 
games, and com-
pany with the resi-
dents of Kamana 
Place. Transporta-
tion will be pro-
vided. 
Sip up ill IINStu<klll Ufe()fflce. 
F'EB 26 
10 a.m.-7p.m. AIDS Quilt on Dis-
play 
St. Francia Chapel 
10a.m.~.m. "Project Face to Face" 
An interactive multimedia exhibit. 
<Arne and see the faces of individu-
als living with AIDS and hear them 
tell their stories - LSC <Anference 
Room 
Sponsored by the Offwe of Student 
Activities, Residence Life, Dean of 
Students, Campus Ministry and the 
UniuersiJy Counseling Center 
10a.m.-12a.m. "AIDS-A Tribute 
in Music"- WUJC 88.7 
DJ's Jen Toohey and Stacy 
Dyrlund dedicate their show to 
AIDS related songs and 
readings. 
THURS.DAY FRIDAY 
F'EB 27 Flm. 28 
10 a.:m.-ap.m. 10 a.m.-
'PROJECTFAcEroFACE" 
LSC Conference Room 1 2 p . m • 
"PROJECT 
7p.m. 
AIDSPrayerService FACETOFACE" 
St.FrancisChapel L S C 
Members of several or-
ganizations gather to Conference 
offer songs, readings, Room 
and prayers in honor 
of those living with 
AIDS and those who 
have lost their lives to 
the disease. 
Look for the AIDS Awareness fact contest in the Feb. 20 and Feb. 27 issues of the Carroll News. 
AIDS Awareness Week is sponsored by the Office of Student Activities 
-
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Applications are now available for Summer 
Orientation Advisor positions for the Swnmer of 
1997 . The Office of Student Life is seeking 
responsible, energetic and100ti vated individuals to 
welcome the class of 2001 to John Carroll while 
l«>rking to make their first college experience a 
I~.:, posl.:\M. ve cme. 
Applications are available in the Office of Student Life 
on February 3 and due on February 2 ~. Please contact 
Lisa Heckman with any qpestions at 397-~¥01. 
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Men's hoops falls two games back in OAC race 
Brian Murphy 
Assistant Sports Edi tor 
It appears that the j ohn Carroll 
men's basketball team le t the 
c hance for a second consecutive 
Ohio Athl etic Conference regular 
season title slip through 1ts rin-
gers when it dropped a 79-65deci-
sion to Mount Union Saturday in 
Allia nce. 
The defeat put the Streaks two 
games behind the first -pl ace 
Purple Raiders in the conference 
standings. The victory a lso as-
sures the Raiders of at least a share 
of this year 's regular season con-
ference crown, their rirst since the 
1965-66 season. 
The best]CU (18-4, 12-4 OAC) 
can do now is share the title with 
Mount (18-4, 14-2 OAC), bu t only 
if the Streaks win their final two 
games and the Raiders drop their 
last two contests. 
The Streaks took on Heidelberg 
(13-9, 10-6 OAC) last night at the 
Don Sh ula Sports Center and will 
travel to Marietta to battle the Pio-
neers (14-8, 10-6 OAC) Saturday 
afternoon in the regular season 
finale . Mount plays Marietta at 
home on Wednesday and at 
Heidel berg on Saturday. 
In earlier action thi s season, 
]CU dropped a 73-71 decision to 
Heide lberganddefeated Marietta, 
74-71. 
Despite losing virtuall y any 
chance to capture this season's 
OAC regular season crown, senior 
David Pf undstein said that the 
team tillhasafewgoalsinmind, 
including a 20-win season, an 
OAC tournament championship, 
and a berth in the NCAA Division 
Ill Tournament. 
"We just have to keep playing 
basketball the same way we have 
been ,• Pfundstein said. "We can't 
keep our heads down. We just have 
to go out and play baske tball 
again ." 
The Mount contest was ex-
tremely physical and intense from 
the opening tip. On nearly every 
possess ion there was a player fall-
ing to the floor after contact or to 
chase a loose ball. Both Pfundstein 
and junior Artie Taylor missed 
portions of the first half as they 
hit the floor especially hard. 
Pfundstein took an elbow to the 
nose and Taylor landed on his right 
wrist after grabbing a rebound. 
Both did return to the game, how-
ever. 
"The atmosphere at the game 
was very emotional and very in-
tense," senior John Sarno! said. 
"D ur ing every possession the 
crowd was into [the game!" 
Mount's physical superiority 
showed especially in the rebound-
ing battle as it was able to domi-
nate the paint area. The bigger 
Ra iders outre bounded the Streaks, 
47-36. 
Part of the rebounding prob-
lemcould be traced to the absence 
of Taylor for much of the game. 
Taylor, who leads JCU averaging 
7.2rpg,waslimited toonlyl4min-
utes by foul trouble. ln his limited 
playing time, though, Taylor did 
post eight poin ts and four re-
bounds. 
"We needed all the horses we 
could get down in the paint against 
a team with the1rsize," said Sa mol , 
who did his best to fill the hole left 
in Taylor's absence by scoring 10 
pomts and pulling down five re-
bounds. "And With Artie shack-
led by foul trouble, it certainly 
didn't help th ings.' 
JCU was also hurt by its miser-
able shooting. The Streaks con-
nected on only 20 of 61 attempts 
from the field (32 8 percent) and 
21 of 33 free throw attempts (63.6 
percent). They were 
also four of 16 for the 
goes unnoticed in most 
ballgames,"JCU head coach Mike 
Moran said of the blocked shots. 
"And not only did they block the 
shots, but they also got the re -
bounds." 
JCU entered its game with 
Mount coming off an 86-60 shel-
lackmg of Hiram. The Streaks 
blew the game wide open with a 
nine minute, 25-4 first -half run, 
which extended their lead from 9-
game from beyond 
the three-point arc, 
including 0 of 7 m 
the decisive second 
half during which 
Mount outscored 
JCU, 47-32. 
"We just have to keep 
playing basketball the 
Senior J.J. 
same way we have been. 
We can't keep our heads 
Richardson led JCU 
h d do.....,n." wlt 17 pomts an ,. , 
eight rebounds. 
Defensively, 
Carroll did control 
junior Aaron Shipp, 
who had.31 points in 
the first meeting be-
tween the two teams in December. 
Shipp, who entered the game lead-
ing the OAC in scoring at nearly 
24 points per game, finished with 
only 14 points on 6 of 17 shooting 
from the field . 
But it was senior Neal Richards 
who stepped up and killed the 
Streaks. He had 23 points and 
added five blocked shots, includ-
ingacouplewhile the Streaks were 
working on a final futile come-
back. 
"That's a sta tis ti c that usually 
David Pf undstei n 
8 to 34-12. junior Ryan Eskridge 
scored lO consecutive points d ur-
ing the surge and senior joey Bigler 
added three three-point baskets. 
The Streaks led 39-19 at half-
time as Hiram hit only 8 of 22 
first-half field goal attempts (36.4 
percent). Bigler paced the Streaks 
in the first half as he scored 13 
points, connecting on four three-
point shots. 
The second half was more of 
the same as jCU extended their 
20-poim half ti me lead w30 points 
with just over 12 mmutes left in 
the second half. In the process, 
Bigler set the school record for 
most three-point field goals in a 
career With a three-pointer at the 
13:25 mark. The old record was 
held by Craig Huff man who made 
167 three-pointers in his career 
(1986-89). 
"l knew gomg into the game 
that I needed six [more to break 
the record!, but I never thought 
that I'd get six in onega me," Bigler 
said. 
Thegame'sfinal12 mmutes be-
longed to the JCU reserves who 
had nor seen any extended 
amounts of playmg lime since 
league-play began in early- De-
cember Moran attributed thatto 
the strength of the OAC wh1ch 
results in many close contests. 
"We're involved in so many 
close games," Moran said. "Our 
league doesn't afford the luxury 
of allowing kids to get the min-
utes they should get. So it was 
nice to be able to sit back and 
watch that." 
TheStreak who benefited most 
was sophomore Mark Sullivan 
Entering the game, he had played 
in on ly seven of the team's first 20 
games and had nOtscoreda point. 
But he exploded for nine points 
and also grabbed a team-leading 
six rebounds. One of those re-
bounds resulted in a put-back 
slam dunk for Sullivan. 
"It felt good to get in and play 
rather than go in and substitute 
right back ouL," Sullivan said. "It 
felt good to get the ball and actu-
ally do something w nh i1 " 
p 0 CT YOURSELF, get informed 
SUNDAY 
F:tB.23 
10:30 p.m. 
AIDS 
Awareness 
WeekMass 
St. Francis 
Chapel 
Fr.Rrehie, 
Celebrant 
MONDAY 
F!B.24 
10 a.m.-7p.m. 
AJJ)SQuiltonDisplay 
St. Francis Chapel 
4p.m.-7p.m. Volunteer 
DinneratKamanaPlace 
Interested students will 
bring dinner to the resi-
dents of Kamana Place, 
an assisted living resi-
dence for men and 
women living with AIDS. 
Dinner and transporta-
tion will be provided. 
Dinner is sponsored by 
the Marriott Corp. 
Sign up in the Stu-
dent Life Office. 
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY 
F'EB25. 
10a.m.-7p.m. 
AIDSQuiltonDisplay 
St. Francis 
Chapel 
6p.m.-9p.m. 
VolunteerNigbtat 
KamanaPlace 
Share snacks , 
games, and com-
pany with the resi-
dents of Kamana 
Place. Transporta-
tion will be pro-
vided. 
Sip up I" I lui Stud.r.t U(;. QftWe. 
F'EB 26 
10 a.m.-7p.m. AIDS Quilt on Dis· 
play 
St. Franci3 Chapel 
lOa.m.~p.m. ''Project Face to Face" 
An interactive multimedia exhibit. 
Come and see the faces of individu-
als living with AIDS and hear them 
tell their stories - LSC Conference 
Room 
Sponsored by the OffiCe of Student 
Activities, Residence Life, Dean of 
Students, Compus Ministry and the 
University Counuling ~nter 
10a.m.-12a.m. "AIDS-A Tribute 
in Music"- WUJC 88.7 
DJ's Jen Toohey and Stacy 
Dyrlund dedicate their show to 
AIDS related songs and 
readings. 
THURSDAY FRIDAY 
F'EB 27 F!B.28 
to a.m.-ep.m. 10 a.m.-
"PRRJECTFAcEroFAcE" 
LSC Conference Room 1 2 p . m • 
7p.m. 
"PROJECT 
AIDSPrayerService FACETOFACE" 
St.FrancisChapel L S C 
Members of several or-
ganizations gather to Conference 
offer songs, readings, Jloom 
and prayers in honor 
of those living with 
AIDS and those who 
have lost their lives to 
the disease. 
Look for the AIDS Awareness fact contest in the Feb. 20 and Feb. 27 issues of the Carroll News. 
AIDS Awareness Week is sponsored by the Office of Student Activities 
-
--
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Women's swimming takes eighth straight OAC title 
Steven R. Colaianni 
Sports Editor 
One streak ended and another 
one continued for the john Carroll 
swimming and diving program 
last weekend at the Ohio Athletic 
Conference Championships. 
Eight proved to be great for the 
women's team, whoourdistanced 
Purple Raiders, 693-351 
"This is the meet we train for all 
year," said junior Carne 
Greenplate. We always get 
psyched up for the OACs because 
we want toachieveourbestumes." 
When asked about the secret to 
the women's success, Green plate 
said there 1s strength m numbers. 
the volleyballseason [due to a knee 
injury!, but I was glad to be able to 
give lOO percent to swimming." 
Another dual cham pion for the 
women's team was sophomore 
Monica Kramer, who took first in 
the 500 and 1650 Free. She also 
placed third in the 200 Free. 
lt certa m I y was not a lack of 
Juniors Sandy Lobritz (far) and Heidi Freytag (near) take off during last weekend's OAC 
Championships in JCU's Johnson Natatorium. 
runner-up Mount Union by 267.50 
points for their eighth straight 
OAC title and 12th straight over-
all, dating back to their time as 
members of the Presidents' Ath-
letic Conference. 
"The men's team saw theirsueak 
en . owcvcr, as Mounr stop[Xd 
JCU's seven-year reign as OAC 
champions by edging the Blue 
Srreaks, 558-545. 
The event proved to be a bitter-
swt'ct experience forMa tt Lenhart, 
coach of the men's and women's 
teams, who received the OA 
Women'sSwunmmgCoachofthe 
Year award. 
"I'm proud of both teams," 
Lenhart said "I'm happy about 
the award and the women swam 
reallywell.IThemen'schampion-
ship] was a 13-point meet , but it 
""as so much tloser than that. We 
lost rwo or three races by two or 
three hundredths of a second." 
Whtle the men's team was just 
a few race from captunng ItS 
ctghth straight tale, the women's 
team blew away the competition. 
Again The final rally for the 
women's squad was 672 points, a 
whopping 267 50 points beuer 
than the Streaks' nearest com peti-
tors, the Purple Raider . 
Aswundi ngas It may seem th 1 
year'swomen 'schampionshipwas 
not nearly as lopstded as last year's 
co mpetition . when the JCU 
women crushed the runner-up 
• High 
Plains. 
Ik:i.ftiDJ 
S U N D A Y S 
12 a.m. - 2 a.m. 
Classic and 
Modern Rock 
IUQUIIT LJMilU··UU 
"We've been successful because 
we're able to place soma ny people 
in the top six and the top !2 posi-
tions," said Green plate, who won 
the 400 1ndividual Medley and 
took third in both the 200 IM and 
the 200 FlY.· "We J:!icked up a lotol 
points in t e 200 Fly and there-
lays 
The women took four out of the 
top six positions in the 200 Fly, to 
be exact. The Streaks also won 
four out of live relays. 
Leading the way fort he women 
was junior Pamjimison, who took 
home first place honors in the 100 
and 200 Back, as well as second 
place in the 50 Free. Jimison's ef-
fortsalsoearned her the OACMost 
Valuable Women 's Swimmer 
Award. 
"This (championship! was spe-
cial," Jimison said. "This was my 
first full season of swimming and 
I had a lot of high expectations for 
myself. l felt bad I couldn't finish 
effort that kept the men from their 
eighth straight conference crown. 
According to Lenhart, the Streaks 
just could not get a few races they 
needed in order to win. 
"We kind of had the upper hand 
going into Saturday night, but we 
dropped a few races and wed icin 't 
have the cushion we needed [to 
win]," Lenhart said. 
The senior class kept the men's 
team in contention last weekend, 
most notably Frank D'Angelo and 
jeff Juergens. D'Angelo, a domi-
nant diver during his four years at 
jCU, set three records during the 
three-day event. His champion-
ship score of 477.33 points in the 
1-meter event was a conference 
record, while his first place score 
of 533.70 points in the )-meter 
event was both a conference and 
school record. 
j uergens also finished his con-
fe rence career in strong rash ion, 
winning the 500 Free and taking 
5100 Mayfield 
Lyndhurst 
605-9953 
open Jp1n da1!y and 
ll noon()n s.uurday 
fEb~uA~y S~Et~A[s 
MoNd4y ANd WedNesdAy WING NIGHT! 
20 CENT \1/ii\GS 
Also, WEd is ri-lE ElECTRic 1-!AAd BluES BANd 
TuEsdAy Is BIG Ah Muq Nlqlnl 
10-12 p.M. 
Pool rOtJRNAMmTs 
BRIIIG iN 0\1/N Ml.(j fOR bEER SPECiAls 
12 oz: MJG $1 
24oz. MJG $2 
36 oz. MJG $3 
OVER 36 OZ., lET'S TAlkJ 
HuRsdAy CollEGE NIGI.lf 
$1 Millrn DRAfTs 10-12 p.M 
enterta nment · this 
FEB25 
Jimi Dysa1 Blues Band 
month 
Blue Tuesdays MJ.scians Jlllll from 9-12 a.m. 
KENDOG'S B 0 N U S 
R1p out thts ad and bnng It In tel Krndog's fora SOC draft 
second in both the 200 and 1650 
Free. 
"Everyone did very well," 
j uergens said of his teammates. 
"You can't be 100 percent atevery-
thingall the time. There were some 
close races and It turned out that 
we didn't get the two or three 
breaks we needed to win. 
Whereas numbers were the 
strength of the women's title run, 
lack of numbers, literallyand figu-
ratively, hun the men's team. 
"We needed Uuergens] to swim 
so much and do so well in every 
race and that's a lo t to ask of any-
one," Lenhart said "1 think Jeff 
just lost a little sense of pace as the 
weekend went on • 
Seniors jay Donato and Mat t 
01 ver also placed well for the 
Streaks. Donato con ti nued his 
dominance in the 100 and 200 
Back events, winning both, while 
Olver took first in the 400 IM, sec-
ond in the 200 Fly and third in the 
2001M. 
The season is over for all but 
twojCUswimmers: D'Angelo and 
Juergens. D'Angelo, on the 
strength of his l- and 3-meter 
scores at the OACs, qualified for 
national competition next month 
whilejuergens will compete this 
weekend at Case Western for aspoL 
at nationals. 
Lenhart believes the JCU 
swimming and diving program 
will return as strong as ever next 
season He anticipates strong re-
cruitmg classes for the men's and 
women'steamsand if the new Blue 
Streaks are anywhere close to as 
good as the current jCU stars, it 
will !lot be long before both squads 
will beraisinganother pair of OAC 
Championship banners m the 
Johnson Natatorium. 
B-Ball falls to Mount 
Matt Rayl 
Sports Reporter 
The john Carroll women's bas-
ketball team let a 12-point lead 
slip away in the second half Satur-
day afternoon and lost their final 
home game of the season to Mount 
Union, 65-61. 
JCU(l1-ll , 6-lOOAC) took a 28-
24 lead into the locker room at 
halftime. The Streaks opened the 
second half with a 12-4 run and 
went ahead, 40-28, on a three-
pointer by junior Christine 
Marrapesewith l4:24on the dock. 
The Purple Raiders fought back, 
however, answering with a run of 
their own. Mount relied on excel-
lent shootmg lrom be ind the 
three-point arc to claw its way 
back into the game. They con-
nected on three shots from long 
range during a 19-7 run to tie the 
gameat47. TheRaidersproceeded 
to take the lead, 49-47,ona jumper 
by forward Katie Harrington with 
7:58 left in regulation. 
Mistakes in the final minute of 
the game led to the Streaks' down-
falL After a missed jumper by se-
nior Deana Bahhur with 30 sec-
onds left,freshmanjackie Tadych 
made the first o( two crucial mis-
takes. She fouled Mount guard 
Suzy Venet on a fast break oppor-
tunity with the score tied at 59. 
After Mount made both free 
throws, they employed a fullcourt 
press. Tadych was then tied up at 
ha If court with the possession ar-
row favoring the Raiders. Fresh-
man Lacey Simmons made both 
ends of a one-a nc;l one with 17.8 
secondsremaining,extendingthe 
Mount lead to four points. 
BahhurcutjCU'sdeficit to two, 
63-61, connec ting on two free 
throws. Mount eventually put the 
game away, though, as Venet made 
twomorefoulshotstoseal the win 
Despite the return of Bahhur 
and her 12.1 ppg average to the 
lineup from a knee injury that 
caused her to miss the last six 
games; Carroll continued to 
struggle to put the ball in the bas-
ket. They shot a mediocre 41 per-
cent from the field, knocking 
down only 6 of ll shots from the 
free throw line. 
Senior Bridget jordan, playing 
in the final home game of her col-
legecareer, led the Streaks in both 
scoring and rebounding with 14 
points and nine rebounds. The 
contest marked the last time that 
Jordan, Bahhur,and fellow senior 
Megan Campbell would play to-
gether on their home court. 
The Streaks played at He idel-
berg Tuesday night and will wind 
up the regular-season portion of 
their schedule at Marietta Satur-
day afternoon. 
If you took the test roo111v.' 
Cornji!!I. , ,.Il.!•,~~iu'u 
Call today 
Saturday 
h"'~·,.:r .. ';f'i:) 
Clevelanrl~+a+• 
Sponsored by 
A<llQ 
Theta Beta 
Chapter 
Sponsored by 
A<l>Q 
Theta Beta 
Chapter 
Bring a friend and Wir1 a prize 
' 
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Wrestlers edge Mount again 
Late matches are key in one-point victory 
Mark Boleky 
Sports Reporter 
Last Saturday, the john Carroll 
wrest ling team finished its turn-
around against host Mount Union, 
edging the Purple Raiders, 17-16, 
and holding onto first place in the 
Oh10 Athletic Conference. 
' I think everyone in attendance 
got a taste of the excitement that a 
good wrestling rivalry can bring 
about,' jCU head coach Kerry 
Volkmann said. 'We had two na-
tionally ranked teams at the Divi-
sion Ill level going toe-to-toe, and 
it was decided by a single point. 
'Coaches may prefer a bigger 
cushion, but a fan could not ask 
for anything more than the show 
that our two schools put on.' 
Entering the 1996-97 season, 
the Purple Raiders had taken five 
straight matches from JCU. The 
BI ue Streaks got back on the win-
ning track earlier this season, 
though, when they handed Mount 
an 18-15 defeat at the OAC Duals. 
Steinmetz at 126 and 134 pounds, 
respectively,gavejohn Carroll a 7-
4lead after three bouts. 
Colucci and Steinmetz have 
helped Carroll build early leads in 
dual meets all season, as they have 
combined for a 31-3 dual meet 
record. Colucci's 74th career win 
moved him into 21st place on the 
a 11-ti me jCU victories list. 
junior Chris Roman looked to 
solidify the lead for Carroll against 
two-time All-American Dan 
Ambroziak,seventh in the nation, 
at 142 pounds. Wrestlmg evenly 
throughout the match , Roman 
wash it with a penalty point in the 
th ird period for fleeing the mat. 
"I was trying to avoid a 
takedown. l wasn't trying to run 
off the mat or anything. It was a 
tough call." 
The controversial decision gave 
Ambroziaka 4-3lead,towhich he 
held on for the win. 
match ended 10-1, a major deci-
sion for Pellerite, which closed 
Mount Union's lead to 16-14. 
Paralleling JCU's last match 
with the Raiders, heavyweight 
j immie Lake had to win for the 
Streaks to be victorious. He com-
plied, defeating Tom Hart, 8-3, to 
giveCarrollthel7-l6wm. Lakeis 
now 22-0 in dual meets this year 
and has not lost since the RlT 1n-
vitationa l on Decem her 7. 
"jimmie's been our savior, no 
question," said Volkmann. iWres-
tlinglastlisa big burden for heavy-
weights. 
"This win establishes impor-
tant momentum for us. For the 
OACChampionships,itdeftnitely 
creates a sense of doubt for [Mount 
Union.]" 
Last night Carroll competed at 
NAlA rival Findlay in the annual 
renewal of a series which began in 
1992. Findlay owns a 4-1 advan-
tage over the Streaks, including a 
win last year at jCU. 
13 
ll-Star Bound 
defensive end Scott O'Donnell (above) will play in the 
USA Division Ill All Star Classic in New Jersey this April. 
first-team All-American will play for the West team. 
'Our kids get pumped up for 
them, as I am sure their kids get 
pumped upforus,' Volkmannsaid 
of thejCU-Mount rivalry. There 
certainly is not intimidation in 
facing a team like Mount Union, 
but we do respect them and what 
their program has accomplished 
through the years.' 
Three straight victories at 142, 
I 50, and 158 pounds built up a 13-
7 Mount Union lead. Then Carroll 
sophomoreJustin Kerr fought out 
his team-leading 27th win of the 
season,a 3-1 victory at 167 pounds. 
But a 6-3 win at 177 pounds al-
lowed Mount to regain a six-point 
lead with only two bouts remain-
ing. 
Cleveland'.s free agency crisis 
With Saturday 's win, the 
Streaks(2()-3,8-00AC)completed 
an undefeated season inOACdual 
meet competition. 
"When you're going in there, 
you're always at a disadvantage," 
said Volkmann. "This is the best 
together since I've coached here. 
There were [fans) hanging off of 
the rafters for this 0 ne." 
For much of the match, Mount 
Union was using every advantage 
it had, jumping out to a 4-0 lead 
after, a major decision at 118 
pounds. 
The l-2 punch of senior Matt 
Col ucci and sophomore Brandon 
Junior, Swimming 
Carroll senior Sean Pellerite 
entered his 190-pound bout with 
Joe Lewis fully aware this was 
probably his most important 
match of the year. 
Pelleritejumpedoutontopand 
scored a takedown in each of the 
first two periods to have a 4-0 lead 
"I remember coach saying, 'Get 
the majorfdecision],'" said Pelle rite. 
"I was trying to figure out what he 
thought I could do. I remember 
thinking I have a long way to go." 
Pellerite would need to stay on 
the offensive to get the four-point 
win, and with under a minute left 
he cradled Lewis for a near fall 
that gave him a 9-0 lead. The 
Kevin Bachman 
Sports Reporter 
The Cleveland Cavaliers and 
Cleveland lndians are two sports 
franchises trying to go in different 
directions but are finding them-
sci ves stuck in the same place. 
Commentary 
The Indians, aggressive in pur-
g y r i 
have not managed to find anyone 
willing to come play, and theCavs, 
with plenty of room to maneuver, 
are not aggressive enough. rr 
things do not change soon, both 
seem destined for mediocrity. 
Cavs General Manager Wayne 
Embry seems content with "nice" 
ballplayers and a 45-37 record, 
which is good enough to earn the 
enior, Diving 
Named Most Valuable Women's 
Swimmer at the OAC Champion-
ships as she took first in the 100 
and 200 Back and second in the 
Free. Also swam on the winning 
200 Free, 400 Free and 200 Med-
ley relay teams. 
Received the Diver of the Year 
award at the OAC Championships, 
where he won both the 1-meter 
and 3-meter events. Set three 
different conference and school 
records en route to qualifying for 
national competition next month. 
honor of losing to the Chicago 
Bulls or the Miami Heat in the first 
round oft he playoffs. 
Meanwhile, Indians General 
Manager John Hart is trying to do 
everything within his power to 
improve the Tribe 's position in the 
American League. Cleveland is 
already a contender, and nothing 
less than another World Series 
appearancewillsatisfy team brass 
or ~he fans. The on1y prob1em is, 
year, Albert Belle, john Smeltz, 
Alex Fernandez, Roger Clemens, 
Tim Naehring,and RyneSandberg 
are all premier ballplayers who 
passed on the Tribe, and the loss of 
Belle to Chicago has many fans 
feeling that free agency is ruining 
the game. 
It seems that the only way 
nowadays to improve a profes-
sional sports franchise is through 
free agency. It is this "freed om" 
that is guaranteed to all players, 
enabling them to offer their ser-
vices to the highest bidders. 
Fans across America, frus-
trated with local teams' inability 
to sign anyone worth watching, 
might want a return to the reserve 
clause, where players were more 
or less owned by the teams they 
signed wnh as teenagers. 1 t is this 
system, used unti I the 70s, wh1ch 
fans look back at with longing. 
After a II. these were the times 
when players spent their entire 
season with one team. This is the 
way it should be, right? After all, 
there is nothing wrong with 
Mickey Mantle taking a pay cut 
the year after he won the Triple 
Crown. Without free agency, there 
was no way to for a player to get 
any leverage with a team. Fans 
want loyalty from the players, but 
back then the players did notre-
ceive a whole lot of loyalty from 
the team. The only thing that kept 
Mantle in a New York Yankees 
uniform was the constant threat 
by management to trade him to 
Cleveland for Rocky Colavito. 
My personal reasons aside, free 
agency is good for professional 
sports because It creates an inter-
est during the offseason and it 
gives teams which are not success-
ful a chance to compete. It is this 
system the Cavs will use to solicit 
offersroplayers like Patrick Ewing 
and Dennis Rodman in hopes of 
becoming a contender in the east-
ern Conference. 
How much fun was It when the 
Indians were losing 95 games a 
season? I do not remember too 
many sellouts at Municipal Sta-
di umduring the Book jacoby-cary 
Snyder days. The lndianssuccess-
fully used this system a few years 
ago to Improve their ballclub. The 
Tnbe's trongfarm syst m turned 
1 ur 1 t · r · , 
it was the Cree agent acquisitions 
of Ore! Hershiser, Dennis 
Martinez, and Eddie Murray that 
turned the tea m into a contender. 
Now with Belle gone and Lofton 
unwilling to negotiate until the 
end of the season, Clevelanders 
think free agency is ruining the 
sport. The attitude of the Cleve-
land fans on free agency is the ul-
timate hypocrisy. To them, free 
agency is a good thing when the 
Indians are going after a 
Fernandez or a Smeltz, but it is a 
bad thing when Belle signs with 
Chicago. 
Too many people complain 
about loyalty. "Belle wasn't loyal, 
Lofton will take the money and 
run," talk radio callers say Loy-
alty to whom1 Do not blame the 
players. Blame the owners Are 
the players wrong for going to a 
citythatoffersthem more money' 
lt 1s a business decision, pure and 
simple. lt is a decision that ordi-
nary peoplelikeyou and me make 
every day. Are you wtlhng to take 
a job in one place when another 
company is offering you the exact 
same job in another city at a sub-
stantially higher price? 
After all, the smartest man in 
all of this is Indians owner Dick 
jacobs. He has a ballpark where 
every seat is sold out for the up-
coming season, and his payroll is 
lower than It was last season. He 
will make money,regardlessof the 
team's record. The dumbest man 
in a II of tIllS is New York Van kees 
owner George Steinbrenner. He 
has a $60 million dollar payroll for 
a team that averages less than 
25,000 fan per game. Oh, by the 
way, his team won the World Se-
ries. Unlike Stein brenner, though, 
to a majority of the owners, like 
many of the players, irIS not about 
winning. it is about the dollars. 
--
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Women's swimming takes eighth straight OAC title 
Steven R. Colaianni 
Sports EditOr 
One streak ended and a not her 
one com m ued fort heJoh n Carroll 
swimming and diving program 
last weekend at the Ohio Athletic 
Conference Championships 
Eight proved to be great forrhe 
women's team , whooU!distanced 
Purple Ra iders, 693-353. 
"This IS the meet we train for all 
year," said junior Carne 
Greenplate. We always get 
psyched up for the OACs because 
we want to achieve our best nmes." 
When asked about the secret to 
the women's success, Green plate 
sa id there is strength in numbers. 
the volleyballseason[duetoa knee 
injury!, but l was glad to be able to 
give 100 percent w swimming." 
A not herd ua I cham pion for the 
women's team was sophomore 
Monica Kramer, who took first in 
the 500 and 1650 Free. She also 
placed third in the 200 Free. 
It cena m 1 y was not a lack of 
Juniors Sandy Lobritz (far) and Heidi Freytag (near) take off during last weekend's OAC 
Championships in JCU's Johnson Natatorium. 
runner-up Mount Union by 267.50 
points for thm eighth straight 
OAC title and 12th straight over-
all , dating back to their time as 
members of the Presidents' Ath-
letic Confe rence 
l'hemen'steamsawtheirsueak 
encl. owevcr, as Mount stopped 
JC U's seven-yea r reign as OAC 
champions by edging the Blue 
Streaks. 558-545 
1 he event proved to be a biuer-
swretexper iencefor Mau Lenhart, 
coach of the men 's and women's 
teams, who rccetvcd the OAC 
Women'sSwimmmgCoach of the 
Year awa rd 
"I'm proud of both teams," 
Lenhart sa1d "I'm happy about 
the award and the women swa m 
really weii . IThe men'schampion-
shipl was a 13-point meet, but it 
was so much closer than that. We 
lo-;t two or three races by two or 
three hundredths of a second." 
While the men's team was just 
a few race from capturing Its 
etghth straight mle, the women's 
tea m blew away the competition. 
Agam. The fmal tally for the 
women 's squad was 672 points, a 
whopping 267 50 points better 
than the St reaks' nea rest competi-
tors. the l'u rplc Raiders. 
Astoundmgas Il rnay seem this 
year's women 'sc hamp1onship was 
not nearly as lopsided asIa 1 year's 
compe titi on, when the JCU 
women rruo;hed th e runner· up 
S U N D A Y S 
12 a.m. -2 a.m. 
Classic and 
Modem Rock 
RIQUifT LUU U7··U:JI 
"We've been successf u 1 because 
we're able to place so many people 
in the top six and the top 12 posi-
tions," said Green plate, who won 
the 400 Individual Medley and 
took thtrd in both the 200 IM and 
the200Fl . "We picked up a lot of 
points in 1 e 200 Fly and there-
lays. 
The women 1 ook four out of the 
top six posit ions in the 200 Fly, to 
be exact. The St reaks also won 
four out of five relays. 
Leading the way fort he women 
wasjuniorPamjimison, who took 
home firs t place honors in the 100 
and 200 Back, as well as second 
place in the 50 Free. Jimison 's ef-
fonsalsoearned her theOAC Most 
Valuable Women 's Swimme r 
Award. 
"Thts !championsh ip! was spe-
cial," Jimison said. "This was my 
first full season of swimmmga nd 
I had a lot of high expectations for 
myself. I fe lt bad I couldn 't fmish 
effort that keptthemen from their 
eighth straight conference crown. 
According to Lenhart, the Streaks 
just could not get a few races they 
needed in order to win. 
"We kind of had the upper hand 
going into Saturday night, but we 
dropped a few races and we didn 't 
have the cushion we needed [to 
winl," Lenhart said . 
The senior class kept the men's 
team in contention last weekend, 
most notably Frank D'Angelo and 
Jeff Juergens. D'Angelo, a domi-
nant diver during his four years at 
JCU, set three records during the 
three-day event. His champion-
ship score of 477.33 points in the 
1-meter event was a conference 
record, while his first place score 
of 53370 pomts In the 3-meter 
event was both a conference and 
school record. 
Jue rgens also finished his con-
ference career in strong fashion, 
winning the 500 Free and taking 
5100 Mayfield 
Lyndhurst 
605-9953 
open 3pm da1l~ and 
1 2ooonon~turday 
f~~~UAIY S~~cmA~S 
MoNd~y ANd WedN es d~y WING NIG~HI 
20 CENT lllii\GS 
Also, WEd. is rliE ElEcmic 1-iAAd BluES BANd 
TuEsdAy Is BIG A .. MuG NIGI-nl 
10-12 p.M. 
Pool TOURNAMENTS 
BRINY iN OWN MlXi foo bErn sp~:ciAis 
J2 OZ.MJG $1 
24 OL MJG $2 
36 oz. MJG $3 
OVER 36 OL, Jrr's TAlk! 
ThuRsdAy CollEttE NiGitll 
$1 MillER DRAfTs 10-12 pM 
enterta nment · this 
FEB25 
Jimi Dyson Blues Band 
month 
Blue Tuesda.ysM.Iscians Jam fraa 9-12 a.m. 
KEN DOG'S B 0 N U S 
R 1? o '.l t : h: s ad and b r m g 1 t 1 n t ,, Ken dog s for a 50' draft 
second in both the 200 and 1650 
Free. 
"Everyone did ve ry well," 
Juergens said of his teammates. 
"You can 't be 100 percentatevery-
thingall the time. Thereweresome 
close races and it turned out that 
we didn't get the two or three 
breaks we needed to win. 
Whereas numbers were the 
strength of the women's mle run, 
lack of numbers,literallyand figu-
ratively, hun the men's team. 
"We needed Uuergensl to swim 
so much and do so well in every 
race and that's a lot to ask of any-
one," Lenhart said. "1 think Jeff 
just lost a little sense of pace as the 
weekend went on." 
Seniors Jay Donato and Matt 
Olver also placed well for the 
Streaks. Donato continued his 
dominance in the lOO and 200 
Back events, winning both, while 
01 vertook first in the 400 IM , sec-
ond in the200 Fly and third in the 
200JM. 
The season is over for all but 
twoJCUswimmers: D'Angeloand 
Juergens. D'Angelo, on the 
strength of his 1- and 3-meter 
scores at the OACs, qualified fo r 
nat ional com petition next month 
whHe juergens will compete this 
weekend at Case Western for a spot 
at nationa ls. 
Lenhart believes the JCU 
swimming and diving program 
wJll return as strong as ever next 
season. He anticipates strong re-
cruiting classes for the men's and 
women'steamsand if the new Blue 
Streaks are anywhere close to as 
good as the cur rem jCU stars, it 
will not be long before both squads 
will be raisinganother pa irofOAC 
Championship banners in the 
Johnson Natatorium. 
B-Ball falls to Mount 
Matt Rayl 
Sports Reporter 
The John Carroll women's bas-
ketball team let a 12-point lead 
slip away in the second half Satur-
day afternoon and losttheirfinal 
home game of the season to Mount 
Union, 65-61. 
JCU (ll-11 , 6-10 OAC) took a 28-
24 lead into the locker room at 
halftime. The Streaks opened the 
second half with a 12-4 run and 
went ahead, 40-28, on a three-
pointer by junior Christine 
Marra pese with 14:2 4 on the clock. 
ThePurpleRaidersfought back, 
however, answering with a run of 
their own. Mount relied on excel-
lent shooting Trom befiind the 
three-point arc 10 claw its way 
back into the game. They con-
nected on three shots from long 
range during a 19-7 run to tie the 
game at 4 7. The Raiders proceeded 
to take the lead, 49-47,on a jumper 
by forward Katie Harrington with 
7:58 left in regulation. 
Mistakes in the final minute of 
the game led to the Streaks' down-
fall After a missed jumper by se-
nior Deana Bahhur with 30 sec-
onds left , freshmanJackie Tadych 
made the first o( two crucial mis-
takes. She fouled Mount guard 
Suzy Venet on a fast break oppor-
tunity with the score tied at 59. 
After Mount made both free 
If you took the test 
Co 
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Clevelan 
Sponsored by 
A<I>Q 
Theta Beta 
Chapter 
throws, they employed a fullcourt 
press. Tadych was then tied up at 
ha lf court with the possession ar-
row favoring the Raiders. Fresh-
man Lacey Simmons made both 
ends of a one-and one with 17.8 
seconds remaining, extending the 
Mount lead to four points. 
BahhurcutJCU'sdeficit to two, 
63-61, co nnecting on two free 
throws. Moumevemuallyputthe 
game away, though,as Venet made 
two more foul shots to seal the win 
Despite the return of Bahh ur 
and her 12.1 ppg average to the 
lineup from a knee injury that 
caused her to miss the last six 
games, Carroll continued to 
struggfe to put the ball in the bas-
ket. They shot a mediocre 41 per-
cent from the field , knock ing 
down only 6 of 11 shots from the 
free throw line. 
Senior Bridget Jordan, playing 
in thefinal home game of her col-
lege career, led the Streaks in both 
scoring and reboundi ng with 14 
points and nine rebounds. The 
contest marked the last time that 
Jordan, Bahhur, and fellow senior 
Megan Campbell would play to-
gether on their home court. 
The Streaks played at Heidel -
berg Tuesday night and will wind 
up the regular-season portion of 
thei r schedule at Marietta Sa tur-
day afternoon. 
Sponsored by 
A<I>Q 
Theta Beta 
Chapter 
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Wrestlers edge Mount again 
Late matches are key in one-point victory 
Mark Boleky 
Sports Reporter 
Last Saturday, the john Carroll 
wrestling tea m finished its turn-
a round against host Mount Union, 
edging the Purple Raiders, 17-16, 
and holding onto first place in the 
Ohio Athletic Conference. 
"I thmk everyone in attendance 
got a taste of theexcitementtha t a 
good wrestling rivalry ca n bring 
about,' JCU head coach Kerry 
Volkmann said. "We had two na-
tionally ranked teamsatthe Divi-
sion 111level going toe-to-toe, and 
it was decided by a single point. 
"Coaches may prefer a bigger 
cushion, but a fan could not ask 
for anything more than the show 
that our two schools put on." 
Entering the 1996-97 season , 
the Purple Raiders had taken five 
straight matches from JCU. The 
Blue Streaks got back on the win-
ning track earlier th is season , 
though, when they handed Mount 
an 18-15 defeat at the OAC Duals. 
Steinmetz at 126 and 134 pounds, 
respectively,gaveJoh n Carroll a 7-
4 lead after three bouts. 
Colucci and Steinmetz have 
helped Carroll buJ!d early leads in 
dua l meets all season,as they have 
combined for a 31-3 dual meet 
record. Colucci's 74th career win 
moved him into 21st place on the 
all-timejCU victories list. 
Junior Chris Roman looked to 
solidify the lead for Ca rrollagainst 
two-ti me All-American Dan 
Ambroziak,seventh in the nation, 
at 142 pounds. Wrestling evenly 
throughout the match, Roman 
was hit with a penalty point in the 
third period for fleeing the mat. 
"I was trying to avoid a 
takedown. 1 wasn't trying to run 
off the mat or anything. lt was a 
to ugh call." 
The controversialdecision gave 
Ambroziaka 4-Jlead, to which he 
held on fo r the win. 
match ended 10-1, a major deci-
sion for Pellerite, which closed 
Mount Union's lead to 16-14. 
Paralleling jCU's last match 
with the Raiders, heavyweight 
Jimmie Lake had to win for the 
Streaks to be victorious. He com-
plied, defeating Tom Han, 8-3, to 
give Carroll thel7-l6win. Lake is 
now 22-0 in dual meets this year 
and has not lost since the RIT In-
vitational on December 7. 
jimmie's been our savior, no 
question," said Volkmann. "[Wres-
tling lastlisa big burden for heavy-
weights. 
"This win establishes impor-
tant momentum for us. For the 
OACChampionships,itdefinitely 
creates a sense of doubtfor!Moum 
Union.!" 
Last night Carroll competed at 
NALA rival Findlay in the annual 
renewal of a series which began in 
1992. Findlay owns a 4-1 advan-
tage over the Streaks, includi ng a 
win last year atjCU. 
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11-Star Bound 
defensive end Scott O'Donnell (above) will play in the 
USA Division Ill All Star Classic in New Jersey this April. 
first-team All-American will play for the West teart 
"Ou r kids get pumped up for 
them, as 1 am sure their kids get 
pumped upforus,"Volkmannsatd 
of theJCU-Mount rivalry. "There 
certain ly is not intimidation in 
facing a team like Mount Union, 
but we do respect them and what 
their program has accomplished 
through the years.' 
Three straight victories at 14 2, 
150, and 158 pounds built up a 13-
7 Mount Union lead. Then Carroll 
sophomoreJustin Kerr fought out 
his team-leading 27th win of the 
season,a 3-1 victory at 167 pounds. 
But a 6-3 win at 177 pounds al-
lowed Mount to regain a six-point 
lead with only two bouts remain-
ing. 
Cleveland's free agency crisis 
With Saturday's win, the 
Streaks(20-3,8-00AC)completed 
an undefeated season in OACdual 
mee t competit ion. 
"When you're going in there, 
you're always at a disadvantage," 
said Volkmann. "This is th e best 
togethe r since I've coached here. 
There were [fansl hanging off of 
the rafters for this one." 
For much of the match , Mount 
Union was using every advantage 
it had , jumping out to a 4-0 lead 
after. a major decis ion at 118 
pounds. 
The 1-2 punc h of senior Matt 
Colucci and sophomore Brandon 
Carroll senior Sean Pelleri te 
entered his 190-pound bout with 
joe Lewis fully aware this was 
probably his most important 
match of the year. 
Pellerite jumped out on top and 
scored a takedown in each of the 
first two per iods to have a 4-0 lead 
"I remember coach saying, 'Get 
the major[decisionl,msaid Pelle rite. 
"I was trying to figure out what he 
thought l could do. 1 remember 
thinking I have a long way to go." 
Pellerite would need to stay on 
the offensive to get the four-point 
win , and with under a minute left 
he cradled Lewis for a near fall 
that gave h im a 9-0 lead. The 
Kevin Bachman 
Sports Reporter 
The Cleveland Cavaliers and 
Cleveland Indians are two sports 
franchises trying togo in different 
direc tions but are finding them-
selves stuck in the same place. 
Commentary 
The Indians, aggressive in pur-
s . g y i 
have not managed to find anyone 
willing to come play, and theCavs, 
with plenty of room to maneuver, 
are not aggressive enough. If 
things do not change soon, both 
seem destined for mediocri ty. 
Cavs General Manager Wayne 
Embry seems content with "nice" 
ballplayers and a 45-37 record , 
which is good enough to earn the 
Junior, Swimming enior, Diving 
Named Most Valuable Women's 
Swimmer at the OAC Champion-
ships as she took first in the lOO 
and 200 Back and second in the 
Free. Also swam on the winning 
200 Free, 400 Free and 200 Med-
ived the Diver of the Year 
different conference and school 
records en route to qualifying for 
national competition next month. 
honor of losing to the Chicago 
Bullsorthe Miami Heat in thefirst 
round of the playoffs. 
Meanwhile, Indians General 
Manager John Hart is trying to do 
everything within his power to 
improve the Tribe's position in the 
American League. Cleveland ts 
already a conte nder, and nothing 
less than another World Series 
appearance will satisfy team brass 
or the fans. The only problem is, 
year, Albert Belle, John Smoltz, 
Alex Fernandez, Roger Clemens, 
Tim Naehri ng, and Ryne Sand berg 
are all premier ballplayers who 
passed on the Tribe, and thelossof 
Belle to Chicago has many fans 
feeling that free agency is ruining 
the game. 
It seems that the only way 
nowadays to improve a profes-
sional sports franch ise is through 
free agency. It is this "[reed om· 
that is guara nteed to all players, 
enabling them to offer their ser-
vices to the highest bidders. 
Fans across America, f rus-
trated with loca l teams' inability 
to sign anyone worth watching, 
might want a return to the reserve 
clause, where players were more 
or less owned by the teams they 
signed with as teenagers. It is this 
system, used until the 70s, which 
fans look back at with longing. 
After all, these were the times 
when players spent their entire 
season with one team. This is the 
way It should be, right? After all, 
there is nothing wrong with 
Mickey Mantle taking a pay cut 
the year after he won the Triple 
Crown Without free agency. there 
was no way to for a player to get 
any leverage with a team. Fans 
want loyalty from the players, but 
back then the players did notre-
ceive a whole lot of loyalty from 
the team. The only thing that kept 
Mantle in a New York Yankees 
uniform was the constant r hreat 
by management to trade him to 
Cleveland for Rocky Colavito. 
My personal reasons aside, free 
agency is good for professional 
sports bee a use it creates an inter-
est during the offseason and it 
gives teams which are not success-
ful a chance to compete. It is this 
system theCavs will use to solicit 
offers to players like Patrick Ewing 
and Dennis Rodman in hopes of 
becoming a contender in the east-
ern Conference. 
Howmuchfunwas it when the 
Indians were losing 95 games a 
season? I do not remember too 
many sellouts at Municipal Sta-
diumduringtheBookjacoby-cory 
Snyder days. The lndianssuccess-
fully used this system a few years 
ago to improve their ballclub. The 
Tribe's strong farm ystem turned 
llllugl>al .. QUI,lO il ' 
it was the rree agent acquisitions 
of Ore! llershise r, Dennis 
Martinez, and Eddie Murray that 
turned the tea m into a contender. 
Now with Belle gone and Lofton 
unwilling to negotiate until the 
end of the season, Clevelanders 
think free agency is ruining the 
sport . The attitude of the Cleve-
land fans on free agency is the ul-
tima te hypocrisy. To them, free 
agency is a good thing when the 
lndians are going after a 
Fernandez or a Smoltz, but it is a 
bad thing when Belle signs with 
Chicago. 
Too many people complatn 
about loyalty "Belle wasn't loyal. 
Lofton will take the money and 
run," talk-radio callers say Loy-
alty to whom? Do not blame the 
players. Blame the owners Are 
the players wrong for going to a 
city thatoffersthem more money? 
It Is a business decisiOn. pure and 
simple. It is a decision that ordt-
nary people like you and me make 
every day. Are you willing to take 
a job in one place when another 
company is offering you the exact 
same job in a not her city. at a sub-
stantially higher price? 
After all , the smartest man in 
all of this is Indians owner Dick 
jacobs. He has a ballpark where 
every seat is sold out for the up-
coming season, and his payroll is 
lower than it was last season. He 
will makemoney,regardlessof the 
team's record The dumbest man 
in all of rhis is New York Yankees 
owner George Steinbrenner. He 
has a $60 million dollar payroll for 
a team that averages Jess than 
25,000 fans per game. Oh, by the 
way, his ream won the World Se-
ries. UnlikeSteinbrenner,though, 
to a mapnty of the owners, like 
many of the players, it is not about 
winmng,it is about the dollars. 
--
- :; 
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•Views/Editorial 
The truth is out 
there ... somew here 
Fort he past few years, they've been relent less explorers searchmg 
for truth, but have found nothing but smoke blown m the1r faces. 
The1r miSSIOn has been to track down pieces of the puzzle in order to 
form a coherent whole, but continually end up w1th gaping holes in 
the final picture. No,th1s 1sn 't about Mulder and Scully hot on the 
trail of those ever-elusive human hybrids. Thts is about the plight 
facing any John Carroll student auempung to find campus informa-
tion that isn't just printed on posted flyers or in the Student Hand-
book 
It's a well-established fact Cor a poorly-kept secret) that Carroll 
administration is reculant to pass out certain mf ormation to student 
inquirers. The Board of Trustees hold their meetings behind closed 
doors. The bulk of Security's incident reports are pruned and stream-
lined mto those annual, incredibly white-washed Carroll crime 
reports. The only noteworthy financial figures to drop into the hands 
of students are the rising tuition rates. Some facts are as locked down 
and out of reach as those files in the FBI basement. 
The bound and gagged information situation 1s unique w Carroll's 
campus. Journalists, for example, often run into brick walls when 
pursuing delicate material for their stories. But they, and all other 
American citizens, have big guns like the Freedom cf lnf ormation 
Act , or the Ohio Public Records Law, which explicitly state the 
citizens' right to access documents and records. This can come in 
particularly handy when, say, some prominent representative would 
rather keep his questionable tax history off the front page of the New 
Yo,.-h Times. john Carroll claims that because they are a private 
institution, such acts and laws don't have the same application that 
they might have in government or public universities. Curious 
Carroll students are thus frequently faced with an information 
vacuum. 
Of course, just because questions don't get answered doesn't mean 
people stop asking them. Since nature abhors a vacuum, something 
has to rush to fill the informational dearth. Those somethings are 
' rum n mi ·nfo m -and d f l" oft ari 
from such unsteady ground. 
Whether or not financial or administrative information is with-
held from Carroll students for any good reason, for administrative 
offiCials to deny everything is bound to make students think that 
such a reason exists. &ing in the dark about exactly how their tuition 
is spent, or exactly how many assaults occurred on campus last year 
makes students feel like those situations are out of their control that 
their own actions are ineffectual. Consequently, their frustrati;n is 
pinned upon those entities that appearto be in control, or have the 
upper hand-those administrators apparently in control of the facts. 
Resentment between those in the know and those told no can cause a 
f1ssure in the studem/admmistration relationship, creating a policy 
of trust no one r hat prohibits a university from functioning at its peak 
potential. 
Th1sdoesn't mean that the Board of Trustees has to rent out Kulas 
Auditorium for their meetings, or send engraved invitations through 
campus mail This doesn't mean that there are groups of Lone 
Gunmen pickmg apart Carroll's databases looking for some grand 
Caner-esque conspiracy against the students. This doesn't mean that 
Fr. Shea's file cabinets should become the students' own personal 
playground But an undercurrent of resentment and mistrust does 
flow through the student body, and perhaps a gesture could be made 
by the adminisuauon ro let students in on the university mechanism, 
to allow them to be privy, if they inquire, to more than just the general 
body of mforrnat1on about the university. Knowing that the truth is 
out there, for the1r ask mg. might help students view admimstration as 
one drrect route to the1r answer;., rather than an obstacle they'll need 
ro sidestep. 
HITS & misses 
HIT I m i s s: That breath of springtime air on 
Tuesday. We all enjoyed stepping outside with-
out scarves and mittens for a change, but now 
the next snowfall will seem twice as cruel. HIT:. 
The premiere of Head of a Blue-eyed Man at 
the Little Theatre last weekend. Don't let its 
final performances pass by you. m i s s: 
Remember all those mid-term projects you 
promised yourself you wouldn't put off until 
the weekend before this semester? Well, it's 
the weekend before. 
OPINION The Carroll News, February 20, 1997 
We're trying to find some answers ... " 
Changing the world on $24,000 a year 
. I hope to change the world someday. [ rhmk that's a list was the liberal arts category. At $24,081 to stan, 1 can 
fa1rly common hu~an asptration. To know that one's expect to pay off my grad school bills in a couple of 
eXIstence makes a d1fference. To have written on one's years. That is, if I live on bread and water and buy 
gra~estone , "Here hes one who did something with h1s myself one of those apartments that has "Charmin 
hfe. But at mght , I look up at the stars, all glittering and Bathroom Tissue" printed on the side. Intrinsic value is 
mfinne up there in the sky, and I start to feel preny mce, but so is moving out of my parents' house before I'm 
small. Thendunngtheday I go toclassandamcon- thirty. 
stanrly remmded that soon I will be just another fish in a At the top of the MSU list of best JOb options are of 
broad sea of soon-ro-be h · f ' course, r e vanous arms of 
college grads hoping to land a engineering and the sciences. 
good JOb. So hrst thmgs first. Sam Someone with a degree in 
Choose a career now Change Sublty h · 1 · · 
· mec amca engmeenngcanearn 
the world later. Entertairment an estimated starting salary of 
M h. h Editor any l mgs are muc around $39,852, according to the 
easier said than done. Picking survey. An engineering major has 
a career direction is one of h d r e istinct advantage of being 
them. I envy those who rruly trained to apply in a practical way 
enjOy doing something, or Commentary what he or she learned in school. 
something profitable I should As an English major, 1 will have 
say. Time and again, I hear developed the imagination to 
my wiser elders telling me to do something I'll enjOy with pretend that my job is a lor bener rhan it really is. I think 
my life. Sure, except for two problems. First, [don't J put a way my Legos too soon. 
know if there's anything I would still like doing after Despite my apparently cynical outlook at the current 
several years of doing the same thing day in and day out. job marker, I have bener hopes than !let on. I've noticed 
nd,ev rythin 1 do like tooo is depressingly low on a trend in employers 10 look for the col lege degree these 
the pay scale. Most of my interests fa ll within the days more than so much what the degree is in. A college 
category of 'liberal arts." which I'm growing more degree gives us the ability to cross the gap between the 
convinced is a fancy way o[ telling employers that I'm classroom and "real life.' Some people rake the Golden 
skilled in nothing but open to anything they are willing Gate Bndge. lm taking an old, wooden plank across. Bur 
to offer. Please. the overwhelming majority of us make it to the other 
Unf onunately I flipped open the USA Today this side. [guess the moral of this little piece can be put into 
morning and saw the stark truth staring me straight in an easy adage from a guy who definitely made a 
the face. A recent survey of employers conducted by difference-Albert Einstein. He once said, "Don't make 
Michigan State University shows that hiring in general is 1hings simple. Make them simpler." We make things 
up for the year, but starring salaries in my field are still simpler by ordering ou r lives. For now, concentrate on 
relatively low. A chart listed the bottom five starting the present. You'll make your mark on the world in due 
salaries, and just as I'd feared, there right at the top of the time. 
Are you a considerate Schott citizen? 
When the topic of the cafeteria comes up, most, if not 
all ,of the complaints focus on the quality of the Marriott 
food. Hey, I'm with most of you. I can't stand a good deal 
of the food , either. But that sub_Ject has been beaten ro 
death. Let's concentrate on some of the other things 
which occur in the hallowed cafeteria. 
One of my pet peeves is with those people who stand 
around the conditments bar, 
the conveyor belt for dirty 
dishes, and the doorway out 
of the dining room to talk. 
Please get out of my way. I'm 
trying to get our of food hell 
and they are preventing me 
[rom leaving the land of evil 
nounshment. Don't they 
understand that there are 
tables around wh1ch there are 
chairs m which to sit7 If they 
Brian 
Mull)hy 
Assistant 
Sports Editor 
Commentary 
need to ulk, pull up a chair and get comfortable. You 
loiterers are killing me. 1 JUS! want to put my dmy dishes 
onto its roadway 10 the dishwasher so that I can carry on 
w1th my existence. 
That bnngs me 10 my second pmnt. which is the diny 
dishes left on the tables of the cafeteria. Whatis so hard 
about carr)•mg a tray to its road tO cleanliness? You 
already carry it to your table So obviously you are very 
capable of lifting that tray w1th a plate or two, a few cups 
and some silverware on H. It is not the most taxing of 
tasks. 
Now if your reasonmg behind leaving thai tray is rhar 
there is a horde of people around the belt to rhe pressure 
washer, well, all nght, I'll g1ve you that one. But if you 
leave a tray be a use you make a mess on ll comparable to 
a rwo-yearold m a high cha1r, know that there are 
consequences for your acnons. Finishmg your dinner 
does not mean you get playtime with your leftovers. 
Deciding, however, to use your food and drink ro make a 
modern art exhibit does not exempt you from sending 
rhe tray on its interstate to the kitchen. 
Another pet peeve of mine are those people who 
think because their friend is in line, they can get mline 
next tO them by talking with them. No, sorry. Come 
wait in the mile long line for a piece of turkey and bland 
mashed potatoes with the rest of 
us. There is nothing worse than 
getting to the from of the line and 
seemg the last of the beef stew go 
onto that person's plate who cut in 
line. You complain about its 
quality, but cur in line to get to it 
more quickly? 
And could we please rry to 
keep the condiments from mixing? 
Some of us do not like rna yonaisse 
in the ketchup or onions in the 
lettuce. Is it really that difficult to move the ladle in a 
straight line to the plate} Get in front of the substance 
you are using and make sure the ladle stays over it That 
way if any falls, it returns to irs home base 
Finally, I will address one rhmg which does no1 
pertain to the students, but to the food suppliers. Why 
can't I geuhe amount off ood I want when I reach the 
front of the line? Fort he price I pay for a dinner, which 
is around six bucks,! should get more than four chicken 
fingers. There is not a snowball"s chance in hell that one 
of those ch1cken fmgers ts worth $150. That means rhc 
pnce o[ 10 chtcken fingers comes to $15. L can get otJe 
heckuva a piece of beef for that price and sull include a 
couple side dishes. Thmk about it MarrioH chtcken 
fingers or a steak from Lone Srar7 The answer is obvious. 
There's no long lines to stand m, the condiments are 
served in stenle, individual contamers and l'd rather 
have peanut shells than ha1rnets I me ring the floors. 
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GOP to expand probe into Democratic contributions 
Robert A. Rosenblatt 
<e>Los Angeles Times 
WASHINGTON _ Congressional Repub-
licans, cit ing reports that the Democratic 
campaign f und-raismg controversy may be 
spreading to include foreign espionage, are 
vastly increasing the scope of their bud-
ding investigations 
Rep. Dan Bunon,R-Ind.,chairman of the 
House Government Reform and Oversight 
Committee, said Sunday that his inquiry 
was "going to look into every area where 
there is a possibility of illegal activity as far 
as influence-peddling, illegal contributions, 
possible involvement of White House per-
sonnel, and things like that." 
Speaking on NBC-TV's "Meet the Press," 
Burton said he s igned 20 subpoenas for po-
tentially balky witnesses Saturday night, 
bringing the total to 25, and has requested 
documents from 60 individuals. He said his 
committee or its staff would question 500 
people in preparation for hearings in A rilor 
May. 
Sen. john McCain , R-Ariz., said reports 
of alleged interest by the Chinese govern-
ment in Democratic campaign funding raise 
the "implication ... that at least there was an 
attempt to suborn the foreign policy of the 
United States." 
"Allegations have been made about 
Cuba, Indonesia, even Guam, and they con-
tinue, and this is the first time since we 
reformed campaign financing 23 years ago 
that there's been allegations of foreign in-
volvement in American political cam-
paigns," McCain said on ABC-TV's "This 
Week." 
White House Special Counsel Lanny 
Davis, the president's official spokesman on 
the complex issue, counterattacked aggres-
sive[ y. 
"There 's no policy affected by contribu-
James Gerstenzan 
©Los Angeles Times 
WA SH! GTON If communicat ions 
technology seems complex and confusing, 
Satu rda y's global agreement to liberalize 
trade in telecommunications demonstrates 
with bell-ringing clarity its potential to 
reach out beyond national borders. 
The giants of the U.S. telecommunica-
tions industry, AT&T, MCI and Sprint, were 
gushing in their predictions: The pact will 
allow them to spread American technologi-
cal prowess and profits around the globe. A 
talkaholic anywhere in the United States 
will be able to telephone Tanzania at sharply 
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tions to this president," he said. There's no 
governmental action affected by contribu-
tions to this president. The president has 
made that very clear, and that 's what the 
Amencan people rea1ly want to know, and 
that's the fact." 
Burton said his committee's mission 
was growing with each new allegation. 
"The investigation, unfortunately ... is go-
ing to be much broader than I would like," 
he satd on "Meet the Press." 
"We thought initially we were going to 
A key figure 
in the investi-
gation is John 
Huang, a 
former deputy 
assistant com-
~~Allegations have been made about 
Cuba, Indonesia, even Guam, and they 
merce secre-
tary and later a 
fund-raiser for 
the Democratic 
National Com-
mmee. The 
DNC returned 
more than $1.2 
million in con-
tributions 
raised by 
continue, and this is the first time 
since we reformed campaign financing 
23 years ago that there's been 
allegations of foreign involvement in 
American political campaigns." 
Huang as im-
proper or ques-
tionable. 
Huang had a top-secret security clear-
ance in his government role, but that stat us 
remained in effect during his entire tenure 
as a DNC fund-raiser. 
He "may very well have given informa-
tion that he shouldn't have to the Chinese 
(government) and others," Burton said. 
The Washington Post reported last week 
that evidence gathered by U.S. intelligence 
.agencies indicated that the Chinese Em-
bassy in Washington was interested in pro-
viding funds to the Democratic Party, an act 
that would be illegal under U.S. law. There is 
no evidence that the Chinese government 
actually made any con tributions, and the 
em bassydenounced the report as "sheer fab-
rication." 
reduced rates. 
Bu dangers lurk. Gary Hofbauer, a se-
nior fellow at the Institute for International 
Economics, suggests that U.S. tax consult-
ants could suddenly face competition from, 
say, Pakistan, whereaccountantscould take 
advantage of high-quality data-transmis-
sion lines to prepare tax returns for small 
businesses half way round the globe. 
On the positive side, educational oppor-
tunities could open up, giving schoolchil-
dren in developing nations Internet access 
to documents in U.S. libraries' computers. 
Retail customers in the United States could 
circumvent localstoresand w holesalersand 
order directly from warehouses orfactories 
in low-wage, less-developed nations. 
And on a much broader plane, the suc-
cess achieved by the 70 participating na-
tions demonstrates forthe first time on such 
a grand scale the trade-expanding possi-
bilities of the World Trade Organization, as 
John McCain 
just have to interview or depose JUSt a few 
people," he said. "We now have over 500 
people that we may have to talk to." Burton 
said he was "advising my Democrat coun-
terparts of everything we're doing so that 
there's an atmosphere of fairness" 
ln the Senate, the Governmental Affairs 
Committee has issued 52 subpoenas and 
proposed a budget of $6.5 million for its 
work. An influential committee member, 
Sen. Thad Cochran, R-Miss., denounced 
Democrats for threatening to filibuster to 
block approval of the committee's budget. 
"We are surprised and disappointed that 
the Democrats want to frustrate and resist 
the getting of facts by this comminee," 
Cochran said on "Fox News Sunday." 
Democrats "can't avoid the truth com-
nations whose economies have been built 
around stare-run monopolies commit 
themselves to free-market competition. 
Even as the telecommunications indus-
try has grown from the telegraph to the 
Internet, from copper wires to direct satel-
lite transmissions, it has remained one of 
the world's most nationalistic industries. 
"To turn it,overa decade, into an indus-
try which is competitive, with free entry 
by outside forces, will be a dramatic 
change," Hufbauer said. 
That is exactly what the pact will do 
when it begins taking effect nextjan.l.lt 
will allow foreign companies to compete 
in providing international telephone ser-
vices, cellular phone service and access to 
satel!ites.Where &lgacom has had a mo-
nopoly in providing Belgium's telephone 
service, for example, communications 
companies based in the Un ited States and 
elsewhere would be allowed tocompetefor 
ing out," Cochran said, noting that parallel 
investigations were likely to be mounted 
by the Foreign Relations Committee and 
the Commerce Committee, especially in 
light of the possible involvement of a for-
eign government. 
If the allegation of Chinese government 
interest in helping r und the Democratic 
campaign is true, "I think that what was a 
serious problem just became a lot moreseri-
ous," said Sen. Robert Torricelli, D-Nj. 
"It would, however, surprise me if the 
Chinese government made a decision to fun-
nel money into American politics and just 
chose one campaign and one political party 
and one target," he said on ~Thrs Week" 
Any financial contribution "would be 
uch an outrageous act, and 1 thmk coun-
terproductive to their own purposes, but 1f 
they did it, we need tofindoutabout tt,and 
there needs to be the harshest kmd of pen-
alty," he said . 
Defending the administration, Davis in-
sisted repeatedly that none of the money 
grven to the Democrats had resulted in fa-
vors by Clinton or his administration for 
any of the donors. 
"There is no evidence, nor a shred of 
evidence, that any money, any contributor 
ever influenced his judgment on what's in 
the best interests of txhe American people," 
Davis said on "Meet the Press." 
He denied any improprieties in connec-
tion with reports of contributions of al-
most $900,000 to Democratic Party cam-
paigns from residents of Guam, a Pac1fic 
island possession of the United States with 
140,000 people. 
While the campaign-funding contro-
versy rages, Davis said, the president still 
favors campaign finance reform but insists 
that Republicans join in a legislative effort 
to reduce the power of money in politics. 
business or invest in rhe local company 
And where local regulations may have 
kept those companies out ol Indonesia, 
Thailand or other countries where geogra-
ph yor topography made installation of tele-
phone lines difficult or impossibly expen-
sive, there are predictions that phone com-
panies will leapfrog the land-linestageand 
move direct! y to establ is hi ng cellular phone 
systems built around ground stations that 
relay signals to satellites. 
It is such an exciting prospect, said Har-
ris Miller, president of the Information Tech-
nology Association, that he showed up at a 
news conference in a tuxedo and multihued 
bow tie and cummerbund to celebrate. 
For Charlene Barshefsky, the acting US. 
trade representative while she awaits Sen-
ate action on her nomination, Saturday's 
agreement in Geneva demonstrates that the 
WTO can negotiate a major liberalization 
in trade rules and tear down protectionist 
barrier sector by sector. It need not wait for 
a multiyear, multisector round of trade talks 
of the sort that established the WTO two 
years ago. 
"This is a critical point," she said. "To the 
extent countries don't open up their mar-
kets waiting for a new round, the United 
States ends up m the disadvantage," be-
cause its markets are generally more acces-
sible than others around the world. 
.... / 
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•Views/Editorial 
The truth is out 
there ... somew here 
For the past few years, they've been relentless explorers searchmg 
for truth, but have found nothing but smoke blown m the1r faces 
Their miss1on has been to track down pieces of the puzzle in order to 
form a coherent whole, but continual ly end up w1th gap1ng holes in 
the f1nal p1cture No, th1s isn't about Mulder and Scully hot on the 
trail of those ever-elusive human hybrids. This is about the pligh t 
facing any John Carroll student attempting to find cam pus informa-
tion tha t isn't just printed on posted flyers or in the Student Hand-
book. 
It's a well-established fact (or a poorly-kept secret) that Carroll 
admmisLration is reculant to pass out certain information ro student 
inquirers. The Board of Trustees hold their meetings behind closed 
doors. The bulk of Security's inc ident reports are pruned and stream-
lined into those annual, incredibly white-washed Carroll crime 
reports. The only noteworthy financial figures to drop into the hands 
of students are the rising tuition rates. Some facts are as locked down 
and out of reach as those files in the FBI basement. 
The bound and gagged information situation IS unique to Carroll 's 
campus. Journalists, for example, often run into brick walls when 
pursuing delicate matenal for their stories. Butt hey, and all other 
American citizens, have big guns like the Freedom cf lnf ormation 
Act, or the Ohio Public Records law, which explicitly state the 
citizens' right to access documents and records. This can come in 
particularly handy when, say, some prominent representative would 
rather keep his questionable tax hJStory off the f rent page of the New 
York Times. John Carroll claims that because they are a private 
institution, such acts and laws don't have the same application that 
they mtght have in government or public universities. Curious 
Carroll students are thus frequently faced with an information 
vacuum. 
Of course, just because questions don't get answered doesn't mean 
people stop ask ing them. Since nature abhors a vacuum, something 
has to rush to fi1l the informational dearth. Those somethings are 
l rum and mi nfonnatlo -an bad~ in oft n ari 
from such unsready ground. 
Whether or not financial or administrative information is with-
held from Carroll students for any good reason, for administrative 
offi cials to deny everything is bound to make students think that 
such a reason exists. Being in the dark about exactly how their tuition 
is spent, or exac tly how many assaults occurred on campus last year 
makes students feel like those situations are out of their control that 
their own actions are ineffectual. Consequently, their frustration is 
pinned upon those ent it ies that appearto be in cont rol, or have the 
upper hand-those administrators apparently in control of the facts. 
Resentment between those in the know and those told no can cause a 
fissure in the student/administration relationship, creating a policy 
of trust no one that prohibns a university from func tioning at its peak 
potential. 
Th1s doesn't mean that the Board of Trustees has ro rem out Kulas 
Auditorium for their meetings, or send engraved invitations through 
campus mall. This doesn't mean that there are groups of Lone 
Gunmen picking apart Carroll's databases looking for some grand 
Carter-esque conspiracy against the studems. This doesn't mean that 
Fr. Shea's file cabmets should become the students' own personal 
playground. But an undercurrent of resentment and mistrust does 
flow through the student body, and perhaps a gesture could be made 
by the administration to let students in on the university mechanism, 
to allow them to be privy, if they inquire, to more than just the general 
body of information about the universtty. Knowing that the truth is 
out there, for their asking, might help students view administration as 
one direct route to their answers, rather than an obstacle they'll need 
to sidestep. 
HITS & misses 
HIT I m i s s: That breath of springtime air on 
Tuesday. We aU enjoyed stepping outside with-
out scarves and mittens for a change, but now 
the next snowfall will seem twice as cruel. HIT:. 
The premiere of Head of a Blue-eyed Man at 
the Little Theatre last weekend. Don't let its 
final performances pass by you. m i s s: 
Remember all those mid-term projects you 
promised yourself you wouldn't put off until 
the weekend before this semester? Well, it's 
the weekend before. 
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Is anybody out there? We're trying to find some answers ... " 
Changing the world on $24,000 a year 
. I hope to change the world someday I think that's a list was the liberal arts category. At $24,081 to sta rt , 1 can 
fa1.rly common human aspiration. To know that one's expect to pay off my grad school bills in a couple of 
exJStence makes a difference. To have written on one's years. That is, if I live on bread and water and buy 
graveswne, "Here lies one who did something with hi s myself one of those apartments tha t has "Charmin 
life ." But at night, I look up at 1he stars, all glittering and Bathroom Tissue" primed on the side. Intrinsic va lue is 
infinite up there in the sky, and I start to feel pretty nice , but so IS moving out of my parents' house before l'm 
smal l. Then during the day I go to class and am con- thirty. 
stantly reminded that soon I will be just another fish in a At the top of the MSU li st of best job options are, of 
broad sea of soon-to-be course, the various farms of 
college grads hoping tO land a 
good job. So first things first. 
Choose a career now. Change 
Sam engineering and the sciences. 
Someone with a degree in 
Subity mechanical engineering can earn 
the world later. Entertainment Editor an estimated start ing salary of 
Many thmgs are much around $39,852, according to the 
easier said than done. Picking survey. An engineering major has 
a career direction is one of the distinct advantage of being 
them. 1 envy those who rruly trained to apply m a practical way 
enjoy doing something, or Commentary what he or she learned in school. 
something profitable 1 should As an English major, 1 will have 
say. Time and again, I hear developed the imagination to 
my wiser elders telling me to do something I'll enjoy with pretend that my job is a lot better th an it really is. !think 
my life. Sure,exceptfortwoproblems. First, !don't I putawaymyLegos toosoon. 
know if there's anything I would still like doing a£ter Despite my apparently cynical outlook at the current 
several years of doing the same thing day in and day out. job market, I have better hopes than I let on. I've noticed 
ond, erything I do hke to do is depressingly low on a trend in employers to look for the collegedegree these 
the pay scale. Most of my interests fall within the days more than so much what the degree is in. A college 
category of 'liberal arts," which I'm growing more degree gives us the ability to cross the gap between the 
convinced is a fancy way of telling employers that I'm classroom and "real life." Some people take the Golden 
skilled in nothing but open 10 anything they are willing Gate Bridge. I'm taking an old, wooden plank across. But 
to offer. Please. the overwhelming majority of us make it iO the other 
Unfortunately I flipped open the USA Today this stde. I guess the moral of this little piece can be put into 
morning and saw the stark truth staring me straight in an easy adage from a guy who definitely made a 
the face. A recent survey of employers conducted by difference-Albert Einstein . He once said, "Don't make 
Michigan State University shows that hiring in general is things simple. Make them simpler." We make things 
up for the year, but starting salaries in my field are still simpler by ordering our lives. For now, concen trate on 
relatively low. A chart listed the bonom five starting the present. You'll make your mark on the world in due 
salaries, and just as I'd feared, there right at the top of the time. 
Are you a considerate Schott citizen? 
When the topic of the cafeteria comes up, most, if not 
all, of the complaints focus on the quality of the Marriott 
food. Hey, I'm with most of you. I can't stand a good deal 
of thefood, either. But that sub~ct has been beaten to 
death. Let's concentrate on some of the other thmgs 
which occur in the hallowed cafeteria. 
One of my pet peeves is with those people who stand 
around the conditments bar, 
the conveyor belt for dirty 
dishes. and the doorway out 
of thedimng room to talk. 
Please get out of my way. I'm 
trying to ge1 out of food hell 
and they are preventing me 
from leaving the land of evtl 
nourishment. Don't they 
understand that there are 
tables around which there are 
chairs in which to sit? If they 
Brian 
Murphy 
Assistant 
Sports Editor 
Commentary 
need 10 talk, pull up a chair and get comfortable. You 
loiterers are killing me. I just want to put my dirty dishes 
onto ns roadway to the dishwasher so that 1 can carry on 
with my existence. 
That brings me tO my second point, which ts the dirty 
dishes left on the tables of the cafetena. What is so hard 
about carrymg a tray to its road to cleanliness? You 
already carry it to your 1able. So obviously you are very 
capable of lifting that tray with a plate ortwo,a few cups 
and some s!lverware on it. It is not the most taxing of 
tasks. 
Now 1f yollrreasomng behind leaving that tray is that 
there is a horde of people around the belt tot he pressure 
washer. well all right, I'll g1ve you that one. Bllt if you 
leave a tray because you make a mess on it comparable 10 
a two-year old m a high chair, know that there are 
consequences for your acnons. Fmishing your dinner 
docs not mean you get playtime with your leftove.rs. 
Deciding, however, to use your food and drink to make a 
modern art exhibit does not exempt you from sending 
the tray on its interstate ro the kitchen. 
Another pet peeve of mine are those people who 
think because thm friend is in line, they can get in line 
next to them by talking with them. No, sorry. Come 
wait in the mile long line for a piece of turkey and bland 
mashed potatoes with the rest of 
us. There is nothing worse than 
getting tO the from of rhe line and 
seeing the last of the beef stew go 
onto that person's plate who cut in 
line. You complain about its 
quality, but cut in line to get to it 
more quickly? 
And could we please try to 
keep the condimenrs from mixing~ 
Some of us do not like mayonaisse 
in the ketchup or onions in the 
lett uce. Is it really that difficult to move the ladle in a 
straight line 10 the plate.? Get m from of the substance 
you are using and make sure the ladle stays over it. That 
way if any falls, it returns to its home base. 
Finally, [will address one thtng which does not 
penain to the swdents, but to the food suppliers. Why 
cant I get the amount of food I want when I reach the 
from of the line? For the pnce I pay for a dinner, which 
is around six bucks. I should get more than four chicken 
fingers. There is nor a snowball's chance in hell that one 
of those ch1cken fingers ts worth $1.50. That means the 
pnce of 10 chicken fingers comes to $15. I can gee one 
hecku,•a a piece of bee[ for that pnce and snll mclude a 
couple side dishes. Thmk about it: Marriott ch1cken 
fingers or a sleak from Lone Star' The answer ts obvious. 
There's no long lines tO Stand m, the condiments are 
served in sterile, md1vidual containers and I'd rather 
have peanut shells than hairnets littering the floors 
The Carroll News, February 20, 1997 OPINION 15 
GOP to expand probe into Democratic contributions 
Robert A. Rosenblatt 
il:llos Angeles Times 
WASH lNGTON _ Congressiona I Repub-
licans. citing reports that the Democratic 
campaign f und-ra isingcontroversy may be 
spreading to include foreign espionage, are 
vastly increasing the scope of their bud-
ding investigations. 
Rep. Dan Burton, R-Ind .,chairmanof the 
House Government Reform and Oversight 
Committee, said Sunday that his inquiry 
was "going to look into every area where 
there is a possibility of illegal activity as far 
as in f I uence-pedd ling, i I leg a lcontri butions, 
possible involvement of White House per-
sonnel, and th ings like that." 
Speaki ng on NBC-TV's"Meet the Press," 
Burton said he signed 20 subpoenas for po-
tentially balky witnesses Saturday night , 
br inging the total to 25, and has requested 
documents from 60 individuals. He said his 
commi ttee or its staff would question 500 
people in preparation for hea rings in A rilor 
May. 
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., said reports 
of alleged i merest by the Chinese govern-
ment in Democratic campaign funding raise 
the "implication ... that at least there was an 
attempt to suborn the fore ign policy of the 
Un ited States." 
"Allegations have been made about 
Cuba, Indonesia, even Guam, and they con-
tinue , and this is the first time since we 
reformed campaign financ ing 23 years ago 
that there's been allegations of foreign in-
volvement in American political cam-
paigns," McCain said on ABC-TV's "This 
Week." 
White House Special Counsel Lanny 
Davis, the president's official spokesman on 
the complex issue, counterattacked aggres-
sively. 
"There's no policy affected by contribu-
James Gerstenzang 
tellos Angeles Times 
WASH! GTON lf communications 
technology seems com plex and confusing, 
Saturday's global agreement to liberalize 
trade in telecommunications demonstrates 
with bell-ringing clarity its potential to 
reach out beyond national borders. 
The giants of the U.S. telecomm unica-
tions industry, AT&T, MCI and Sprim, were 
gush ing in their predictions: The pact will 
allow them to spread American technologi-
cal prowess a nd profits around the globe. A 
talkaholic anywhere in the United States 
will be able to telephone Tanzania at sharply 
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tions to this president," he said. 'There's no 
governmental action affected by contri bu-
tions to this president The president has 
made that very clear, and that's what the 
American people really want to know, and 
that's the fact." 
Burton said his committee's mission 
was growing with each new allegation. 
"The investigation, unfortunately ... is go-
ing to be much broader than t would like," 
he said on "Meet the Press." 
"We thought initially we were going to 
A key figure 
in the investi-
gation is John 
Huang, a 
former deputy 
assistant com-
merce secre-
tary and later a 
fund-raiser for 
the Democratic 
National Com-
mince. The 
DNC returned 
more than $1.2 
million in con-
tribu tions 
raised by 
''Allegations have been made about 
Cuba, Indonesia, even Guam, and they 
continue, and this Is the first time 
since we reformed campaign financing 
23 years ago that there's been 
allegations of foreign Involvement in 
American political campaigns." 
Huang as im-
proper or ques-
tionable. 
Hua ng had a top-secret security clear-
ance in his government role , but that status 
remained in effect during his entire tenure 
as a DNC fu nd-raiser. 
He "may very well have given informa-
tion that he shouldn't have to the Chinese 
(government) and others," Burton said. 
The Washington Post reported last week 
that evidence gathered by U.S. intelligence 
.agencies indicated that the Chinese Em-
bassy in Washington was interested in pro-
vidingfunds tothe Democratic Party, an act 
that would be illegal under U.S.law. There is 
no evidence that the Chinese government 
actually made any contributions, and the 
embassy denounced the report as "sheer fab-
rication." 
reduced rates. 
Bur dangers lurk. Gary Hufbauer, a se-
nior fellow at the Inst itute [or International 
Economics, suggests that U.S. tax consult-
ants could suddenly face competition from, 
say, Pakistan, where accountants could take 
advantage of high-quality data-transmis-
sion lines to prepare tax returns for small 
businesses halfway round the globe. 
On the positive side, educational oppor-
tuni ties could open up, giving schoolchil-
dren in developing nations Internet access 
to documents in U.S. libraries' computers. 
Retail c ustomers in the United States could 
circumvent localstoresand wholesale.rsand 
order d irectly from warehouses orfactories 
in low-wage, less-developed nations. 
And on a much broader plane, the suc-
cess achieved by the 70 partici paring na-
tions demonstrates for the first time on such 
a grand scale the trade-expanding possi-
bilities of the World Trade Organization, as 
john McCain 
just have to interview or depose just a few 
people," he said. "We now have over 500 
people that we may have to ta lk to." Burton 
said he was "advising my Democrat coun-
terparts of everything we're doing so that 
r here's an atmosphere of fairness." 
In the Senate, the Governmental Affa irs 
Committee has issued 52 subpoenas and 
proposed a budget of $6.5 million for its 
work. An influential committee member, 
Sen. Thad Cochra n, R-Miss., denounced 
Democrats for threatening to filibuster to 
block approval of the commiuee's budget. 
"We are surprised and disappointed that 
the Democrats want to frustrate and resist 
the getting of facts by this committee," 
Cochran said on "Fox News Sunday." 
Democrats "can't avoid the truth com-
nations whose economies have been built 
around stare-run monopolies commit 
themselves to free-market competition. 
Even as the telecommunications indus-
try has grown from the telegraph to the 
Internet, from copper wires to direct satel-
lite transmissions, it has remained one of 
the world's most nationalistic indust ries. 
"To turn it, over a decade, into an indus-
try which is competi tive, with free entry 
by outside forces, will be a drama tic 
change," Hufbauer said. 
That is exactly what the pact will do 
when it begins taking effect next Jan. I. lt 
will allow foreign companies to compete 
in providing international telephone ser-
vices, cellular phone service and access to 
satellites. Where Be.lgacom has had a mo-
nopoly in providing Belgium's telephone 
service, for example, communications 
companies based in the United States and 
elsewhere would be allowed tocompetefor 
ing out," Coc hran said, noting that parallel 
investigations were likely to be mounted 
by the Foreign Relations Commirtee and 
the Commerce Committee, especially in 
l1ght of the possible involvement of a for-
eign government. 
If the allegation of Chinese government 
interest in helping fund the Democratic 
campaign is true, "I think that what was a 
serious problem just became a lot more seri-
ous," said Sen. Robert Torricelh, D-NJ. 
"It would, however, surprise me if the 
Chinese government made a decision 10f un-
nel money tnto American politics and just 
chose one campaign and one political party 
and one target," he said on "Th1s Week ." 
Any fmancial contribution "would be 
such an outrageous act, and I think coun-
terproductive to their own purposes, but if 
they did it , we need to find out about it, and 
there needs to be the harshest kind of pen-
alty," he said . 
Defending the adm inistrauon, Davis in-
sisted repeatedly that none of the money 
given to the Democrats had resulted in fa-
vors by Clin ton or his administration for 
any of the donors. 
"There is no evidence, not a shred of 
evidence, that any money, any contributor 
ever influenced his judgment on what's in 
the best interests of txhe American people," 
Davis said on "Meet the Press." 
He denied any improprieties in con nec-
tion with reports of contributions of al-
most $900,000 to Democratic Party cam-
paigns from residenrs of Guam, a Pacific 
island possession of the United States with 
140,000 people. 
While the campaign-fundmg contro-
versy rages, Davis said, the president still 
favors campa ign finance reform but inSISts 
that Republicans join in a legislative effort 
to reduce the power of money in politics. 
busmess or invest in the local company. 
And where local regu lations may have 
kept those compames out of Indonesia, 
Thailand or other countries where geogra-
phy or topography madeinstallationof tele-
phone lines difficult or impossibly expen-
sive, there are predictions that phone com-
panies will leapfrog the land-linestageand 
move direct! y toestablishi ng cellular phone 
systems built around ground stations that 
relay signals to satellites 
It is such an exciting prospect, said Har-
ris Miller, president of the Information Tech-
nology Association, that he showed up at a 
news conference ina tuxedo and multihued 
bow tie and cummerbund to celebrate. 
for Charlene Barshefsky, the acting U.S. 
trade representative while she awaits Sen-
ate action on her nomination, Saturday's 
agreement in Genevademonstratesthat the 
WTO can negotiate a major liberalization 
in trade rules and tear down protectionist 
barrier sector by sector. It need not wait for 
am ultiyear, m u It isectorround of trade talks 
of the sort that established the WTO two 
years ago. 
"T his is a critical point," she said. "To the 
extent countries don't open up their mar-
kets waiting for a new round, the United 
States ends up in the disadvantage," be-
cause its markets are general! y more acces-
sible than others around the world. 
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Market 
Restaurant now hiring: Old 
Mission, the only place to be 
seen in Cleveland is now 
hiring for all positions. 
Servers, bartenders, 
hostesses, cooks, and 
bussers are needed 
immediately. Call Jesse at 
- (216) 542-1000 for an 
interview. 
Men I women earn $480 
weekly assembling circuit 
boards I electronic 
components at home . 
Experience is unnecessary, 
will train . Immediate 
openings in your local area. 
Call 1-520-680-7891 Ext. 
C200 if interested. 
Free T-Shirt + $1000. Credit 
Card fundraisers for 
fraternities, sororities, and 
groups . Any campus 
organization can raise up to 
$1 000 by earning a 
whopping $5 .00 I VISA 
application. Call1-800-932-
0528 Ext.65. Free callers 
receive a Free T-Shirt. 
with special needs. The 
Hattie Larlham Foundation 
provides community home 
care to children and young 
adults with special needs 
throughout NE Ohio. An 
opportunity is now available 
to care for a 9-year old young 
man with Cerebral Palsy in 
the Beachwood area. A 
healthy appreciation for 
video games and computers 
is a plus! Hours: M-F 3:30-
6:30 pm . Some Sat. 
afternoons or weekend 
evenings. This care position 
may expand to 35+ hours I 
week in the summer (during 
summer camp) . For 
information call Ms. Vesely 
at 1-800-551-2658. 
ITTERS WANTED 
Childcare giver wanted. 3 
boys need your time, 
patience, and energy for 8-
12 flexible hours per week 
through the end of the 
semester and perhaps next 
fall. Own transportation is 
preferable but not 
mandatory. Please call Gina 
at 446-1987 if interested. 
Market Place 
Mondays from 12 noon until 
6pm at our home. Delightful 
2, 4, and 6 year old children 
and a dog. Within walking 
distancefromJCU. CaiiChris 
at 381-7584 for more 
information. 
1 and 2 bedroom apartment 
for rent. Appliances, carpet, 
and garage. Can be partially 
furnished . Located 2 miles 
north of JCU on South Belvoir 
Blvd . at Mayfield Rd. No pets 
I no smoking. Great for 
seniors, graduate students, 
or faculty. Only $500- $650 
per month. Please leave 
message at either 291-8458 
or 932-9215. 
M I S C . 
Spring Break Bahamas Party 
Cruise! 6 days $279! 
Includes all meals, parties, 
and taxes! Great beaches 
and nightlife! Leaves from 
Ft. Lauderdale! 
springbreaktravel. com or call 
1-800-678-6386. 
The Carroll News, February 20, 1997 
Cl .. olfled ads cost $2.50 lor the first ten words and $.20 for each additional word. To 
place 1 claaalfled ad, It muat be typed or handwritten clearly and legibly and sent to or 
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-to lAIIt TheCorn>IINews 
- to the CHill: 
For AD-~~~~ -olwuwllou 
llusl,.s"' (218) 397-4398 
Fax/Data: (218) 397-1729 
General Info: (218) 397-1711 
20700 -Pari< Boutevllld 
Unlvenlty Heights, Ohio 44118 
Ca<Tol...,wS@jC"<axa.jcu.edu 
and hotel from $4291 Save 
$150 on food, drinks, and 
free parties! 111 o/o lowest 
price guarantee! 
springbreaktravel.com or 
call 1-800-678-6386. 
Florida Spring Break! 
Panama City! Room with 
kitchen near bars $119! 
Daytona- best location $139! 
ACROSS 
1. Tuloo 
s. Resona 
9. Mr. Alnolooe 
13. 111<1 Rod 
14. Rich sauce 
15. Take1he bus 
16. CVI/ 
19. car. W-4-'Jio Adam 
20. Egyptian rt.w 
21 . Jocalyn _:S..-
geon General 
22. Gin addltM! 
23 . Prayer 
24 . Neat East runic 
27. l.au 
28. Federal blnau 
31 . Zodiac 191 
32. Compooer Jerome 
33. cadabnl 
34. 0N 
37. Stungort ass 
38. Robell E. and tamly 
39. Stream 7. Malt drink 
Florida's new hotspot- Cocoa 
Beach Hilton $169! 
springbreaktravel.com or call 
1-800-678-6386. 
Long distance service I calling 
cards. Cheap rates. Save I 
make money. For more 
information, call Doug at 243-
6520. 
42. Wadding a,.. 
40. Sun. tall< 
41. c.t. Brulnl 
B. Sporto bolrdaly 
9. AW>orAdler 
nouncementA 
43. _Hall 
44. Lionoolaes 
45. Greek porch 
-46. POSS8SS8I 
42. Nudlsla? 
43. Edlo<'s note 
44. The (j L.ucre1la' 
45. • -ye1 so far' 
48. Ado's dellgl'l 
10. Rend 
11. German rt.w 
12. CorrlorlaiH rooms 
H. Negatl¥oly charged ion 
17. loooen 
47 . .-orhave 
-46. Georgia Tech Initials 
49. hallan moola 
Direct Care . Make a 
difference in the life oi a child 
Cancun and Jamaica Spring 
Seeking capable babysitter Break Specials! 7 nights air 
49. Guided 
52. 1.11.1/X 
55. AwararX 
1 B. ROI&bud e.g. 
22. Ferrous llllaf 50. Oklahoma c:ky 
23. Ca1herine and Samuol 51 . Worse 1han C888 
CARTOON CORNER 
Butch and 
Dougie 
by 
Alex Howell 
George 
by 
Mark Szorady 
the 
spats 
by 
Jeff Pickering 
Out on 
a Limb 
by 
Gary Kopervas 
R. F. D. 
by 
Mike Marland 
~~.-.~Eclf 
~t¥.'1 ~1l\1'5 
¥""'- ~' So 
You CkJ 
6"~ 
~~~-
. -· 
~- ··GJ .• 
..• •. ·"' . 
... .. . 
J .. 
58. Grp. 
59.~ 
eo. Rogueo 
DOWN 
1. Corporate VIP's 
2. Aorance'a rt.w 
3. FoiOWI tres 
4. Elem. or high 
5. Mow sideways 
8. Skin opening 
26. Fin 
21. Jason's c:onsor1 
28. On top 
29. Moreconect 
30. Ador Jamie and tamly 
32. Gerdlec1ed 
33. B<J:Mg 14> 
35. lnllamud 
36. Covered - clolh 
41 . Beehive state 
-- .. . --.. ----''-- --- __ i 
"Do you-have one that 
yodels?" 
Fine, dear. 
How was 
